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For

Edward

sold at

be

|

PAYSON,

to
del2eod2w

& Co
OF

always
attended to with
my4t.f

L.KEILEB,
Fainter,

F

and piped lor
at 25 Emery st.

IS

Belting?. Rubber
lurnished to order. Also
and
Backs, Lace
Leaiher, Sides
Leather, Belt Ht oks, Copper Rivets and Burs.
Portland, July 6,1871.jy7-dCm

Richardson, Hill & Co.,
BANKERS,
Sears Building, Boston.

STREET,
PORTLAND, ME.,
he may be confidentially consulted, more
especially in all the cases of diseases and debility for the treatment of which he is so justly cele-

WHERE

many

his treatment

years’ practice, begs

as

curingNervous,

BROWN STREET,
Three Doors from Congress Street,

PORTLAND,

If

COLLECTIONS of Notes, Drafts, Coupons and
Dividends made with promptness on all points.

full assortment at

331 CONGRESS STREET.
you have already a Sewing Machiue, call and

WHEELOCK & SARGENT,

PHOTOGRAPHER,

Sole Agents for Portland and Vicinity.
is hereby given, that the subscriber has
been duly appointed and taken upon himself,
the trust of Administrator of the estate of
JOHN LOWERY, l&Le of Deering,
in the County of Cumberland, deceased, and given
bonds as the law” directs. All persons having demands
upon the estate of said deceased, are required to exno30

NOTICE

No 152 middle Street.
[PORTLAND, ME.
Copying and enlarging done to order
All the new styles, Berlins, Beaabrants, Medallion,
the Porcelain, or Mezzotint card,and the retouched

hibit the same; and all persons indebted to said estate are called upon to make payment to
EDWARD P. BRIGGS, Adm’r.
dc29-3w
Deering, Dec 19th, 1871.

card, bv which new process we get rid of freckles
moles, wrinkles, and all imperfections of the skin.
Call and judge for yourselves.
0^ Mot to—Good work at Moderate PricA im to Pleane.may 20
es.

hereby given
been duly appointed Executor
NOTICE
MARY S.
late of
is

that the

HILBORN,

—WITH—

SPRUANCE, PRESTON k CO.,
Commission Merchants9
63 £outh Oanal Street)

The most

Will give espe'iai
shipment of Flour, Gram and Provisions for Eastern

A Health

HUNT & JEWETT,

Marble,

Office 319 CONGRESS STREET,
Yard 43 PREBLE STREET.
ALL keep on hand a good assorlment of Italian
and American Marble, and will receive orders to
cut to size all kinds of Monumental stock, at prices
that will not tail to be satisfactory to all marble work-

SH

I

a

__apr22dtf

WILLIAM A. JE VANS,

itlcCOBB

LAW.
I

tf_
A KINGSBURY,

LAW,

L J 3? H O

jal3dlw

Portland, Jan 11,1872.

L.

HARTFORD

STE HER
Street,

Fire Insurance Com’y

ASUFACTTTRKB OF

The old Hartford Office, notwithstanding Its heavy
Parlob Suits, Louner.s, Spmbr Beds,
losses at Chicago, comes out with its capital nnimMattress, is,
IffrUouoiigh Valent Bed Eonngea, En. | pared, and assets amounting to over one million
five hundred thousand dollars*
untried Chair., Sc.
The assets ot the Hartford Company on the 1st ol
gar All kinds of repairing neatly done. Furni- j
©Cit5- 691 T&Stf
October were $9,783,877. It is estimated that
ure boxed and matted.
their looses by the
Chicago fire will not exceed 91»”
300,000 which leaves the Company in a condition
tor meeting all future
obligations promptly and hooK
Forest

City Bowling Alley.

The
ato

subscriber has just opened to public and

parties a

new

Bowling Alley

orably.
Tbe Company is now prepared under this undoubted security to take good business. There will be an
advance of rates but it will not be excessive or extravagant. It will be such as the public will justify
in a sound and reliable office that intends to pay

pri-

at

NO. 16 SILVER STREET.
GEO.
Dec.

B.

GORDON.

23-dtf_
For Sale.

A

SMALL and well selected stock of MILLINERY and FANCY GOODS, located at

j

every dollar ot lo?s.
The undeisigned is
this

prepared

to

Address,
No.
ja5dtf

DR. WM. C. DOWNS,
6 Exchange Place Providence

Musical

R. I.

PIANOS of the best

St.

Manufacture,

CELEBRATED

SHALE Sc KNIGHT, No. 154 Exchange

REED

Street.

Paper Hangings, Window Shades, and

A

Strips.

CEO. E. EOTHROP Sc CO., No. 153 Exchange Street.

Piuua Steals.

es,

__

77

8. DAVIS Sc CO., No. SO middle Street.
J. H. EAHSON, 153 middle St.,cor. Cross.

JS^Music

A.

JANES miEEER, No. 91 Federal Street.
Every description of Water Fixtures arranged and set np in the best manner.
Jobbing promptly attended to.

Plasterer, Stucco Worker, Ac.

Co., No. 301 1-9 Con-

Silver Smith and Gold and Silver Plater.
PEARSON, No. 33 Temple St., near
Congress. All kinds of Silrer and Plated
Ware Repaired.

H.

Street.

Street.

Stair Builder.
B. F. EIBBY, 17 1-2 Union Street, np

stairs._
Teas, Coffees, Spices, Ac.
J. DEEMING Sc CO., 48 India 162 Sc 164
k
Sts*

J. AHBROSE MERRIEE, No. 139 Hiddie Street.
Ac

m- mm

mm

mrfmiTDDDD

JV

Barque “Hunter,”

of

Portland,

Maine.

jan91t

is

the subscriber has
hereby given,
been
NOTICE
duly appointed and taken upon himself
the trust of Administrator of the estate of
that

HENRY H. WESCOTT, late of Portland,
in the County of Cumberland, deceased, and given
bonds as the law directs. All persons having demands upon the estate of said deceased, are required
to exhibit the same; and all persons indebted to said
•estate are called upon to make payment to
THOMAS M. G1VEEN, Adm’r, of Brunswick.
Portland, Jan. 2nd, 1872.
jan9 16 23
is hereby given, that the subscribers have
been
and taken upon themselves
the trust of Administrators of the goods and estate of
JOHN H. GILBRETH late ol Fairfield,
in the
of Somerset, deceased, and given
bonds as the law directs. All persons having demands upon the estate of said deceased, are required
to exhibit the same for settlement; and all persons
indebted to said estate are called upon to make payment to
MARTHA B. GILBRETH, \
Adm 8
EDWIN R.

lHIJ.IIn

Union **U.

REMOVAL!

1872.

FLINT,

jan9

J

16

23

Coasting in the Streets.
BROS,

IHITCHEL

Custom Boot & Shoe Manufacturers
Have removed from 179 Middle St., to

115 FEDERAL STREET,
Next Door to tbe Albion. House.
Where we are prepared to manufacture to measure
all kinds of Gents’ first quality ol Boots, Shoes and
dc28-2w
Gaiters at the shortest notice.

AT

Day

NEW

!

—OF—

FIRE PROOF SAFE
That cannot ho

OPENED OR REMOVED

THE

KEYS.

AGENCY AT TAYLOR’S,
14 Exchange Street.
jn3eod

Price 913.00.

lw

United States Hotel!
REDUCTION OF PRICES!

SACRED

announce
Hotel,
torship of the United
to his friends and the public, that on and after
JANUARY 1st, 1S7S2.
in accordance with the spirit of the times, “Retrenchment and Economy, he will reduce his rates to

“TWO DOLLARS

To the toansient travelling public, with no reduction
of Dire,!attoiidance and hospitalities.
No effort will be sjared for tbe comfort and convenience of the guests of this favorite houBe.
D. N. CUSHMAN.
dc29tf
_

DRESSED

HOGS!

MUSIC.

THOSE

ommendation.
Price in Cloth. $2 50; Boards, $2 00.
Sent post-paid, on receipt of retail price.
OLIVER DITSON & CO., Boston,
C. H. DITSON & CO., New York.
decl2 d&w50tc

Notice.
Meeting of the Odd Fellows Mutual

Re-

lief Association will be held at
ANNUAL

Odd Fellows (upper Hall) Tuesday evening January 16th, at 7$ o’clock,
for the election of officers, and such other business as
Per order,
may come before them.
H. C. BARNES, Secret try.
Portland, January 15th, 1871.
janlS
THE HAND
OF WIDEDiHlIwAKE AGENTS if they take an
at
once for our Elegant Gift Books.
People
agency
will buy presents for the Holidays, and our inducements are unrivaled. 9100 easilv earned in three
weeks, if you strike while the iron Is hot. Address
H. A. IflcKENNEV & CO.,
IN

49 1-9 Exchange street,

no28deod2w

Second-hand
SALE

street.
F)R
500 feet

by J.

Portland,

48-w3w

L.

Me.

Hose

SHAW & CO, 162 1-2

5-ply Rubber, 2 1-2 Inch.
3C0 leet Leather 2 1-2 inch.
200 feet Linen 2 1-2 inch.
Ail in good order and nearly new.

JEREMIAH VOW, Agent,

NO. 67 EXCHANGE ST.
Moderation Village, West Buxton.
octWf
The stand Is the l>est in the place for
___
business, it
in
a tire-proof
being
building and centrally located.
Two Cows for Sale.
Rent very moderate.
For particulars apply to
a new milch cow, with a calf by her side. The
Mrs. E. LaGARDE. Proprieior,
other a Durham cow, weighs 1280 lbs; comes in in
at 47 Main Street, Saco,
a few davs: can be seen at Capt. Clias. Sager’s staI ble.
Or on the piemises.
w2
jal5U3t*
ja6d&wlw

Beef!

For.

Mess

Beef,

PURCHASED

FOB SALE BY

&

CO.,

Although the

name

EVANS Ac
MI

name

Below

gin

cpi

000,000

Mwl

4

cn

3pi

cpi

Cpi

•

And for sale in quantities to suit,

AT 94

jr*

-pi

SPEND MONEY IN BUYING A NEW
of Kid Gloves every time you go out?
Renovate those you have with

JOUTEIU8 INODOROUS KID GLOVE
CLEANER.
It will make them equal to new with scarcely any
trouble. Be careful to get the Genuine.
Sold by Druggists and Dealers in Fancy Goods.

ONE

COMMERCIAL STREET.
GEO.

dan. 5.

A.

HI NT

A

CO.

WHITE

dlw*

con-

use

Ivory

Pearl Toothpowder.
Dentriflce known.
Sold by Druggists and Dealers in Fancy Goods. Price
It is the best

25 and 50 ceots per bottle.
F. 0. WELLS & CO.,
192 Fulton Street, New

granted

acres

New York.

that

some

Grants,

difi'erent

to

iHjrsons

Ground Land Plaster

if the average

price per

which is but $2.70

Shipped by R.

R.

or

Vessel in Bulk

KNIGHT

&

or

Bbls.,

as

HALF

YOU DESIRE YOUR HAIR TO BE SOFT
LUXURIANT AND GLOSSY?
THOMPSON’S
POMADE
OPTIME,

DO

daily, will make it so. It is entirely a Vegetable
Compound, exquisitely perfumed,and specially adapted for nourishing the Hair. Sola by Druggists and
Dealers in Fancy Goods. Price 25 and 50 cents per
used

ROAR;

but

C. WELLS & CO.,
192 Fulton Street, New York.

struments that produce sounds as ]K>werful as those
of a Pianoforte, and till a house with melody. Call
soon at 33 COURT STREET and select one from the
large s*ock, so that it may

Chime Christmas,
ring the New Year, in the ears of your delighted
family!
NTT AT

TATn

/VTwm
V.

nn

nr

A

Tffivvri

AJU A

AAU,

m

4

»»n... ..

AAAA.l AA

Aa^^A

AV

U

MENTS,

and a full assortment ef other instruments.
MUSIC and MUSICAL MERCHANDISE, also for
sale at the store of
J. C.

HAYNES & CO., 33 Court St.,
dec7-d&wtc

[Opposite ;hc Conrt House.)

ALL INSTRUMENTS

USED IN

BANDS;
ALSO

Guitars, (including Martin’s celebrated
Guitars,) Violoncellos, Double Basses, Concertinas, French aud German Accordeons, Flutiuas,
Banjos, Harmonicas, Flutes, Piccolos aud Flageolets,

VIOLINS,

things needed in their use or repair, as
STRINGS, Bows, Pegs, Finger Boards, Bridges,
Reeds, Screws, &c.
Also Tuning Forks, Pitch Pipes and Tuning Hamwith all

mers.

Manufactured of the best stock, or imported, and
for sale by
JOHN C. HAYNES & CO., 33 Court St.,
(Opposite the Court House, Boston.)

mr41y

jundl3tc

*

*

*

FEEL WEAK AND LANGUID IN
OVER EXERTION?
Are you afflicted with Rheuyou
matism, or pains of any kind? try one of
Wells’
IVIachi lie-spread
Strengthening
YOU

DO
CONSEQUENCE OF
Have
taken cold?
They will certainly

cure.

are are composed of choice emollient gums
on the finest
of three different sizes, and
are worn with ease and comfort.
Sold

They

spread

aid,

by Druggists

Annual Meeting
Cumberland County
THE
Agricultural Society, for the election of officers,
and the transaction of other
will be

York,

held at the office of Frank

legal business,

Esc., Portland SavBank Building, Portland,
January 16,
SAM’L DINGLY, Sec.
1872, at 10 o’clock, a. m.
a4
d&wtd wl
Standish, Jan. 3, 1872.
ings

Noyes,
Tuesday,

Shoe Store For Sale.
Shoe Stock. Terms easy. Address
BOX 1295. Portland, Me
jnitf

RETAIL

Willing
Passive Democbacy.
cans would be

to

Join

the

is

even

25,000

Pacific Road, still
held to redeem

acres

bonds, there would

of

be

the amount of bonds that

a

surplus of
issued

be

can

each mile of the Northern Pacific Railroad.

opened for passengers

Railroad will be
the

and

Pacific

freight

to

Rod River of the North, the eastern boundary

operation at the close of this year.

As the U.

S. Government is

Twenties, holders of
Northern Pacific

now

these

can

calling

iu

the Five-

convert them into

Bonds, and thereby INCREASE

THEIR INCOME MORE THAN 33 1-3
CENT.

At the

present time

Five-Twenties,

of

Journal

in

its

and

monetary

we

are

a

good

propor-

by the conversion

notice that the Boston

article of Nov.

“Holders of Five-Twenties (of 1862)

are

11, says:

cither real-

Kentucky) >
Dec. 20, 1871. )

and Garrett Davis representin Kentucky,

representin Missouri,

and

so

on.

to the people to yoonite with
to beat Grant. General John C. Breckinridge desired that the issue be made fairly between Grant and despotism on the one hand,
and the people and Yoonyun on the other.
Tweed liked that idea, but he desired to add
to it. He wanted the issue to be Grant, Despotism and Corruption on the one hand, and
the People, Yoonyun and Purity on the other.
That wuz wat Tweed wantid.
With
sich a ishoo ez that, he felt that he cood go
afore the people and make sich a fite ez he
never made afore.
Gen. Breckinridge accepted this amendment gladly. He felt that
the corrupshen uv the present administrashen, ez well as its attacks upon constitooshnel liberty, hed bin a stench in the nostrils
uv the people, in which Mr. Tweed coincided.
It was resolved there and then, to make the
fite in this way and upon this basis, and the

meetin adjourned.

Tweed,

Smithville, N. Y,—Found one man, J. C.,
wuz strongly in favor uv reorganizin the
parties on a new basis. Had groaned over
the corrupshen uv the Republikin party for

years. Hed bin a member uv the party from
its organsisliun, but owing to the prejoodissses uv the members thereof in this couutry
hed alluz bin debarred from holdin offis. up to
the year 1888. In March uv that year, President Johnson made him collector uv revenoo,
wich offis he held with profit to hisself till
that ojus miliatry tyrant, Grant, wuz elected.
There wuz some triflin irregulirites in his accounts, and he was dismissed and a supple
tool uv tyrany appointed in his place. Hiss
bail wuz outrageorsly sood for his defalcashun,
and hed bin erooelly persekootid ever since.
Wuz a earnest beleever in civil service reform,
and woodjine heart and sole in this inovment.
TTtr

izing

upon

them, or exchanging

them into

other Is-

sues—ofton into railroad bonds—the Northern Pacific
Seven-Thirties

favorites for reinvestment,”

are

The Chicago disaster fully demonstrated that

a First
Mortgage Bond on any Trunk Line of railroad is
the safest and least fluctuating security known.
This is manifest in one quite marked instauce, as
seen in the fluctuation oi the flrgt Mortgage Bonds
of the Michigan Central Railroad, which fell but one
per cent, in the late financial panic, while U. S. FiveTwenties and Sixes of 1881 fluctuated two to three
cent.; and here the Michigan Central Railroad
per
had met with the greatest loss it could by tire—the
burning of its large terminal depot. The New Yrok
Daily Bulletin, which gives the authentic reports of
the Stock Excbauge, in its issue of the 11th of October, after the Chicago fire, says: “Railroad Bonds
have stood the shock better than any other class of
securities,” and again, October 18tli, says: “Railroad
Bonds are steadier than any^other class of securities,”

SST’To
so

x'rsons seeking permanent
investments, alholders of Government Bonds wishing to increase

their Income, WE WOULD RECOMMEND
NORTHERN PACIFIC SEVENTHIRTY GOLD RONDS AS ONE OF
THE

THE

BEST AND SAFEST RAILROAD

SECURITIES

NOW

OFFERED

TO

THE PUBLIC.
reason

that it is

GROUNDED UPON A LANDED REAL
ESTATE BASIS, WORTH DOUBLE
THE AMOUNT OF BONDS ISSUED

MILE, AND ALSO UPON A
EQUIPPED TRUNK LINE

PER

PULLY

OF RAILROAD RUNNING THBOI GA
THE SAME.
For further particulars concerning this Bond, or

purchase of the

same

SWAN &

apply to the undersigned.

BARRETT, Bankers,

lOO Middle Street.
H.

M.
33

PAYSON, Banker,

Exchange

dan V.’.-e<xU wlw

Aniiwu

lm uvuul

St.

Mon, We S.

ntont liiu

<\1il nlnna

agin, in the event of success, and when he
gets it, sliood favor a law makin it perpetooal.
Shel want money from the general committee
to yooze among shaky Republikins.
Jonesboro, Ohio.—found Mr. M. L. in a

grocery, with his feet cocked up onto a counter. Wuz digusted and heartsick at the profligacy uv the present administrashen, and
saw no hope uv any change for the better until present party lines was bustid. Hoped the
new organizashen would not overlook the
claims uv men uv talent and genius ez comHis
pletely ez the party in power hez done.
friends hed urged him time and again to the
present tyranical administrashen for various
pusishens, from minister to Venzula to the
postoffice in his native village, all uv wicli
the military tyrant now at the head uv the
government hed persistently disregarded,
felt that there must be a change or that
rooin wuz inevitable; wuz in favor of the new
movement, stipulating, of course, that he
shood hev his choice uv the offises in that lo-

cality.

Brownstown, Illinois.—P. B. eonfest that

postoffis in his native village hed bin the
heighth uv his ambishen for twelve years,
the

and ez he hed never bin able

Republikin rool, he

Wo recommend this bond for the

*-

un me
contrary-, the regulations under
which the fields are worked have been established by the Free State, and its authority is

respected accordingly.

The history of British rule in India is about to be
repeated in
Africa, if we may believe the stories concerning this new scheme of annexation—and they
are certainly stories which bear the semblance
of the exact truth.

Hints

to

ing.—After
the

wuz

to get it under

willin

Young Men who go a Spakkall, in looking out for a wife, a

must consider how she will
rather than at parties.

show at
You can

fireside,

learn so much of literary and [esthetic
tastes,
the favorite books that are always in
hand,
the music that is regularly studied and
sung,
the kind of associations and the general order
of tastes. It is by far the best
way of getting up a flirtation, which is not unpleasantly
done under parental eyes when such eyes are
kindly and benignant. Love-making is an
uncommonly pleasant employment for the
winter nights. You may talk of the
perils of
young men when they come up to town; but
there is no better safeguard than
giving such
young fellow-s the associations of home and
sweet woman. Parents make an immense
mistake in taking too severely
monetary a
view of a young fellow’s prospects. I never
knew a young fellow under ever so dun a
cloud, who, with purpose and ability, could
not work out his way into the sunlight. Better even the long engagement, or the
early
marriage, than many other suppositions that
might be put.—London Society.

—A demure-looking chap hailed a charcoal
peddler with the query, “Have you got charcoal in your wagon?” “Yes, sir,” said tlia
expectant driver, stopping his horses. "That's
right,” observed the demure chap, with an
approving nod; “always tell the truth and
people will respect you!” And he hurried
on, much to the regret of the peddler, who
was getting out of the
wagon to look for n
b(ick.
—In Danville, Illinois, live a man and wife
named Davidson, who are parents of a child,
now over five weeks old, which
weighs but
two pounds. Its length is seven
its face about the size of a watch

inches, and
crystal. Its
unroll finger-

tiny arms are so slender that a
ring can be slipped on either of them to the
shoulder. This little creature is already making quite a noise in its part of the world, and

hundreds have called to
are

of standard size.

see it.
The parent*
So runs the legend.

—A cute Yankee went into a liquor store,
and asked for a half gallon of whiskey, to bo

poured into

a

gallon jug.

This

was

done;

but when payment was demanded, the man
refused, and the liquor was emptied out.
The would-he imrchaser tout nrotwihlv QT.tii.i_
pated something of this kind, as he had previously tilled the jug half full of water. As
he left the store, his face was radiant, and
his jug half full of drinks, nicely mixed.

The Portland Bridge.

in the stait uv

who

the

tion of the sales of N. P. Bonds

Not only the tinkling, sweet-toned little Music
Boxes, but larger and larger ones, up to immense in-

Letters.

the Pacific slope, and the St. Paul aud Pacific

$50,000

PER

MUSIC BOXES! MUSIC BOXES!

Nasby

us

bottle.

F.

The

Mb. Nasby Makes a Toub of the Nobth
to See how Many Disgusted Republi-

appeal directly

acquainted with

During the present month the Northern
Business Opportunity
For Sale.
interest in a first class manufacturing business; safe, reliable and yielding large profits;
goods staple as flour, and always ready sale; references exchanged.
TAYLOR & CO., 20 State st., Boston.
jall-3t

amounts vary from two dollars to one hundred and seventy-five dallars a day, and from
two hundred and fifty to seven hundred dollars a month. No mention is made, we are
sorry to say, of the names, number, or condition of the victims, and the reasonable inference is that only the addresses of t ose
who have lost the larger sums have ever or
will ever see the light in this connection.
The “cash paid” side of the account,
it “honestly” kept, showed that the firm lived
within their means, and not meanly, either;
their expenses varying, according to circumstances of situation or travel, from $250 to
$350 per month. As little cash was found
upon their persons, the probability is that
somewhere in their “circuit,” its the judges
say, they keep a deposit to meet contingencies ; and who knows but that in some quiet
little nook—on the banks of the picturesque
Hudson, or on the shore of beautiful Lake
George, for instance—they have, snug villa,
adorned with works of art, and surrounded
with every device to make retired life happy,
wherein to dwell, respected by neighbors and
entertaining hosts of unsuspecting friends
during the seasons of exemption from business cares—t. e. keeping aloof from
lynx-eyed
officers of the law.

Dakota Territory—this, with the completed road

figure for

$17,500 over
on

Excellent

pocket of Lyman was found a diary
which, though not giving a detailed statement
of his or her companion’s doiug’s, contained a
well-kept cash account, the items of receipts
(takings?) affording an exhibit that may well
set the unwary to thinking and the
representatives of the people to devising means for the
suppression of this growing evil. The record
begins January 1, 1871, and appears to have
been kept daily through the year. Scarcely a
day passed, it seems, that Lyinan or his pretty pal did not make at least one haul. The

of

de-

Jan. 5-d&w3m

the

We decided then that the Dimocrisy should

whole,

as a

wanted.

nems.

man

on

each

WHIDDEM.

of

A Pickpocket’s Diary.
The Boston Transcript says:
The arrest of£dward Lyman and Kate Moran,
two notorious operators upon the pockets of
the public, lias furnished some information
upon the extent of the “business” which may
be of interest to the newspaper-reader. In

the Blairs

consumers

sired.

improving recreation.
7. The want of adequate organization
the public service for the common good.

me

of its land sales should

the Kansas

6.
The want of public parks,
buildings,
and institutions for innocent, instructive, and

Some months after the conference, Mr.
for obvious reasons, droped out uv
the raanagemeut uv affairs, and the Dimocrisy wuz left, reely without a head. But I
felt that the programme laid down wuz the
proper one, and I determined to make a tour
thro the Northern states to ascertaine how
much strength we cood depend upon gittin
from the Republikins. I jist got home from
that trip yesterday, and the following extrax
from my diary will show how successful the
raid wuz:

at this low

prepared to supply dealers and
WEwith fresh
groune (N. S.) Land Plaster.

on

his trade.

A conference wuz held in Noo
year ago.
York eighteen months ago; Tweed, Hall,
Connolly and Sweeny, representin Noo York,

lowest average of all the land grants

not be above the

Portland Plaster Mills!

acre

for social duties.
4.
The want of organized local government, to secure the well-being of the inhabitants of villages, towns, counties, and cities.
5. The want of systematic,organzed teaching, to every skilled workman, of the scientific principles and most improved practice of

The hopelisness uv electin a Dimekratic
president by Dimekrats alone, wuz apparent |
to all the gigantic intellek uv the party over a

SUPERIOR TO

be

men we

from

population
corruption

1

(which is

The CHARACTER of the Land Grant of the

readily acknowledged by all

vast

[From the Toledo Blade.’]

.4.25

Northern Pacific Railroad Company,

a

J

Second.—They all want just exactly what
to a depth
we most desire, and without wicli
of
and
triumph iz
for us, viz., the oflisis.
in
unparalleled
the
histor J yooselis
They are alluz men uv that
c(trof modern civilization. A
plan has been’ I ader w ho hev to lie carried,pekoolyer
w hen wat we
proposed by Mr. Scott Russell, the architect want is men capable uv carryiu us. I am
of the Crystal Palace, the Great Eastern, and fearful that the experiment won’t win, and
other large works, to form two committees, after all we will have to settle back into our
—“a council of skilled workmen,” and “a old party lines and be whaled again ez usual
Petroleum V. Nahby,
council of legislators,”—to whom shall be re(wich wuz Postmaster).
ferred the discussion of the whole question,
and the suggestion of proper remedies.
Stealing Gold adnDiamond Fields.—
Mr. Russell says: “While there is no liner Stealing is the
only word to define the doings
breed of working men in the world than the ! of the British Colonial Government in SouthBritish skilled workman, there is no civilized
ern Africa, says the New York Commercial.
conntry in which his interests are so little The discovery of diamonds and gold in the
cared for, and in which the institutions, laws,
Trans-Vaal Republic and the Free State of
and customs are so unfavorable to his materiOrange, fires the cupidity of the greedy Saxal well-being and to his moral development.”
on, and under the shallow pretext of exercis|
This is pretty strong language, but it appears
ing a protectorate over a native chief who
to be confirmed by the observations of other
reformers. As the result of careful inquiry | never had jurisdiction in the territory, a whole
annexed ” to the
among workmen, and extensive visitation o’f district is declared to bef
manufactories and dwellings, both in England
British dominions. An official declaration
and on the contiuent, the chief evils to be
from the accredited agent of the Orange Free
remedied were classified under the following
seven heads:—
State, just laid before President Grant, gives
1. The want
of family homes, clean, ! a complete account of this latest theft. The
wholesome and decent, placed so as to receive tribe over which the
English claim to exercise
a full Rlirmlv Ht'ruilV »ir urwl annaliinn
2. The v "it of an organized supply of a protectorate number only two or three hundred souls, and the pretensions of their chief
wholesome,|uutritious, cheap food.
have neither been recognized nor enforced in
3.
The want of leisure for the duties and
the region partly covered by the diamondrecreations of famKj life, for instruction and

doubt that

no

Pacific.2.70

Kansas

save

cooden’t do

insisted that ef

decent ones.” Meetin broke up in a row.
Paid my own expenses out uv that town.
I break oir my diary thus
abruptly, for
these are specimens of the whole. I found
in each town I visited Republikins willin to
join us, but there w uz alwuz two troubles jn
the way, viz.:
First. They wuzn’t never the kind uv

Pacific

land sales will be

of its

acre

be

can

THAT OF ANY OTHER

are

roads,

Northern

to the

Union Pacific.

the

no9tf

TEETH, HEALTHY GUMS,
AND SWEET BREATH,
SOUND
secured by
of

Thurston’*

different

Average per
Grand Rapids and Indiana.$13.98
and
Missouri
River.11.70
Burlington
in Nebraska.. 8.75
do
do
Illinois Central—to 1869.11.09
do
do
for 1870.12.55
Hannibal and St. Joseph.11.00
Atchison, Topeka and Santa Fe.7.70
Flint and Marquette.7.18
7.04
Southern Minnesota.
Atlantic and Pacific.6.77
Iowa Falls and Sioux City.C.50
St. Paul and Pacific.6.50
Cedar Rapids and Missouri River.6.00
St.Paul and Sioux City.5.67
Mo. River, Fort Scott and Gulf..5.55
Jackson, Lansing and Saginaw.6.00
Marquette and Ontonagon.5.00
Denver Pacific.4.18

co-

•

are

on

Acre.

of the

stant

price per acre of the

average

average price per

WHYpair

Price 25 cents per bottle.
F. C. WELLS & CO.,
192 Fulton Street,

give the

we

much above the general averagejmce of these roads:

Jn2*3w

cjn

cjj

GRANT IN MINNESO-

Railroad Company, for there

of C. H. STAPLES & CO., at

cjn

cei

of land Is

acres

idea may be formed of the immense value of the 60,-

Hiram Winchester,
Chas. H. Winchester.

u

DATE; still this 200,000

sales of the Land Grants

tie

Portland, Jan. 1st, 1872.' *

TO-

THE

TA AEONE.

1871. All persons indebted to said firm are
requested
to make immediate payment, and those having demands against them are desired to present the same
for payment, at the old stand, No. 1 and 2 Free street
Block, where all in want of good Furniture, at low
priceB will find it for their interest to call.
ARAD EVANS,
W. H. JOSSELYN.
Portland, Jan. 1, 1872.Ja3dcod2w

Copartnership Mo

91,300.000,

TO

WHICH WAS

OF THE EAND

the
A/IAlVUI

EQUAE

acre,

average price up-

an

QUITE ONE-SIXTEENTH PART

NOT

SWEAT,
jn30tf

VI

204,000 acres, at

er

AMOUNT OF BONDS SOED TO

TAL

LAMBARD,

M* ■ V

at prices BE-

apparent, for the sales of land up to Novem-

911,300,000,

of

WV

quality of landB

same

ment; still the practical working of the above pro-

THAT

L. D. M.

Bailroad Company

OB MORE THAN lO PER CENT. ON

JOggELYN,

M».

..U..VUVMU

DOE-

ti

wards of $6

Dissolution of Copartnership.
is hereby given that the copartnership

under the firm
NOTICE

NOT EX-

OW OTHER GRANTS, to induce rapid Bet-

ber 1st exceeded

President P. D. Dock and Ware-house Co.

By
Attorney,
Portland, January 28th, 1871

MORT-

I

vision is

notice!

his

A SUM

AT

Northern Pacific

intend to Bell the

**fIYHE Portland Dry Dock and Ware-House Co.”
X have leased their Docks and other propery In
Cape Elizabeth to James E. Simpson for one year
from Jan. 1, 1871, to Jan. 1, 1872, and during said
time the Company wilt not be responsible for any
debts contracted in their name or on their account,
unless authorized or approved by the President of
CHAS. A.

THIS

EAR AND ACCRUED INTEREST.”

d3w

the company.

THE COM-

OF

BY

CEEDING 110 CENTS ON THE

Price 15,20 and 30 cents each.
F. C. WELLS & CO.,
192 Fulton Street, N. Y.

The Best lot Dressed Hogs in this Market

RECEIVED !

SECURED

GAGE, WHEN SAID BONDS CAN BE

Notice.

JUST

IN

THE TRUSTEES

OF

MORTGAGE BONDS

in the County of Cumberland, deceased, and given
bonds as the law directs. All persons having demands upon the estate of said deceased, are required
to exhibit the same; and all persons indebted to said
estate are called upen to made payment to
ALBERT W. BRADBURY, Adm’r.
dc21-3w
Portland, Nov. 21st, 1871,

issue policies in

old, safe and reliable Office.

SECURITIES,

VESTED RY THEM, IN THE FIRST

Planters.

£ire

COU-

DEPOSITED WITH THE

HANDS

THE

ELIJAH P. LEWIS, late of Portland,

disappointed

A DAY”

CASH, BONDS,

TRUSTEES;” also “AEE MONEYS

or

who have been anxiously waiting for its
appearance may now send in their orders; and
not one will be
in the quality of music. Te Deums, Benemcites, Responses, Glorias, Anthems. Solos, Duets, Sentences, and all first class,—
none better.
Large, clear, legible type, a great rec-

assumed the sole proprie- ABIpn
undersigned having
would
States

apart to redeem the bonds, for by

OTHER

OB

road in
on

ueen

COLLECTION

A

AND

The

nave

BAUMBACH’8

MINIATURE IRON BURGLAR

WITHOUT

streets

jn2-2w_CHAS. CLARK, City Marshal.

TO BE SAFE
LOOK

ini,

umowmg
uesignacea
X which boys can coast wiih sleds during the winter, and on none others. If detected in coasting on
other public streets the penalty of the law will be enforced.
On Anderson, from Cumberland to Muuroe.
Boyd street.
Fox, from Washington to Back Bay.
Chestnut, from Oxford st.
Elm, from Oxford st.
New High, below Cumberland st.
Mellen st.
Pleasant to Centre.
Atlantic to Fore.
11
Walnut, below Danforth.
■

set

branches of 288 miles, will make nearly 600 miles of

Marshal’s Office,
\
Portland, Jan. 1 1872.)
r

Is the Order of the

CO.,

hereby given, that the subscriber has
NOTICE
duly appointed and taken upon himself
the trust of -administrator of the estate of

county

Fairfield, January,

are

SH AEE BE

C. H. Staples,

INFORMATION

RONDS ISSUED.

OF

PONS

Boot and Shoe Business,

DEPARTMENT OF STATE.
Washington, D. C. Jan. 5,1872.
has been received at this Department from Mr. B. Squire Cotrell, fthe Commercial Agent of the United States at San Juan del Norte
of the loss, on the 26th of November, 1871, on “Quito

FOR EVERY

CEEDS OF AEE SAEES OF EANDS,

Commercial Street.

under the firm
06 Union St.

NOTICEduly aj>i>ointed

Watches, Jewelry, Ac.
rnwr

ON

TO

the definite terms of the mortgage, “THE PRO-

a

N O T IC E

OP

OBLIGED

ARE

AS APPROVED RY THE SAID TRUS-

the undersigned have thi« day formed
WEpartnership,
lor the transaction of the jobhiug

after Jan. 4, the Evening train for Walnut
HiU,»Perlcv’s, Chandler’s, Danville Junction, Auburn and Lewiston, will leave Portland, at 8.15 p. m.
The 5.15 p. m. train will run as usual to Lewiston
via Brunswick.
L. L. LINCOLN, Asst. Supt.
Jan 3.
dtf

of the
Crew saved.

FRENCH SCHOOE, 430

— _

BONDS

sales of alllands “AT SUCH PRICES

The

lot of

small

and

Reef,”

Schools.

w

S PE C IAL

BY

BAIL-

WHICH THE

OR

EAND AS SECURITY

RECEIVED,

AND

V>|IUVU

HOLDEN, General Agent.
Bowman’s Block, Bangor, Me.

PACIFIC

COMPANY,

TEES,”

Chicago Extra

JUST

Central Rail Road.

Maine

Street.

Congress

terms, address

H. A.

Street.

Congress

STREET.
dcl2eod-6m

MIDDLE
sent by mail.

fn2-4w

Real Estate Agents.
JOHN C. PROCTER, No. 93 Exchange

ENCEISH nnd

Store,

ANY

P. FEENY, Cor. Cumberland nnd Franklin Sts.

Silver and Plated Ware.
ABNER EOWEEE, 301 Congress

obtained at

good smart man can clear from 95 to 910 a
day selling the Patent Pan Lifter, for taking hot pans out of stoves or ovens, as it is an article
that is wanted in every family and will sell at sight.
For

gress

be

can

ATTENTION!

Plumbers.

GEO. R. DAVIS

All

HAWES & CRAGIN’S Mnsic

Photographers.

—

ORGANS!

(Old Instruments taken in exchange.)
CHOICE and large stock of Sheet Music,
Backs, Falias, Wrappers. Also a fine
lot of Violin*, Banjas,
Drums, Guitars,
Carnets, Cancertinas, Strings, Music Rax-

AND

COMPANY MAY HEREAFTER

THE

is

Merchandise,

Organ and Melodeon Manufacturers.

Weather

ROAD

930,000

Jan 10, 1872.

BURDETT Sc WOOD’S

HOOPER,

Nos. 31 £■ 33 Free
M

“Portland Lloyds.”
Annual Meeting of the Subscribers

To determine whether they will amend article 15 of
the By-Laws of said Association, and to transact any
other business that may come before said meeting.
CHARLES W. FORD, At orney.

HAVK

H.

few first class Canvassers for the

lowing purposes, viz:

removed their ofllce to No. 95 Exchange
Hired, over the Portland Savings Bank.
December 9, 1871._iDw_

J.

jgenis.

to the
“Portland Lloyds” will be held at their office No.
42 Exchange street, Portland, Me, on Thursday, the
18th day of January. 1872, at 3£ o’clock P. M., in
accordance with and for the purposes specified in the
By-Laws of the association.
meeting of the SubscriAlso there will be a
bers of the “Portland Lloyds” at the place above
named on the same day at 4 o’clock P. M, for the fol-

THE

Street.

Agents for Howard Watch Company.

Masons and Builders.
REDLON, 233 1-3 Congress

NORTHERN

THE

STOCK!

FLETCHER

SMALL supply of this invaluable remedy for
Cancer, Scrofula, Rheumatism, Salt
Rheum, Ulcers and all Rload Diseases, just
received from Ecuador. Price of the bark, with full
directions, $3 per pound; sent to all parts.

THE

ALL

PROPERTY,

PERSONAL, NOW IN POSSESSION

our

Mess

BUSHELS New Timothy Seed: also'
Clover and Red Top tor sale by

A

AND

RIGHTS OF PROPERTY, REAL AND

ueen

Jewelry and Fine Watches.

FIRST and ON-

a

“UPON THE RAIL-

FOR EANDS SOED, SHAEE BE IN-

New

CUNDURANGO.

•.
V Clapp’s Block,
Congress Street, opposite Old City Hall.

LOVELL, 301 Congress

LANDS

3STEW

SEE®!

Tnilpt. Articles.

I. F. SHERRY,

MORTGAGE,

PANY

sep2dtl is

secured by

is

lw

Extra

KENDALL dt WHITNEY.

$1,000; Reg-

and

ROAD, FRANCHISES, AND

No. 6 Free Street Block.

159

ABNER

LY

ja 5d2w

Portland Sept ,2, 1871.

mile,” which

per

VERY CHEAP !

jnlO

SON.

Coupon bonds,$100, $500,

HOED 33,000 ACRES OF AVERAGE

J. M. OYER &

&

issued In the following denomi-

are

loan which shall not exceed Fifty Thousand Dollars

of

stock

our

and

WHETHER IN

the

in

re-

The Company is allowed “to negotiate and procure
a

W. LAHKAIIK.t.i

1872.

SEE®^
ttv/V

a

conducted under the

LABRABEE

Portland, Jan’y 4,

to order.

special

ATTORNEYS & COUNSELLORS,
AT

hour

nov21tf

& Yorston’s, New York. Any Agent can select a
work suitable from their various publications. A liberal inducement offered. Apply to
MOONEY & SMART, Agents,
88 Middle St., Over Canal Nat. Bank, Portland, Me.
nov23-deod2m*

PORTLAND, MR.
O. 6 SOUTH ST.,
Prompt attention paid to all kindsol Jobbing

__Oyl

Q

me

are

istered bonds, $100, $500, $1,000, $5,000 and $10,000.

PAISLEY SHAWLS !

LABRABEE,

B.

Office,

W. DEANE, No. 80 Federal St.
All kinda afUphole .ring and Repairing

WANTED,
publications of the well-known house of Virtue

tap-

FORT FAIRFIELD.

T*abor Saving

BEWARE OF IMITATIONS!

SCUGGO&IAHTIO WORKERS,

COUNSELLOR AT

and
Invention.

Sewing Machine Repair Shop.
(Over Gilson’s Apothecary.)
N. B.—All kinds of Sewing Machines repaired, and
every job warranted equal to any in New England.

__

PLAIN AND ORNAMENTAL

line.

Preserving

P.

from this date associated with

W.

DAVID

GEO. C. HOBBS’

PLASTERERS,

our

n

Sole Agency, Ifo. 12 Market Square,

SHERIDAN & GRIFFITHS.

n

made

Which can be applied to all kinds of Sewing Machines now in use. The points therefore are. greater
si>eed, less labor, and entire escape from tliose diseases which have afflicted females when employed on
Sewing Machines, and accomplishing a much larger
amount of work in the same time than will any other
Treadle now in use. Every Hall Treadle warranted
to give entire satisfaction. All persons are invited to
call and see the operation of this invention at the

Wholesale‘Dealer? in

•

ever

s.

Upholstering.

a

nations:

ALSO,

And

Hereafter the business will be
firm name of

Exchange Street.
HOYT, No. 11 Preble Street. Upholatering done to order._

Portland,

Sewing Machines,

account._Jyl3d6m_

eis.aug22

important improvement

order._

Gaada

PRICE,

PRICES !

WHITER

LUMBER BUSINESS.

L. F.

The Dr. Hall Treadle

CHICAGO, ILL.
attention ao the purchase and

II.

Furniture and House Furnishing Goods.
BENJ. ADAMS, cor. Exchange and Fed-

Ilolr

few weeks

LOW

dc30 dtf

Is

FREE OF U. 8. TAX—

are

the Company’s lands at the LOWEST CASH

EXTREMELY

AT

Cfo PARTNERSHIP.

Furniture--Wholesale and Retail.

1000—bear 7 3-10 per

in

0.00

DRESS GOODS!

Wanted.
experienced Cook at No. 74 State Street.

AN

WALTER COREY A CO., Arcade, No.
18 Free Street.
N. TARBOX, Noa. 158 and 160 Fore St.
GEORGE A. WHITNEY, No. 56 Exchange St. Upholatering of all kinda

Poat

January,

SAID
a

payable

are

interest in GOLD, payable first of Jnly and

ceivable at lO PER CENT PREMIUM for

0.15 from head of tWsshington, corner Congress
Street.
SUNDAY.
13.13 P. 31.
4.30
can lie accommodated with

To close out

A

o

in the County of Cumberland, deceased, and has
taken upon himself that trust by giving bonds as the
law directs. All persons having demands upon the
estate of said deceased, are required to exhibit the
same; and all persons indebted to said estate are called upon to muke payment to
JOSEPH a. LOCKE, Executor.
Th
nov21dlaw
Portland, Nov. 7th, 1871.

£. A. O’BRIOJN,

offer for

Bent Wanted.

eral Street..
HOOPER A EATON, Old

These Bonds
cent,

ACQUIRE,” nnd THE TRUSTEES

jy8d3t*

SMALL genteel and convenient Rent of six or
seven rooms.
Communications addressed to
Rent, Box 803 will receive prompt attention.
Nov 30dtf

Dentists.

subscriber ha
ef the Will

103 Middle

P.31.

GIRL to do

A

see

UCyMachine Stitching and Stamping for Braiding
and Embroidery done to order. All Machines sold
and work done, warranted to give entire satisfaction.

I.AUSOJ,

this office.

at

Wanted.
general housework; best of references
required. Apply at A. DUNYON, corner
Carlton and Pine sts.
jn6-3t

JOSIAH HEALD, No. 105 Middle Street.
DR. W. R. JOHNSON, No 13 1-9 Free St.
PACKARD A HARDY, Fluent B lock
cor. Congress and Exchange Sta.

N. E.

utmost ease and exactness.
A full assortment of Needlas, Thread and the various Sewing Machine Helps and attachments, constantly on hand.
Machines sold on Monthly Instalments.

ORDERS for Bonds and all first-class securities
executed on commission.
eodGm
dec22

We

PACIFIC

RAILROAD COMPANY.

-A>TI-

The condition of the working classes in
so low and degraded,
that the attention of
thoughtful men of all
shades of opinion is attracted to it; and it is a
serious question to know what
remedy to ap-

England has become

ply to
sinking
misery

THE—

NORTHERN

Winter Dress Goods!

CONSISTING OF

“Palmer's Combination” adapted to all kinds
of Machines. It will cord, ruffle, lay in piping cord,
turn a wide hem, and make the french fold, with the

ollaterals.

by leaving it

MORTGAGE

—OK

50 cents. Single fare, 15 cents.
Fare from Bar* Cove, 16 tickets for *1.00, 8 for 50
cents. Single fare, 10 cents.
Tickets can be had at Abbott’s Store, at AUen’s
Comer; Knight’s Store, at the Point; and Day's
R. I,.,
Store, in Portland.
” Agent*
Jnl*-lm wl

on

Carpet-Bags.

comply with any reasonable demand, there is no good
reason* why you may not have a ‘‘Merry Christmas”
and a ‘‘Happy New Year”, each day or which shall
add a new voice to the already mighty chorus of voices, that are sounding the praises of “The Singer”
a

dc9

Security

!

Dimocrisy

Dimocrisy

in England.

LAND GRANT GOLD BONDS

a

DURAN Sc JOHNSON, 171 middle nnd
116 Federal Streets.

views of the fact that “various opinions do exist,
as to which is the best” Sewing Machine, do not
allow yourself to be governed by any one’s opinion,
but call and examine “THE SINGER” and
witness its operation, and we have n#t the shadow of
a doubt, that you will not pronounce it for all purposes the very best Family Sewing machine
extant.
Now' is the time to secure one of these farfamed and
justly celebrated Ninger Sewing machine as a
ChriMmaa Gift to your Wife, Sister or Lady
Friend.

of which you will find

Rrackett St.

at 119

FIRST

Passengers waiting,
scats at James A. Day’s, 103 Middle Street; at Samuel Bell’s Shoe Store, Congress Street, Cahoon
Block;
and at F. Bennett’s, 115 Congress St., near head of
Washington Street.
Saturday Evenings, Omnibus will leave Allen’s Corner at 6.30, and Ben’s store,
Portland, at 9.30.
Sundays the Omnibus wiU start from Bell’s store.
Fare from AUen's Comer, 10 tickets for
*1.00, and
5 for

the Cars between Lisbon and Free1st,
JAN.
port, Fitch Tippet; the finder shall be suitably
rewarded

Dye-House.

Furniture and

by ap^bdng

Investment

ADVANCE^

Kepubhkm renegades was to hev the oflisis
they didn t care a tinker’s cuss whether they
did anything or not. “Ef
Republikins is to
hev the places anyhow,”
yelled the Demoerisy all in korus, “we’d rather it would be the

The Condition of Mechanics and Laborers

LOAN!

We offer for sale at par and accrued interest, the

Lost.

8YMONDS, India St. Velret Cloak,

ME.

IMPROVED

sold, and

family,

Park.

done to

same

Brackett, Peak’s Island, proving proppaying charges.
jan9-d3t

ONE

WHITNEY A MEANS, Pearl Street, op-

F.

have the

Boarders Wanted.

Manufacturers of Trunks, Valises and

“THE SINGER”

Corporation Loans negotiated.

Italian & American

to

eminently successful in

Mental and Physical Debility, Languor, Depression of Spirits, Painful Dreams, Loss of
Appetite, Memory, &c., and having .had great experience during an extensive practice and received high
honors and testimonials for his superior treatment
of those diseases requiring skilful aud confidential
advice he is enabled to ensure a safe and speedy cure.
The Doctor particularly invites those patients
whose cases may have been neglected or pronounced
incurable at once, to place themselves under his care,
assuring them that all that science, skill aud long
practice can accomplish will be at their service.
He distinctly states that no case will be undertaken
unless a permanent cure can be guaranteed. All letters containing the usual consultation fee, $5, ami
fully describing the case, will be immediately attended to.
Hours of consultation from 10 in the morning tiH 2,
aud 5 till 8 in the evening at his private office.

DEPOSITS received, subject to check at sight,
interest on daily balances credited monthly.

II.

BROWN

decl2 tf

owner can

Gold

A Choice

JAMES A. DAY’S,
at., opp Plum
7.15 A. 31.
0.00
11.00
13.00
3.30 P. 31.
4.30
3.00

tt.OO A. 31.
7.30

0.30 A. 31.
1.43 P. 31.

or two gentleman, or a gentleman and wife
can be accommodated with board in a
private

Carpenters and Builders.

and Science

IN

ol Leather

.I

JACQUES,

SEWINGMACHINE.

Street,

approved

ABOUT
Ring. The
to Mrs. H. M.

one

Lr 0 L D

POST-OFFICE

-AT-

street.

jau9-d3w£

Found.
January 1, on Middle Street

dyed and finished.

IS

MANUFACTURER
Beltiog and Hose
tor sale Belt

on

near Pine.
Frescoed
cn the premsses,
JAMES A. TKNNEY.

Sebago. Apply

Informs his friends and patients that he has opeued
an office for the practice of his profession at

BREWER,

ADVANCES made

new

SAWYER A CO., Bleachers, No. 131
Middle Street.

posile

aug25

fviarit.f

BUSINESS PAPER Bought and

8

I?OR SALE—On Lewis street,

A CARD—Tn thanking my former customers and
friends tor the patronage they have bestowed upon
me tor the last fl teen years. 1 have the pleasure in
recommending to them Mr* W. L. KEILKRfor
a continuance of the same, feeling confident that be
is able to please all who tnav give him a call iu his
CHAS. S. SCHUMACHER.
line.

3

on

CORNER

SUNDAY.

of FLETCHER

good
ONE
& CO., 159 Commercial Street.

Bonne! and Hat Bleachery.

liew House
or

Wanted.
milch Cow. Enquire

noltf

Tenement Hous*. situated

2

strength.
Dr. Jacques, after

on

season

Repairing.

let.

named gentlemen of this city: Hon. Geo. F. Shepley, Hon.A.W H. Clapp, Hon. Bepjamin Kingsbury, Jr., Hon. Nathan Webb, Hon. John Lynch,

Offioe at Schumacher Bros, 6 Deeriug Block

No.

to

erty and

physician

STREET.

JVo. 90 Middle

sale and

158 Middle 81., .Ter II.
kinds of Machines fo

No.
All

ay’s.

Book Binders.

PORTLAND, MAINE.

2Z.

ALLEN’S

their assistance the
nuthen, and tlie

TUESDAY MORNING, JAN. 16, 1872.

7 3-10

FROM

3.30
3.30

at chamber work or
Williams’ No. 18 Mountsewing. Enquire
fort Street. Good Reference given.
dec9 lw#

Street.

brated. It is too well known that hundreds sufier
from the eftects of early indiscretion and seek in
vain for relief. For none but the educated
who has made these subjects a specialty is likely to
succeed in restoring the patient to health aud

NATHAN GOULD,
Merchant Taller,

M.

H. IK

A. QUINCY, Room 11, Printer’s
Exchange, No. Ill Exchange St.
SMALL Sc 8HACKFORD, No. 35 Plum
Street.

anuounce

Fresco

DYER,

IV. 8.

U.naea, Lot. and Firm for Sale.

Anatomy, Physiology

348 CONGRESS STREET.

W.

STARTS

1.30

A an, will make atherself
useful
Mrs.

Agency for Sewing Machines.

Straps.

East Deering Omnibus Line

Wanted.
SITUATION as Nurse by a middle aged Wom-

Booksellers and Stationers.
HOYT, FOGG A BREED, No.09 Middle

JEBBIS,

LECTURER ON

Wholesale & Retail

MIDDLE

GOOD

W. C. COBB, No. 19 Pearl St.

Real Estate and Loan Agent

DR. J.

Cllipflirn
LUlUttgB.

KP" The best goods of every
band, and ail r»ork personally
neatness an i promptness.

Boarders Wanted.
ROOMS and good board at
No. 13 Myrtle
ja3dtf

Bakers.

PROFESSIONAL NOTICE.

FRENCH WINES,

137

Brokers.

GEO. R. DAVIS & CO.,
Estate and Mortgage Brokers.

Shawl

THE PRESS.

THE

TIME TABLE

WANTS, LOST, FOUND.

ATWELL A CO., 1V4 1-9 Middle St. AdrertiiemenU inserted in papers in Maine
and throughout the country at the publishers’ lowest rates.

tf

no2'

IMPORTERS

are

John D. Jonhs, Pres deni.
CJhablbs Dennis, Vica-PresidHnl.

apman. Secrets?'.

to

WM. H.

ONE

Merchants,

Peyret

Will

Horton
Place, near Dow St. One or both tenements
will be sold. Price $700 and $800 each. The above
property is well situated, suppli d with Sebago wale7, and is a bargain. Enquire at 6} Dow st.
oel8
bw
tf

Paysox.

58 SOUTH CANAL STREET,

noviGm

Apply

decl6-eod2w.

Floor, Ora in and Provision

H.

H.

BUSINESS DIRECTORY.

For Sale.

DAVIS,

C. F. Davig Chicago.
It. W. G AO ,206 State st., Boston.

Mortgage

Portland, Nov 1,1870.

136 MIDDLE STREES, Up Stairs.
N. B. Order Slate at F. F. Hale’s, Comer of Free

Commission

and

Patent

S.
10.30

A

FRESCO PAINTER

GAGE &

J

WM.

Law,

de20

Physician.

a

GEO. R. DAVIS & CO.,

Real Estate and

Street.

Cross Streets.

assured,

Advertising Agents.

A Brick House for Rent.
THREE story brick house, 12 rooms, gas and
Sebago water, a few minutes walk from City
Hall, will be rented to a responsible party for $350

BUILDING,

Pay’sox,

revert to the

three

To Rent.

or

location for

bargain.

a

Apply

E. R. Hoar; Hon. Nathan Clifford,

E. P.

A

on

Real

GEORGE D. JOST,

and

Sale
a

per year.

Exchange

Company

JOHN W. MU IN GEU, Correspondent,
Office, 166 Fore Street, Por^/and.

DAVIS & CO.,
Real Estate and Mortgage Brokers.

TWO STORY

Judge of the Supreme Court, U. S.; Hon. George F.
Slfepley, Judge of the Circuit Court, U. S.; Hon. D.
W. Gooch, aud Hon. Ginery Twichell.
jn3-6m

95

FOR RENT.

HOUSE
Brown street: eight
and Sebago water, cemented cellar.
A rooms, gas fair
Lot 35x76. In

LAW!

MAYINGS BANK

Bisks.

$13,000,000.00j

than

are more

?* M°0BKf2d Vlce-Prest.
J. D. Hewlett,8d Vice-Prest

on Park street, between
can be hired for $500 per

GEO. R.

year.

acl4-eod3w

Law !

and Counsellors at

New York.

divided annually, npon
the Premium* terminated dnrin* the Ktr, certificate* for which are issued, bearing la
erest until redeemed.

?.rden.

No. 18 Pemberton Sqr., Boston, Mass.

Attorneys

The Profit* of the

THE

ON PARK ST.
HOUSE
story brick residence

Counsellor

PAYSON &

William,

Its Assets for the Security of its Policies

Tavern Stand for Sale.

Spring and Congress sts,

THOMAS H. TALBOT,
(Late Assistant Attorney General, U. S.)

Refers to Hon.

of

TERMS *8.00 HEX ASM M. IX

_BONDS.

The only Shawl Strap made with metallic top.
Silver plated, with cross and end straps. Acknowledged by all who have seen them to be thg neatest
Bhawl strap ever invented. Just the thing for holiday presents. We also manufacture Shawl Straps of
aU kinds.
Sole Manufacturers of Broad's talents, 27J Market
Street, Opposite P. O.
G. B. BROAD & CO,
decl9-dtf

dlm-eodllm&w6w

jan8<12w

A.T

corner

accomm-

Tavern Stand at Upper Gloucester Corner,
three miles from Railroad Station, and two
miles from Danville Junction; consisting of a 2$
story house—16 rooms; stable with 15 stalls; largo
Will be sold cheap. Apply to W. R. SAWEli, South Auburn, or GEORGE R. DAVIS & CO.,
Real Estate and Mortgage Brokers, Portland, Me.

PORTL IND, JIE.

Attorney

also be

can

with loans.
GEO. R. BA VIS A’ CO.,
Real Estate A mortgage Brokers*
sep24tt

odated

STREET,

and

building

Comp’y

Insures Against Marine and Inland Navigation
And will issue Policies making Loss payable in England.

mortgages in Portland, Cape Elizabeth, Westbrook, or Beering. Parties deof

Broad’s

(ORGANIZED IN 1842.)
SI Wall at.,

16, 1873.

HAVE YOU. SEEN

Insurance

Loan Ut

dec 12-d3w

CLARENCE HALE,
Counsellor A.t

Mutual

class

sirous

JANUARY

CHRISTMAS.

ATLAN T I C

We are prepared to loan money In ram
from 3100 to any amount desired, on linti

CARDS!

BUSINESS

to

MORNING,

MISCELLANEOUS

Geo. ft. Davis & Co.’s

St, Portland.
Year in advance.

At 109 Exchange

ESTATE.

_REAL

the

PORTLAND PUBLISHING CO.,
Terms:

PORTLAND,

TUESDAY

to

jine the

movement ef that wuz promist him.
Hez a brother-in-law who did want to be
collcctoi, and possibly he cood be indoost to
go in also. He is doubtful, however, ez he
hez lately experienced religion. Will try him
any how ez it isn’t certain that he hez bin
soundly converted. The promise uv the place
may possibly fetch him. Ez for him the cornew

rupslien uv the present administrashen wuz
too glarin to permit him to stay a mlnit in a
party wicli supported it, He wanted it to be
understood that he wuz to hev the postoffis.
Noblesville, Indiana—Got together a meetin uv the leading Dimocrisy and the dissatisfied Republikins—ten uv the latter. One hed
bin histed from the postoffis, and the other
nine hed applied for it in vain. Ther wuz
much enthoosiasm at the beginnin, till the
question happened to arise ez to the distribushen uv the offises in the event uv success.
The ten disgustid Republikins insisted that
they should be given to them, e* without

To the Editor »/ the Preaa :
The great annoyance imposed upon the
public, and so long patiently submitted to by tho
people of Portland and Cape Elizabeth, in their
passage of the old way aud thoroughfare across
Portland Couuty Bridge, whose history was

briefly given

in a recent article in the Pkkss,
has grown np in the following manner.
Iu
some
after tlm
1841,
eighteen
years
bridge charter, as meutioned iu the article referred to, the first railroad, the P. 8. & P.,
reached Portland, approachiug over nearly the

point now occupied by that railroad aud
terminating upon the present site of the “Boston Depot.”
A single track was laid near the
high bank and across the bridge property beneath the wooilen structure—protest being
same

made at

the time against such location and
In this manner the then limited
business of the railroad was done to and fro beneath the bridge for a series of years, not, however, without great annoyance and serious injuries sustained by the public in their passage,
over the locomotives anil cars as
they puffed,
whistled and rattled backward aud forward
beneath the affrighted horses.
But the little depot site and the modest connection of a single main track and a few short
branches—although at first thought to be ample accommodations, soon became crowded and
overworked by the increasing business which
the new railroad developed.
Before many
years had elapsed the railroad company was
found to be purchasing additional territory,consisting chiefly of flats lying below tide water.
These purchases of different lots and of different parties continued up to 1K«4, when the railroad company had gained possession of all the
lands aud flats lying between Canal or Commercial street, and the harbor line in one direction, and between the old depot site on State
street, and the Portland Bridge in the other
direction.
Now a considerable area of
lands and
flats adjacent to but
not
essential appurtenances of the bridge were owned
by the bridge proprietors, and by them
sold, at the time of the Cape Elizabeth
of the bridge those lauds aud flats lvpurchase
mg between the foot of Brackett street and the
channel of Pore Kiver—their eastern boundary
being the eastern line of Brackett street produced by the channel, and they also lie “easterly of Said Portland bridge.” These lands aud
flats were never a part of the bridge ground*

crossings.

T>mn»*r.

lint,

wprt»

subsequently

iliiT-.r.,..#

and separately from the nurchase of the flats w hereon the bridge w as erectthe
flats
ed,
upon which to build the bridge,
were purchased under date of Nov 19th, 1823.
The flats sold as not being requisite for bridge
purposes were purchased under date of Nov.
1st, 1824 and were bounded by the former purchase as determined by plans and records of the
bridge proprietors then already made. They
were sold
under the same description with
which they were bought, as “land and flats described in a deed thereof made to us” Nov. 1st,
1824.
After passing different hands, among them
\V. W. Thomas, these flats were rightfully
P. ltuilroud
enough purchased by the 1*. S.
Company. But that no part of the bridge
it
was
owned by Mr.
structure or flats beneath
Thomas or by him sold is plainly shown by the
conveyances—which indeed established the
converse at once, and close all controversy by
reserving and excepting “our bridge called
Portland bridge and the flats under the same.”
The bridge proprietors also reserved the “use”
of the flats so sold “so far as
may bo necessaiy
for the maintenance, repairs, an<l preservation
of the said bridge.”
That a disposition to possess the bridge
grounds has existed seems to appear in the superttuageof conveyances bearing the recent date
of 181J4, and which claim through and under
the original deed of the proprietors. These recent grantors have conveyed all jHwisible rights
and nrivileges in the land and flats upon which
said bridge is built that may in any wise appertain to us? which “possible rights and privileges” in view of the original deed cited abova
—if suggestive of a remoter desire—cannot possess much
“possibility.” Railroad crossings
are a necessity among us and all reasonable
men willingly accommodate themselves to the
inconvenience, and endorse the great public
in the public mind
utility and subservience
which railroads afford, but at the same time
at
all
who
understands the public
every one
welfare ami
even, will give a loud voice
against all monopoly ajid usurpations; against all
tampering with public rights and privileges;
very different, however, must have been the
“possible” view’s entertained, which prompted
the erection of those tracks; a seeming invasion of the public rights and appropriations of
public property. That those tracks were imposed upon the public way without the authority aud in utter disregard of the requirements of
law, seems to anpear from the sworn statement
of the official who caused their location in *&>
and ’07. The court reports gives the statement
in these words, “I do not think anyone hut
*
*
had anything to do about it.
myself
*
*
“1 made no formal application
and received no formal permission.” The general statute declaration affixes the character of
a public nuisance to all crossings thus unauthorC. E. 8,
ized and arbitrarily made.
Cape Elizabeth, Jan. 10th, 1872.
to

safety

THE^PRESs!
TUESDAY MORNING, JAN. 16, 1872.

surance

How could it
were

Governors of this State elected

the

only

by the

opponents of the Democratic party from 1820 till
1853, if the successful organization did not
cherish certain political doctrines that are essential to the
ment?

wholly

perpetuity

of republican govern-

ious administration? Was Maine for a third
of a century groping in heathen darkness?
Were the early palmy days of the Republic so

cursed by unmingled error, then ?
The Democratic

party took the lead at the
beginning of the century simply because it
was democratic.
It kept the lead for many
years because it continued to be democratic.
It favored the elimination from our institutions of everything even

suggestive

government. It would tolerate no
aristocracy. It contended against monopolies, and was justly apprehensive of the dangers arising from great aggregations of capital lodged in the hands of individuals, or corporations. It opposed the lavish use of the public money. It was the advocate of the rights ol
chical

♦lllim flip

masses, ana not oi tne tavored lew. it was
the popular party. The laboring men were at-

by

the closest ties.

Progressive

loved it. And being the successful party it of course attracted a large proportion of
the demagogues and professional politicians
of the country, who fattened on popular zeal
for

pure democratic government, leaving to
to the opposition leaders whose eminence in

ability, learning

and virtue amply compensated them for their want of success in gaining

preferment.

mentum it

plinion

fn’o

w.iiIao

.4

—

—

diverted attention for the time from the
never ending
struggle against the ambitious
schemes of capitalists and monopolists. Takwar

to

|

pie forget that if the State debt is in-ocd 'or the purpose of aiding
private enterprises, it will only be transferring so much

Maine, thank Heaven, has never ceased to be
sufficiently democratic to keep true to the
good old course. Gentlemen of the Legislature, you will change that course at your own
great peril.

ing, showing,

as he said, that the
passenger
fares on the Maine Central have been
changed
since consolidation “by a uniform reduction

selling liquors

law shall be disqualified from holding such offices again. There is so much common sense in this
proposition that it oqght to
commend itself to the judgment of every one.
At the last term of court in a neighboring

of

rates,” and on Saturday evening shifted
ground, saying that “there has been no
change at all in the rates of fare since consolidation, .as the changes that were made went
into effect May 1,1870!” Now both these
statements can’t be true, and a gentleman
who has such peculiar facilities as “X” for
knowing the exact dates, could not have fallen into error through inadvertence. The
Maine Central cannot expect to have the
public believe for one purpose that a
change for
the better has been made, and for another
that there has been no change at all. As for
“X,” the square contradiction in which he
succeeded in involving himself in the short
space of a single day leads us to regard with
great suspicion the.grounds of his refusal to
comply with the request for a fuller table of
fares. How much confidence can be placed
on the statements of a man who one
day publishes a table in due form, with all the dates
and figures, professing to show a reduction of
fares, and the next day says that he knows
that there has been no
change whatever? It
is to be observed, too, that aft this discussion
about fares, convenience,
profit and loss, is
entirely irrelevant to the main question, and
has been entered upon by the agents of the
monopolists for the purpose of obscuring it.
The main question is whether the State shall
permit its own creatures to become greater

county

The contest for the removal of the shire town
in Somerset county is renewed the present session. A large batch of petitions have been received asking that Skowhegan may be made
the shire town instead of Horridgewock. Skowhegan is a smart, enterprising town, and has

■

time.

STATE TEMPEBANCE CONVENTION.

The usual annual State Temperauce Convention is to be liolden at Granite Hall,in this
city,
next. It is hoped that temperfrom all parts of the State may come
this occasion, not so much with a view

men

here

on

never

more

needed than

now.

STATE LIBBABY.

Under the efficient management of the pressnt State Librarian, the character of the Library
has much improved within the past few years,
ren years ago it was almost impossible to find

2. Orders to distribute to members one or
copies of such books as Miss Dirigo may
have on hand—orders so amended as not to deprive the fair lady of any copies of the Bible.
3. Fresh air let in. This is denominated ventilation.
4. House proceed to play Hamlet. In this innocent sport they “all take a hand.” Hamlet

citizen of

lequcnce of which

to barter himself away for a railroad pass there is no measure to his meanHe can’t get
ness.
any lower—by land.

Jamaica, Long
roasting his wife

on a

The language of which the Kennebec
Journal complains was not given as a direct
literal quotation from Mr. Blaine, but was
intended as a concise statement of his position and that of other Congressmen on the
Ku-KIux question.

red hot stove.

David ltcilly, a school boy, accidentally shot
Wni. Markham, in New York, Saturday night,
while both were examining a revolver. It is
Feared that the wound is mortal.

vention,
July.

Bible

inly

respectable

business men, but it is

a rumor.

An

attempt has been made to revive the
iharges against Judge Field, of the U.S. Court,
md Judge Hoffman, of the California District
'ourt, hut they came from so unworthy a souri*
us

not

over

into

to be noticed.

I
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*,iwi 44
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U1i gf .V-

DijLRElt
STORE,

T

COGrIA HASSAN
.fc»*XUt 44

FOR PROMOTING

AND RENDERING

r»

•’

M

:

OF

AND

IT

Oliver,

liquid form,

a

a

large

PREPARED EXPRESSLY FOR

NO

OTHER

THIS

PURPOSE.

COMPOUND

posessea the peculiar properties which so exactly
suit the various conditions of the human hair.
For sale by all Druggists.
no29 su
eodly

BNTIBE STOCK,

THE

N E W BURY PORT—Sid

JANUARY.

.l<oJ

INJURED AND UNINJURED

COLD

BOUGHT

32

dcl8

sn

35 TO 95 PER CENT.

!

t:§ *S#aI.

improvements.
No 25 Emery st.

or

I.BB8 THAN COST
it t‘ l,(

>

Idive Miaaawfl for Winter Fishing constantly
on hand, and supplied in any
quantity.
Also

'#/”

j iJffl I

I

'(d|

general

assortment

Comrade

The

Only

DOMESTICS,

On
Happy

LINENS,
DAMASKS,
HANDKERCHIEFS,

J.

HOSIERY,

KID GLOYES,
/

«

^

(

5

•-

gi*

HAIR GOODS,

I

I

8000 Dozen

ol Thread

Sp<

PLATED WARE,

MILLINERY,
DRESS GOODS,
BEAYER C

1

OTH,

TOWELS,

T^nnemi

on

1

at

TEN THOUSAND ARTICLES

FROM

THE

COGIA HASSAN STORE

!ity

<

un
uu

of

JAN. 15th.

Is

presented

to

hire

a

person

uud

RUSH OFF

Wood-Turning.

ALL THESE GOODS

Is also willing to do any miscellaneous work lor
which he may be qualified,

FOR
or by letter to the
Agent of the
Young men’s Christian Association.

16-d3t*

Jan

THEY

Itlaine Central

WILL

BRING?

AMP THEN BUY

GUNS.
new

ENTIBELV

lot oi fine English

BREECH AND

DATE

or

DOUBLE

NEW

GUNS !

FRESH

G, L, RA11.EV, 4S Exchange St,
no24eodtfsn

1

GEO. C. ROBINSON A CO.,

HALFORD

LEICESTERSHIRE
TABLE
The

Best

SAUCE

Sauoe

and

PROPRIETORS

FOB

FAMILY

OF

THE

Relish!

Made in any part of the World
USE.

COGIA HASS AN STORE,

M

BE

BAD

OF

ALL

FIRST

CLASS

GROCERS

199 middle,

For Sale in Portland by
S1SE

At NEVJNM.

..

6
•Jw|12

and

Temple Streets.

Wigwam,Cherryfleld.
Winner, Harrington.
ES Wilson,.
Ebeu Fisher, Addison,. ..

24

fr

Newspapers

A

and

Letters.

on

le*vl,1S

GOOD RENT of 5

.—’

are

*—.'"v*v

unsold is

only

them should make im-

for

$1,000 each, have forty years to

v“

uciuwr,

iiuu

safe.

as

<

They are

attended with

none

of the

uncertainties of projected enterprises,

and the prompt
payment of the interest, and the final payment of
the principal, are as certain as
any future financial
can

well he.

Full particulars furnished

by ma,[.

OJ

on

replication

In [a

rson

to

BARRETT,

Bankers,

PORTLAND, MAINE.
OB

TO

W. B. SJI.VTTl’CK & CO, Bankers
GENERAL AGENTS,
23

Nassau Street, New York.

_janl&LStw w3 is
DRIVING HORSES!

*C..

CARRIAGE HORSES !
WORK HORSES !

FIFTEEN

THIS

HORSES!

Snitahle for Teams, Carriages and Light Work for
nale at

BROWN’S STABLE, 84 Federal Street.
Jan 16-dlw

]

city. Enquire
(IiaD«t‘-

_Jal6d3t

iWontreat Oeean

MILL,

Canadinn

Liverpool.

Immediately

after the arrival
previous day from Montreal.
To be followed by the

of the Train of the

steamship

Saturday, January 37.
Passage to Londonderry ami Liverpool, Cabin (acto
cording accommodations).4:70 to ANtfe
For

Payable in Gold

or its equivalent.
or Cabin Passage, apply to
& A. ALLAN, Ko. 1 iiiJla St.

Freight
H.

For

Steerage Passage inward ami outward, ami ter
on England for small amounts
aimlv
* to
JAMES L. FARMER,
No.
3 India Street.
p
Dec. 5-tf
Portland,

Sight Drafts

Addres# or call on
Pr*“ Wfflrr'

Sedalia

Rent.

or

Seba^o

triiiunn.

xmviiiab

and

Return Tickets
granted at Reduced Kates.
The Steamship

MORAVIAN) C'apt. (•rahnm,
will leave this port for Liver]>ool on
Natarday, Jan. 20th.

GEO. S. HUNT.

ON

le.clliuo.

THE

Passenger* Booked to London-

derry

B_

New High street. No. 79; very nice, and conveuient; gas throughout the house; perfect drainage;
water; everything in perfect order.
One-hall remain on mortgage, if desired, for if
long
term of years; will be sold at u
bargain, or rented, if !
not sold.
,»

Steamship Co.

Vailed Slain Hail*.

and

JanlStf_“8”-’

Jan

can

ALLANLINE!

the
a roll
The tinder will
libthem at nv office, 111

rooms.

that

his parent*
Room No. 9 Printer’s Ex-

at

CARRYING

City Mo. Bonds

Livingston Co.
Tlll'llA

H. >11,1 a

neo

tumeil

Mo. Bonds.

«... I.A_1

i__

The Medulla City to pay for
Introducing water into
the city upon the ‘Holly plan,” and the

I,ivin;:.-

Send in

Your

Bills.

jiersons having claims of any kind against the
ALLcombined
Fair held in September last, at the

Trotting Park,

and

City Hall must present them to
r rank Noyes, Esq.,
Treasurer, at Portland Savings
Bank, before the 25th inst, as the entire business oi
the Fair will be closed up on that dav.
CHAS. It. MILL1KEN,
S. B. BECKETT,
S. T. RAYMOND,
Auditing Committee.
Portland, January 16, 1872.
dt 25
_

For Havana.
The feat sailing schooner, WILLIE
CHASE, Capt. Darling, is now loading,
and

will

have quick

despatch.

freight or passage apply to
H. EATON, or CHAS*. MERRILL.

janl6

For

ty respectively. Parties seeking both a safe and remunerative investment will do well to examine
them.
The Sedalla City Bonds bear 10
per cent. Interest,
have semi-annual coupons which, as also tho
principal, are payable at the Bank of America, New York.

Particulars furnished on application either in
person
or*v mail. Government Bonds received in
exchange.

CHARLES 91. HAWkES,
‘Jh Exrhnsgr .irect*
January 10, 1872.
diOw

Don’t
A

FOO r

Let!

To

No. 149 Commercial st., recently occupied by Messrs. Purirtgton & Butler; suitable for wholesale Flour or Grocery Business, lias.
Water anil all modern conveniences. Apply to
A. E. STEVENS & CO.,
146 Commercial street.
janl6tf

BRICK

Store,

Excellent

Business

Opportunity.

Establishment For Sale; with
DltESS-MAKINU
light manufacturing business connected; tliora

mghly established; regular run of first class A No 1
rustemers; good store; long lease; best location in
Boston; satisfactory reasons fbr selling,
jalti-3t TAYLOR & CO., 20 State at., Boston.
Wholesale Cracker and
Route For Sale.

Pastry

from

*25 to *50 a week; R00 steady customers; good horse, wagon, and all appurtenan-

PROFITS
ce* in
r has

*ow County HoiuIh for
Bridge improvement*
within tho County, and like all tho Bonds which
I
offer are purely BONDS of the
City and of the Coun-

Slip Down!

GOOD ASSORTMENT OF

No. 1 Central Wharf.

|ierfect order;

a

bargain is offered; as

other business.
& C0'' 20

r^7iL0U
janl6-3t

Annual

State s,o

the

Boston,

HOLDS,

At 18£2 Middle Street.

ja6codis3w

PACKER

Hotel Property for Sale.
^

Th“ undersigned offers for sale the “New
Hampshire Hou>< situated in the
and prosjierous city of Dover, N. II.
The
hotel Is in good repair; well furnished; deJ
light fully located, with tine shade trees ami
attractive grounds, aud has excellent stabling.
Will be sold with or without furniture.
A. TUCKER,
Inquire of, or address.
Conductor on B. & M. R. R.
jalOeodtf

AI

Meeting.

corner

Commercial and Union Streets, on Wednesday, Janiary 24th, 1872, at 3 o’clock P. M. for the choice of
fficera and the transaction of any business that may
1 legally come before the meeting.
H. J. LIBBY, Secretary.
Jal6-td
1

pleasant

N.

O., and P. R.,

O

I, A

SEW OLEAYS

M. C. M. JY.

8 8 E S !

MOLASSES,

PORTO RICO MOLASSES.
STRICTLY CHOICK!
FOR

Thos.
«.

A.

HAIIl
* :an be found at his

,,c'™«rl‘ss
Jan ll-diw

SALE

BY

Lynch & C10.

Janl2-tw

rHE

JI.C.

•

own-

Anuual Meeting °f the International Steamr^E
Bhip Company, will be held at their office,

I

for Men A W omen,

Also a large stock of Rubber Boots and
Overshoes,
for Men, Women and Children.

Mass.

Maluo Charitable Mechanics’ Association will
*
hold the next meeting for lecture apil debate at the
1 dbrary Room, on Thurtklny eveuing, Jau 18th, at 7$
PORTRESS MONROE—Passed in 12th, brig J B
B own, Downes, from Turks Islands for Baltimore.
! c ’clock.
Thor* will be a lecture by Chas. P. Kimball. SnbBALTIMORE—Ar 12th, sch Frank Tyeat, Sawyer,
J wt-^-Paai, Present and Future cf the State of Maine.
B tngor.
The public are invittd.
51a 12tfy, scht} Ella May. Ketaoe, for Belfast: Ann I
GEO. A. HARMON, Sec’y.
jaiedtd
B' Iza, Clark, Hew York; E Mctane, Crowell, Belfast I
*s ton.

remaining

want

We do not hesitate to recommend these Bonds

unusually

1872.

New House for Sale

iltiinore

CHARLESTON—Ar 10th, sch Ida S Burgess, Cot$U, Newport.
WILMINGTON—Ar 11th, sch Joseph Segar, Ellis

small

both principal and interest being payable in
gold in
New York.

event

WANTED, 7

543
447
412
411
284
136
283
130
171
200
163
135
268
84
124
185
24
255

DOMESTIC PORTS.
GALVESTON—Cld 5th. brig Th«i Owen, Guptill,
N iwYork; sch Maud Webster, ">Y©ntworth, Pen*
bS oola.
NEW ORLEANS—Old Oth, ship Freeman Clark,
B >sworth, Havre; barque Savannah, Knowlton, for
A ltwerp.
SAVANNAH—Cld 12th, sch H G Fay, Prescott, for

so

pay and for

run, and bear interest at the rate of 7 per cent, per

WE

_jaixl6

memobanda.
Sch Mary Etta, Hughes, from Portland for Digby,
3, put into Yarmouth Oth, in distress.
Sen Celeste A Hendrick, (of Deer Isle) Greenlaw,
& >m Baltimore for Belfast, with corn and flour, put
lx to Newport 12th inst, In a leaky condition and with
lx is of fore and mainsails, boat and water casks, and
jging damagad, in the gale of the 7th.

R
ro

Machias.

8 jhr Entcrprize, Cherryfield.
Alzema. Harrington.
Nulato, Machias.
Gertrude Plummer, Addison.
Lavinla F Warren.
East Machias.
Saarbruck,
*
Lucy Lee, Macliias.
Neffie Shaw. Machias.
Kioka, Jonesboro!.

STOCK!

Just received per steamer, to be sold Very Low!

Sign of the “Golden Klfle,”

AND

r-™y r,'w,ard?d
Commercial
st.

I 1ST OF VESSELS BUILT IN TOE DISTRICT OF
MACHIAS IN 1871.
Tons
rig Clara Louise, at Addison. 210

Atalaya,

the amount

as

The Bonds

losYT
15th Inst.) between
L°nSTi(VV'Sd*7morninK.
head of Park street, and P. S. & P.
Deiot,

Roads,

Teneriffe, Cherryfield.

certain to

so

seldom in the market.

mediate application.

TUTITH all late Improvement*, Elevators, SereenBlowin« and Bolting. Alao for Grinding
a very small
expense, and in connection with
°n Commercial street.
A business of 150
,v*r“°'l8c
to AJO thousand dollars can be
done to a good profit
business man," with a moderate capital.
Ar.ply to EDWARD H. BURUIN
Cor. Market and Milk Sts., P. O. Box 715.
jalStf

The Spar Buoy on Thorn’s Rock, outer entrance to
i Kennebec river, has gone adrift.

**

MUZZLE LOADING

8th. That

salt, at

Sch J K Howard, (Br) Howard, Providence, to load
< >r St John, NB.
Sch Adriana, Dunton, Boston.
Sch Geo Brooks, Humphrey, Boston.
Sch Helen Mair, Thurston. Tremont for Boston.
Sch Rainbow, Coombs, Belfast for Boston.
CLEARED.
Steamer Chesapeake, Johnson, New York—Henry
ox.
i
Steamer New Brunswick, Pike, Easti>ort and St
ohn, NB—A R Stubbs.
Sch Annie Amsden, Bangs, Philadelphia—E Free1 lan, Jr.
Sch Sandalphon, Aylward, New York
Bunker
I ros.
Sch Oranaska, Sadler, Rockland—J E Farnsworth.
SAILED—Barque H D Stover; brigs D S.Soule,

A

A

are

$1,018,000, parties who

ali,

87 years

Machias.!!...
Cherryfield.

AN

finished lines,

amount,

Car-

FALMOUTH FOBESIDK.

Paris.New York. .Liverpool.Jan 27

L F Munson, East Machias
Etta Whittepaore, East
Lizzie kittlosen,

Dividend of 3 per cent, on the Interest
scrip of
will be paid at the office of the Treasurer, at Augusta, on the 15th day of February, 1872,
«J, S. CUSHING, Treas’r.
Ja 15-sn d2w

Home, Dickey,

BOUGHT

—AT—

Monday, Jan. 15.

Railroad Co.

May 12, 1870,

7th. While Kailroad Bonds may be plenty, those
upon

STOCK,

GRIST

WHAT

Apply personally

percent, above its in-

6tb. The amount of the mortgage is very moderate,

THE

Miniature Almanac.January 16.
rises.7.27 I Moon sets.
AM
sets.4.53 | High water. 4.00 PM

le

than 50

more

being only about $18,500 per mile.

GOOD BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY
FOR SALE.

ARRIVED.

l

new

terest liabilities.

Cor. Congress & Brown Streets.

WuiHa v
I udorus. A D Wbidden. Rio Grande:
s ami*8011, Jos Fish, M C Hart, Annie Amsden,.Delia
’inds, and Ontario. Brig Iza remains at anchor in

experienced in

earning

in most

5tb. The portion of the road o)»ened for business

janlGeodistf

—

8HALL

required,

one

MARINE NEWS.

PACKED!

and

as

show that the Comjiany is able to

the

York. .Liverpool.Jan 24
J visconsin.New
loro Castle.New York..Havana.Jan 25

<

equipped,

is

a

manu-

A Boy Wanted

Litchfield, aged
^

.Liverpool.Jan

uses.

well

learn the Job
COVELL & VAIaPEY,
Printing business;
read and write, anti who lives with
TO
in

2| o’clock,

FOR

the

domestic

argument

last year, earned

MUST
HAVE THE ROOM FOR
OUR SPRING STOCK,

/olorado....*.New York. .Liverpool.Jan 17
lussia.......New York.. Liverpool.Jan 17
iissouri.New York. .Havana.Jan 18
Star.. .New York. .Aspluwall... .Jan 18
•peria.New York. .Liverpool.Jan 20
Ln8*ia.New York. .Glasgow.Jan 20
Ltlantlc.New York. .Liverpool.Jan 20
\ lecla...New York. .Liverpool.Jan
20
(
Jty of Autwerp-New York. .Liverpool.Jan 20
1 lerrimac.New York. .Rio Janeiro
.Jan 23
ava.New York.

WITH WHICH

WB

to

Chicago,

in

build it.

Zittloeen, Dow, New

GOODS, SHAWLS,

NEW,
FALL,

..

CHANCE

enterprises,

done,

VERY LOW PRICES.
OUR GOODS ARE ALL

1

On Friday and Saturday Evcninaa, January lOth and ‘JOth.
“Throw oat a Skirmish line to meet him.”
By Order 300,000 more.
Jyt«g»> 4t

A RARE

no

in

#

Granville, aged
^

Mary Morrison, aged

the

of

j>er mile per

for

as

at

DEPARTURE OF OCEAN 8TKAMERB
NAME

AND THE

Wednesday afternoon,

mends are invited to attend.
In Bridgton, Jan. 6, Mr. Thomas
0 years.
In Brunswick, Jan. 7, Mr. William
6 years.
In Bath, Dec, 14, Mrs.

months.

CORSETS,

MONDAY,

money, and

Davis, Boston.
Norton, Berry, to Uua-

DRESS

In Cape Elizabeth, Jan. 15, Mr. John G. Jordan
iged 57 years 4 months.
To Cape Elizabeth, Jan. 10, Mary Irene,
daughter
'f Hatherly and Irene
Foster, aged 25 days. [East>ort papers please copy.]
In Gorham, Jan. 15, Mrs, Iza
A., wife of Edward
larding, Esq., aged 35 years. [Lowell papers please

JEWELRY,

well

as

4th. The road is

UNTIL THAT DATE
WE SHALL CLOSE OUT
OUR ENTIRE STOCK OF

Hill Street.

J

WAS

facture of irou.

In

CUTLERY,

$10,000

over

large aud increasing market

Swott, for

an

1872 FEB. 1,

this city, Jan. 7, Mrs. Maria, wife of Charles
Wyman, aged »7 years 7 months. [Eastern papers
please copy.]
In this city, Jan. 15, Mr. Amos
Millett, formerly of
KTorway, aged 73 year** 5 months.
[Funeral on Wednesday afternoon at 21 o’clock,
[t [|>e residence of his son-in-law, C. F. Moulton, No.

one

jiaying large and regular dividends.

are

SWAN &

DIED.

FANCY GOODS,

with

b

OF

by

road,

first class

a

3d. They have built the shortest road to the cele-

We shall take Account

In Scar boro, Jan. 9, by Rev. S. L.
Waterhouse, Geo
Donnell, of Saco, and Miss Virginia A., youngest
laughter of the officiating clergyman.
In Cape Elisabeth, Jan. 1,
Rev. E. A. Harlow.
Prank M. Libby and Miss Dora Burbank.
In Kittery, Jan. 10, by Rev. A. W.
Pottle, assisted
by Rev. Mr. Hacklnson, Richard W. Fernald and
Miss Maggie E. Fernald, all of K.

built

first-class manner, mainly

earning

are

annum, and

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS

V\

these

money.

into Chicago

SPOKEN.
35 43 W, ship Loretta Fish, from
for Callao.
Dec 19, lat 47 43 N, Ion 13 30 W,
barque Harvest
Home, from Londonderry for New Orleans.

stte, Me.

n

a

2d. They have built their road through

••hitlOS, Ion

In this city, Jan. 13, by Rev. Geo. W. Bicknell, Geo
W. Billings and Mrs. Angelia Billings, both of Fay-

LACES,

•1 ui I riJ3

relation to

in

richest portions of the State, where ail the old roads

Cardiff

MARRIED.

UMBRELLAS,

TO DAY,

Post 173,

and equipped it in

Batchelor’s Hair Dye.

IMITATION

in

follows:

are as

own

and

OPKKATION.

■ 1st. The Stockholders have

their

per mile.

(OUPLGIKU

Leading Points

The

Bonds

York.
at Batavia Nov 15, Chasca,
Crockett, Newcastle,
at Madras Nov 7, Lizzie H,
Spring, Boston.
at Messina 16th ult, Prentiss
Hobbs, DodLt*. fm

nape,

CROCKETT,

LINK

Ht’CC'KggBX'L

ett, Cardiff,
Sid to; Antwerp 29th, J S
Winslow,
Ar at Hamburg 27th, Ella

This superb Hair Dye Is the best in the world—perfectly harmless, reliable and Instantaneous; no disappointment; no ridiculous tints or disagreeable odor.
The genuine Wm. A. Batchelor’s Hair Dye produces IMMEDIATELY' a splendid Black or Natural
Brown, leaves the hair clean; sof,t beautiful; does not
contain a particle of lead or any Injurious compound.
Sold by all Druggists.
Factory, 18 BOND STREET, N. Y
SN
DAW
1Y
lyll

f

REAL AND

A rT'rTTT'XTT1 T/AXT 1

Salsbury,

THK

Sid 21sL L Staples, Stewart, New York.
Ar at Havre 25th, Aunie
Torrey, Libbey, Savannah
Cld 26th, Mendota, Perry, St Thomas: 27th, Mary
G Heed, Storer, New Orleans.
Sid fm Bremerhaven 25th, Josephine Martin, Fick-

85 COMMERCIAL STREET.
J»»13
sstf

WOOLEN GLOYES,

..

S.

$18,500

Issue only

^'UXJiaVeI1

JV8T ARRIVED.

and Vincennes

FIRST MORTGAGE BONUS.

2^% City of Bangor, Meuzies, from
Callao*
^ov
Lelia M Long, Lewis, from
Sydney ^NSV^*6
^ ^ Munson, Munson, New
York**

Marriage.

a wit

Chicago, Danville

Hussey,

York, (lost anchor.)

CHOICE LOT APPLES

UNDERWEAR,

*

Good. Sauce.”

Belief for Toaag Hen from the effects
of errors and abuses in early lire. Manhood restored.
Impediments to marriage removed. New method of
treatment. New and remarkable remedies. Books
and Circulars free, in sealed envelopes.
Address
HOWARD ASSOCIATION, No. 2 South Ninth St.,
Philadelphia, Pa.
novlsnd3m

This entire stock will be exposed for Sale

Will appear “On the Trail,”
AT MUSIC HALL,

Jan 16-new 6t

Frazer, Knight

Sid fin Havre 23*1 ult, Harvest
diff and United States.
Ar at Hamburg 22d ult, Lizzie

PORT OF PORTLAND.

"R

CABINET ORGANS!

brated Block Coal Mines, whose products have

Beyrout.

It ini roves appetite and digestion, and It Is unrivaled lor its flsvor.
We sre directed by Messrs LEA & PERKIN* to
prosecute ait parties making or vendtegronnterleita.
JOHN BCNCNN’N HONK,
augl2sn6m_ Agents, New Yoik.

BLANKETS,

x

New
Ar
Ar
Ar

LEA A PERRINS’ SAUCE,
Pronounced by Connoisseurs

“

.*

of

Gann, Fishing
Tackle and 3parting Goods,
G. L. BAILEY, 43 Exchange St.
janCeodsN
a

CEI.EBKATEU

T1IE

UAMON A HA.HLI1

Sid 26th, Win M Reed, for New Orleans.
Ent for ide 22d, Uncle Joe, Sewall, for
Baltimore;
.others, Thurlow, for Havana; Enoch
Talbot, Talbot, for Tybec, Ga.
Sid fui Portsmouth 22d, E A
Kennedy, Hoffscs, for
New Orleans.
Cld 22d, Homeward Bound, Mcrriman, St Jago; R
W Messer, Smith, Galveston.
Ar in the Downs 27th,
Ukraine, Melcher, Rotterdam for New York, anil passed Deal 29th.
Ar at Milford 23d, Helen
Angler, Staples, Cardiff
for Havana.
Ar f* Hong
Kong Nov 11, Competitor, Matthews,

on

FOK

Chickering Pianos,

FOREIGN PORTS.
Bombay Nov 25, ships Satara. Thomas, ior New

nah; Keystone, Charleston.

Enquire on the premises
J. A. TENNEY.

NOYES,

PORTLAND, ME.,
AGENTS

Cld at Havre 20th ult, Jas E Brett, Nickerson, for
Cardiff and United States.
Ar at Liverpool 25th nit, Riverside,
Rich, Galveston
Don Quixote, New York;
Savan26tli, H F

sn

&

Publishers and Booksellers,

13tli, sell Wm Pickering,

HoU*

Portland.
tf

LIVE BAIT!

'»*£

! i** a

:/t.

,,•

KENNEBEC COUNTY.

A

BAILEY

for Boston

Sid fin Cardiff 21st ult, Charles
Fobes,
Havana.
fm Queen8town'm u,t- Sarah E

For Sale.
new two story French roofhonse just finished
Cushman at.; house piped for Sebago, and all

sepSdtf

3

Exchange St.,

THE
the modern
on

over

( I

Retail Price, $1 50; $13 00 i*er dozen.
Specimen
copies by mail, po»t paid, on receipt of price.

Alexander, Tarbox,

M. PAYSON,

H.

WUl be sold at from

lo

sure

SACRED CROWN.

THE

[Latest by European steamer.}

NEWS.

SPECIAL NOTICES.

Get any other Music Book you want, but be
•‘Get the Best.” Get

Orleans.
At Port de Palx 1st ult, sch Mattie
Holmes, Stubbs,
for New \ork 8 days.

BY

CROWN!

Musical Gems for the Fireside, and sacred Songs for the Home Circle? You will find
them lu the Sacred Crown.

\ork; P Pendleton, Pendleton, for Cochin and Colombo.
Sid fm Muscat 15th ult, barque John
Wooster,
Bourne, Zauzibar and New York.
At Gibraltar 17th ult, barque
Hannibal, Norton,
from Leghorn for Boston.
Ar at Liverpool 13th, ship
New

COUPO NTS,

SACRED

Portland.

GrayJPortland.
At

nse

Do you want

Below, barque Daring, McDonald, from Philadelphia for Portland.
Ar loth, shin Anna Decatur,
Richardson, Liverpool
schs Mary A Holt, Higgins, Gonaives; Jno L
Tracey,
Watts, Savannah; Pacific, Giuu, New York; Atlanta, Pierce, and Alleghanian, Spaulding, Kocklaud;
Elizabeth, Houdlett, Wiscasset.
Cld 15th, schs Chao. Comery, Pinkham,
Charleston;
Mary Louise, Simpeon, Portland.
LYNN—Ar 10th, schs Emerald, Hickey,
Calais;
N H Hall, Morphy, Bangor; Grace, Alley, Ellsworth.
GLOUCESTER—Ar 12th, sell Farragut, Hart, from
Uiu'kmrt tir*r (tcunfitrt

DARK AND GLOSSY.

COCOA-NUT OIL,

I'M it

ANDROSCOGGIN COUNTY.

Col. William Garcelon, one of the oldest citizens of Lewiston, died at the residence of his
son, Mayor Garcelon, on Sunday morning.
The Lewiston Journal says the amount reoeived at the last Androscoggin County Show
and Fair was $672.85. The expenses,
including
premiums were $540.03.
Excess of receipts

GROWTH

The COCOAINE holds, in
proportion of deodorized

will be sent postage free to
any part of the United States. Price $3.

STATE

COCOAINE,

THE

I-*HIy» Hughes, Wilmington

AL1?t"’

BEAUTIFYING THE HALB,
TO MAY.

THE

Sardinian, Holbrook, Hoboken for do ; Light of the
East, Harper, and Nettie Cushing, Pressey do for
Lynn; Clara Rankin, Falker, Wilmington for Kennebunk: Idaho, Davis, Port Johnson for Portland.
In Dutch Island Harbor 12tb, sells L M
Strout,
Dean, from Bucksport for New Haven; Sandy Point,
Grant, Seal Harbor lor New York; New Zealand,
Cook, Providence for do.
EDUARTOWN-Ar loth, sell E G Knight, Collamore, Rockland for New York.
—Ar 13th, barque Acacia,
Robinson, from
Charleston 7th inst; schs G W Lewis, Rich, Weehawken; Pilots Bride, Brewster, aud Adrian, French,
Hokoken.
Cld 13th, barque Jehu, Hardy, Madeira;
brigs Isabella Beurman, Hurd, Surinam; schs
Emily Curtis,
Barbour, Havana; schs Ida J, Walsh, ami Ottawa,
Brewster, St John, NB via Portland ; Willie Martin, Noyes, Indiauola.
Ar lltb. barque Mcgnnticook,
Hemenway, Palermo
Norton Stover, Sherman, New Orleans; schs Mary
Ella, Thomas, Port Johnson; Ringleader, Snare, fm
Hoboken; Alpha, SauJsbury, do; Winslow Morse.

often

BURNETTS

COMMENCES

Then

—

TO FIND.

they
miss;
Though some have wealth, it does not bring
Them peace by day, nor rest by night;
Nor is there any other thing
Will these secure, “but doing right.”
But Boys, when they desire new “Clothes,”
Coat, Pants, Vest, Hat and Shoes complete,
Can find a “Suit” at George Fenko’s,
Corner of Beach and Washington street.
sn 2w
Bostok, Dec 27.

3

__

Maine delegation as follows:
By Mr. Peters—Bill to allow respondents in
criminal cases to testify in their own behalf.
Keferred to Committee on Judiciary.
By Mr. Frye—Bills for relief of Elisha R.
Perry and Jas. Burcliell, and bill for the repair
ind improvement of the Custom House, Bath.
By Mr. Hale—A bill for the relief of George
E. Havens, United States Navy. Referred to
Claims Committee,

sn

The way to it

a

want to have a truly successful an.l agi.cable Singing School the coming fall and winter

and Darius Eddy, Hopkins, Port Johnson.
Sid 12th, schs New Zealand, Cook, and Santa MaNew York.
NEWPORT—Ar 12th, schs S S Lewis. Clifford, fin
Belfast for Baltimore; C A Hendrick, Greenlaw, Baltimore fbr Belfast; Herald, Hall, Rockland for New
York; Laura, Robinson, Rocki*>rt for do.
In port 12th, schs Louler Newton,
Wiliams, from
Portland for New York; Jane W Fish, Gardiner,
Calais for New Haven; Mary J
Adams, Gilchrist,
Spruce Head for New Haven; Grace Cushing, Builev,
Bath fordo; Annie Powers,
Sparks, Bucksport for
do; Huntress, Sprague, Pembroke for do; Franklin,
Ohadwick, Thomaston lor New York; Walter Irving,
Arey, Thomas ton fbr do; Emma, Crockett, Belfast
for New Haven; Charlotte Fish, Williams, Calais for
New York.
VINEYARD-HAVEN—Ar 12th, schs Lizzie Carr,
Teel, Wilmington 8days for Bath; Bertha Souder,
Wooster, Hoboken for Boston.

Agents for the sale of the
Bonds of the Portland & Ogdensbur? B R

fl

f

by
publisher.

ably supported.
Baird, Philadel-

phia, this volume

con-

On the call of States in the House of Representatives, Monday, bills were presented by the

The Tribune lias a Washington dispatch that
President Grant proposes to reorganize the
whole Custom House, and replace corrupt oftl:ials with

appropriation

hills are all

until after the national
the session will he protracted

that, going

;ruths.

|
j

until the

to be reported,
Gen. Garfield, of the appropriations committee, expresses the opinion that it will be impossible for the House to get through its business
and adjourn by the third Monday in May, and

to the value of $300,000 was destroyed by Are early Sunday morning, in New
Fork, being largely lumber and mills.
The Virginia Legislature is wavering between
cut and out and half
way repudiations.
llcv. Mr. Hepworth had an audience of 4000
in Steinway Hall,
He disclaimed

Sunday.
iheological controversy, but should preach

;yI

volume

the industrial

in that theory will here find it
On application to Henry C.

Circular Sawing

ready

Property

Winthkop.—The Lewiston

a

A correspondent of the Lewiston Journal
says
a small
French girl in Winthrop commenced
no sarcasm; hot any.
; sneezing a week ago and continues sneezing
A bill has been introduced in the House to
yet The doctors of our town, and Dr. Hill of
have never known such a case and
change the name of the “watch dog of the Augusta,
cannot arrest it
Treasury” to “Bellwether of Reform.” It has j The Lewistou
Journal savs on Friday week a
hfiPTl rpf<*rrp(l t,n fhp flnmmiHito nn Plianfro
Mrs. Scott Brown of
Readfield, went to a neighNames.
Felix Grundy.
bors to spend some half hour or
more, leaving
her house in charge of her two little ones—one
Specie Paymknm.—Representative Freeman
four and the other one and a half
years of age.
Clarke of New York, who was for some years
On her return home she found the
clothing of
the
oldest
burned
from its body, and the
nearly
Comptroller of the Currency, introduced a bill
flesh charred in many places. Death came to
Monday, providing for a return to specie payts relief in six hours.
ment without a contraction of the currency.
WALDO COUNTY.
The bill directs the President, at any time he
Lot V. Hart, who found a
!
baggage check be*
shall deem expedient during the present year,
j longing to one of the Sanford steamers and atto redeem after thirty days’ notice the legaltempted to obtain a trunk thereby, was senj fenced
by the 8. J. Court for Waldo county to
tender notes in coin at par at the sub-treasury j
30 days in the county jail.
in New York, or other appointed places.
NaWASHINGTON COUNTY
tional banks are also required to redeem their
An eagle, weighing about 40
pounds, was
notes at par in New York, those outside of the
in
the
woods in Whiting on the Othinst.
caught
city appointing banks in the city as agents for The bird was so chilled that he was unable to
the purpose. National banks shall continue to
fly or to defend himself. His wings spread
about seven and a half feet, from
hold the amount of reserved funds prescribed
tip to tip.
The
says Charles L. and
by the present law, in addition to the coin on Otis Machias Republican
Parsons, brothers, of East Machias, were
hand, until the first of September, 1873. The sentenced last Tuesday by
Judge Danforth.
fourth section of the bill authorizes a bank of
Charles L., to four and Otis to three
years in
States Prison, for breaking open the store of S.
redemption in New York, in which national H.
Whittemore
of that town, in December last.
banks may hold stock to the amount of one per
Both of the young men are under
twenty-three
cent, of their capital. The fifth exempts from
years of age, and Charles L. has spent four
taxation the average amount of deposits kept
years in the Reform School at Portland, and
Otis has been arrested several times before for
by national banks for purposes of redemption,
petty crimes.
and the sixth requires _U*o Secretary of the
The Republican says W. H.
Hemenway has
to
Treasury keep one hundred millions of coin purchased the entire
property of the heirs of
on hand, provided that he may use the
proceeds the late Daniel Longfellow, on the south side of
Main street. This relieves the wharf
of the sales of bonds in redemption of other
question
from further trouble as regards the right of posoutstanding bonds. Duties On imports will session. The price is $3000.
continue to be paid in coin.
The bill was reYORK COUNTY.
ferred to the committee on banking and curThere is talk of erecting a first-class hotel at
Saco.
rency, and is believed to meet the views of Mr.
The annual statement of the financial affairs
Hooper, the chairman.
of York county, shows a balance in favor of the
South and Central American News.—
county Dec. 30, 1871, of $13,038.16. December
Panama papers have been received in New York
31, 1870, the balance against the countv was
from Panama, dated Jan. 1st, containing the
$1,516.77; making a gain the past year o{ $14,55A.93. About $8000 has been paid
during the
following items of interest:
the uew
and foundation
United States Minister Biddle had arrived at
at
Salvador, and was to be officially received on
Last Friday evening Mr. Reuben F. Brackett
the 5th inst.
of Berwick, while
driving a two-horse team
Chili was about applying for the privilege of
loaded with wood, from Salmon Falls to South
sending a few youths on board American naval
Berwick, was struck by a freight train on the
ships.
Portsmouth, Great Falls and Conway railroad,
Two editors of the El Naeional had been arat their orossing in Berwiok, near Salmon Falls
rested and imprisoned by the Peruvian governbridge, at “Hog Poiut.” Ona horse was killed
ment at Lima, occasioning some excitement.
and the other
injured, but Mr. Brackett fortuThey had espoused the cause of the opposition
nately escaped without harm. The absence of
candidate to the present President.
snow on the
crossing, with the heavy load, reThe reported destruction of the city of Oran
tarded the pace of the horses, and in some measin the Argentine Republic, by the earthquake
ure contributed to the accident
is confirmed.
Not a house was left standing.
Our Rittory correspondent writes The SecOnly one life was lost.
ond Methodist Church in
The town of Humahuac was also damaged,
Rittery, Rev. A. W.
Pottle pastor, is
aud a volcano developed itself in its
enjoying prosperity, as occaneighbor- sional
conversions, increased interest and atHonduras advices state that the Indian revolt tendance on the means of grace indicate. The
was so strong that the government was
debt has been removed from the church,
obliged floating
and additions and improvements have been
to acknowledge their
belligerency.
Several places in South America are afflicted
made to clmrch property, among which is a
with small pox.
pipe organ, which is now being put in by Mr.
Hook of Boston. During the
holidays the pasGood Words from the President.—Presitor and his family were made the
recipients of
dent Grant is reported as saying the
and
many
valuable
tokens of those
presents,
following
feelings which have existed between the
respecting the Custom House irregularities ip kindly
pastor and the people from the first,
New York:

daily
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not write any obituaries until after the members
obit. I am clear in that point. I shall also write

meet

.»

>

AT THE

exiienditures $132.82.
The Board of County Commissioners for AndrotKoggin organized Saturday by the choioe of
ographical progression until I get clean down II W llliaiu D. Roak, esq.,
of Durham, as chairthe
whole
House
item
through
by item. I shall

find the corruption of the New York customhouse such ns the public believes, Gen. Grant
will go to New York and make a clear sweep of
the entire concern.
Gen. Garfield has requested his associates on
the House Committee on Appropriations to

a

OF

Bo yon

ria, Harding.

Search the world through, *tis hard to find
A place of perfect happiness;
So prone to evil are mankind,

C. Carey, his “great master in economic sci- K US't
ence,” to whom this volume is dedicated, he is
of course an extreme protectionist,and believers

tee

his funeral has been ap-

W

HARD

Henry

engine is.
The Legislature

to report a bill for that purpose. Now that
Mr. Brooks of New York has taken his seat,
the friends of the repeal have one majority in
the committee.
A Washington
paper learns from a source entitled to the highest credit, that if the Senate
committee on investigation and retrenchment

j

DAMAGED GOODS!

wholly to industrial and
The volume has an introduction, with copious notes and an index. The
economical views of Mr. Kelley are well known
in this country, and are the subject of a controversy which has once and may a second time
divide political parties. An admirer of

per diem, was ambigous or semi-false,
because Andrew has not sent any speeches.
The speeches referred to were all generated
here in the basement of the Capitol where the

as to secure

s'

§r

financial questions.

zen

a

r

The speeches relate

House and that that member was delivering
them, as set speeches, at the rate of three doz-

repeal
way
its success. It was proposed to introduce a resolution requesting the ways and means commit-

the State need not

negro, has been arrested at
Island, Sunday, for partially

James L. Steele,

Henry Carey Baird,

son, late circle swinger, had sent a full edition
of his speeches to a member of this honorable

in such

J

» «• ■>-,<

They are extremely humorous,
is assisted in appreciating them

vania, have been published in

bills and smallpay. If you can tell
which I mean please do so and oblige.
The rumor that a stranger exclaimed on the
lower floor of the House, that he had supposed
all day that he was in the Insane Asylum is false.
I will stake my entire capital of truth and veracity in that single fact. The man must have
been mistaken as to sublimity of the spot aud
occasion. The other story that Andrew John-

for

SALE

.-Mil

All these publications of Harper & Brothers
for sale by Loring, Short & Harmon.
The Speeches, Addresses and Letters of Wm.
D. Kelley, Member of Congress from Pennsyl-

me

measure
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No. 370 of Harper’s “Library of Select Novels” Is Fair to See, by Lawrence W. M. Lockhart. Paper covers. Price 75 cents.

and chapiter stones on a level with each other.
I don’t know.'Mr. Editor, as I fully understand
myself, as to what I mean by “ballet dancers.”
Some say lobbyists, some say members of the
House who are undecided aud are meditating on

Washington Matters.—The friends of the
income tax hope to he able to bring

Items.
James Fisk, Jr., was the awful example in
several New York sermons, Sunday.
Postmaster Smith of St. James, Long Island,
let a trap gun for burglars and forgot it, in con-

had struck botton in
depravity. If he sells his vote for a large sum,
one can respect him as a scoundrel of
generous
proportions; but when he becomes so con-

1 ‘J3r? fx

lv

and the reader
by a large number of droll illustrations. Just
the book to drive away the blues after
reading
about Tweed and the New York Custom
House.

flower kissed Plymouth Bock.
Having a good
recollection I think I may go back a year or two
farther and say not since the Harlat Bahab betrayed the moral and God-like city of Jericho
into the hands of a class of fellow citizens who
i-emodelled that city by placing the foundation

repeal of the

be ashamed of.

man

per’s Magazine.

to tender.

Since that time old setts, as far as
possible, have been filled up, the best of the new
publications '>ave been added, and the library
as a

45* «

The present narrative is arranged
by his father from his journal and letters, but
the language of the boy is mainly preserved.
It is an attractive book for old or young. There
are several illustrations.
Border Reminiscences by Gen. R. B. Msscy is
a collection of racy sketches of Western and army life, some of which have appeared in Har-

and that diamonds
are trumps, if so “Black Crook” will be
popular, and the “ballet dancers” having ascertained what hands holds trumps will show an agility of pantomime not equalled siuce the May

care.

is such

«A

%

-»J

g

New York.

companies have good hands

is heated by steam.
This is
all the steam the members get.
I propose to interview the whole House and
also the Arsenal, and send you a summary of
the results. I shall interview the Page next
Sunday, and then the Messenger and so in ge-

*r

the gold-mining district of Victoria. He returned home at the beginning of 1871 by the
Pacific route, via Honolulu, San Francisco and

The railroad companies are coming for charters and loans next week. When they come,
Hamlet being rather tame, will be dropped and
“Black Crook” brought out with a large ballet
corpus. This openiiig will occur next*Tuesday
by an interested audience. It is said the railroad

inated for the Presidency will have the hearty
support which he as a good Republican is bound

complete set of books in the library, and the
yearly purchases were not selected with much

now

his convalescence his father sent him to Australia. Finding employment there, he remained for eighteen months at Majorica, a town in

more

ties in New York will he dismissed at once. It
makes no difference if every man now holding
office in New York should be dismissed. I shall
not wait for any report or resolution of' the Senate, nor even for absolute proofs of overt acts.
I know how hard it is to prove overt acts. The
fact that officers have so demeaned themselves
as to be open to
suspicion or bring scandal
on the
service, or to dissatisfy the large mercantile class, is enough to justify a change,
These Senators are no more anxious than I am
to purify this service; and I shall be
glad to do
my share in the work.”
The President also says that whoever is nom-

if influencing or endeavoring to give auy special direction to legislation on the subjrct, as of
taking council together and devising some
means, which may he effective, of awakening a
new interest in this important cause,
Surely it
was

an attack of inflammation of
the lunsrs in the winter of 1888-9

“My mind is clear,” he says, “uponone point.
Every officer under the administration who has
been in any way connected with the irregulari-

Wednesday

ance

The Massachusetts legislators propose to
be relieved of the suspicion that
they can be
bribed by railroads, by demanding of such
corporations free passes or denying to any
members the right to receive them. That
must be the cheapest kind of a
“critter,”
wlio, fur the sake of saving a few dollars in
railroad fares, sells his
manhood, violates his
oath and trades
away the votes of his constituents. Henry Ward Beecher was
right when

Bailey’s

important railroad privileges which are not enjoyed by the present shire town. Railroads, if
they do not change the geographical, certainly
change the business centres of counties and
States, and whether this new order of things
shall be conformed to, is only a
question of

on

covering from

monthly.

CERTIFICATES OF DEPOSIT issued bearing inas by agreeme
and available at maturity in
Portland, Boston or New York.
COLLECTIONS of Notes, Drafts, Coupons, and
Dividends made In all parts of the United States and
Canada.
DEALERS in Government and other Investment
Securities and in Gold and Silver Coin.
STERLING BILLS drawn on Englnnd, Scotland
and Ireland. Sight drafts on Paris, Berlin and other
Eurojiean cities, Montreal, St. John and Halifax.
Gold and Currency Drafts on Boston and New York.
APPROVED Commercial Bills purchased.
FACILITIES afforded for the transaction of the
Special as well as the General Business of correspondents.
terest

FIR EA

Excels any Music Book Published
in America.

Cld 13th, baniue Oasis, Randall, Ho and Callao;
Marathon, Donnell, Port Johnson; brigs Navarino.
Blood, AspinwaM; Emily, Brown, Pernambneo; Jas
Miller, Thombs, Cienfhegos; Shannon, Sawyer, do;
Walter Howes, Pierce, Mutaiizas: schs Elizabeth De
Hart, Low, Santa Martha; J A Decker, Duntou, for
Ponce; Oliver Dyer, Faulkner, Galveston; Ospray,
Dribko, Ja -isonville; Susan Stetson, Yates, do; Tarry Not, Timmons, Savannah.
At Hart's Island 12th, selis Angeline, Robinson, fm
K »ckland; Trade Wind, Ingraham, and Ned Sumpt r, Shaw, do.
PROVIDENCE—Ar 12th, schs Nellie Carr, Lansil,

DEPOSITS received subject to check at sight. InFour per cent, per annum allowon all Daily Balances.
Accounts rendered and in-

erest credited

NEW ADVEHTISEMENTS.

port fbr Boston.

ed

Though

est theories.
A Boy’s Travels Bound the World is the
work of Master Smiles, eldest son of Samuel
Smiles, the well-known English writer. This
lad, who is but sixteen years old, was re-

Business.

terest at the rate of

Alfte</earS

CONTEST FOB SHIBE TOWN.

monopoly—

Journal gives the
following full account of the
destructive fire in
Winthrop last Saturday evening a brief account of which we gave in the
Press of Monday:
Two of Chas. M.
Bailey’s carpet shops, a
four tenement
boarding bouse ami bake house,
were burned Saturday
evening at i o’clock.
These shops comprise about one-half of Mr
works.
Thirty workmen are thrown
out of employment. The goods were
mostly removed from the tenements.
Most of the workmen had left the
shops. The
fire caught in the large south shop built last
fall,
in the second story.
No fire had been in the
Two of the workmen were
room.
cleansing
the cylinder, used for varnishing cloths.
It
was revolving in a box of tight naptha, which

two

and notoriously selling liquors to all who can
pay for it and create a monopoly which is
worse than the
unrestricted sale. They pay
over none of the
profits to their towns and
boast tltat they can pay this fine
every
year and make money all the time.

whether, in short, Maine shall cease to be a
State and become the
property of a railroad
corporation. Most men can obtain food, raiment and a kind master, if
they are willing to
put on livery.

in

to

liquor agent pleaded nolo contendere and paid one hundred and fifty dollars
each. Since that time they have been openly

than itself—whether we shall receive such
conveniences and blessing as we have from
the hands of an
overgrown

Fire

mittee who is known to have heen active in the
temperance cause is Dr. Stevens of l’arkman—
though it is belived that a large majority of

contrary

his

The

icvr

tive by the people. Should this question come
up, it will doubtless meet with considerable opposition. It is doubtful whether sheriffs, in
several localities, would rigidly enforce the
laws, unless their existence in office depended
on their doing so.
But perhaps the wisdom of
the Legislature will find some means to remedy the difficulty.
A statute will he asked for
providing that
town liquor agents convicted of

We should think better of the Advertiser's
correspondent “X” than we now do, if he
had not exhibited a table on
Friday even-

temptablc

__

i/vvu

them are in favor of enforced prohibition.
The recommendation of the Governor with reference to the enforcement of the criminal laws
by the sheriffs of the several counties, under
the direction of the executive will meet with
but little opposition. In order to make this
method of enforcing the laws efficient, the statute should be changed so as to make these sheriffs appointees of the governor, instead of elec-

money from laborers to capitalists.
Those
Republicans who cry down the old Democratic prudence that would save our lambs from
these vultures need elementary instruction in
the doctrines of their own
platform. But

a

t_1.

>*xjv.vu

committee of seven on the part of the Senate
and sixteen of the House to which is referred the
Governor’s suggestions on the subject—and to
which is to be referred and petitions and
papers
which may be presented
relating to it.
The only gentleman appointed on this com-

ing advantage of the opportune moment, capital is just now putting forth
extraordinary

he said that such

>

finished, and as there has been no busias of yet, I think I may say, with great

is

ty.

now

i

Banking

General

a

MAINE.

HOUSE is established for the transaction of

THIS

it is an unpretending juvenile work, it will be found to
contain a very full outline of the science, including the more recent discoveries and fresh-

that the adjournments have been
prompt and decisive.
It is “frequent remarkt” that adjournments
So far as I
are esteemed as wise legislation.
have been able to learn the following is an incorrect order of business:
1. Prayer by Chaplain, and I will helt state
that the prayers are listened to with great abili-

into D«»il»...1

POgILAND,

Paine’s

as

excellent illustrations.

veracity,

SCHEMES.

acquired in its early days by means
popular principles was so tremendous
that it was carried through triumph after triumph after it had wholly abandoned those
principles by selling itself to a territorial aristocracy which claimed the privilege of owning
labor. Nay, it obtained for it one national completed to Nashua as it will shortly be, it is
claimed that it will be the most direct route bevictory over a party to which all those liberal
tween Portland and New York and considerademocratic, humane and progressive doctrines
nearer than by any other route.
bly
To connect
that formerly distinguished the Democracy
it with the Maine Central and
European and
had been transferred. And even to-day, there
North American road it becomes
necessary to
are hundreds of members of the
pseudo Dem- construct the road from Gorham to Danville
ocratic party that cling to it still on account Junction. Then it is claimed that
this will be
of the pleasant traditions of the
past, when the most direct route from Halifax to New
title was not such a palpable minosmer. It is
York and will be entitled to
precedence in
not our purpose to attempt to decide the relatransmitting the European mails.
Two
tive merits ot the Federalist, Whig and Demparties petition for a charter for a road
between Portland and Bath. This is one of
ocratic parties, but the
anti-monopolyf ten- the most
important railroad projects before the
dency of the latter covered a multitude of sins.
The Republican party is the true successor of Legislature, and will doubtless meet with violent opposition. It
the old Democratic party. It has taken a
contemplates a shore line
large between Portland and
Bangor and Calais and
share of its membership as well as assimilatof course a
competing line with the Maine Cened its more valuable principles.
In fact,
tral Company. If consolidation were
accombut one party has ever been dominant in
plished de jure as it is accomplished de facto,
Maine, and that is the party which watches this company would be in a much better conwith a jealous eye the Interests of the
toiling dition to fight its rivals, but until this question
many. It is the party that detests irresponsi- is settled it seems powerless to oppose anything.
ble power, whether it springs from aristocratShould the court decide against them, and the
ic institutions or from unlimited wealth.
Legislature decline to allow them to issue their
It
is unfavorable to monopolies, and
regards joint bonds, in other words to ratify consolidation it would leave them in no enviable
with suspicion all appropriations of public
position—It seems quite evident at this
time, that
money for private uses, even if there is a preall charters asked for, with evidence of
tense that the public good will be indirectly
good
faith and intention and
ability to construct the
promoted.
Formerly this party was called
proper roads, will be granted.
Democratic; now it is called Republican.
.TEMPERANCE AND PROHIBITION.
Maine has never changed its
TllO inmnrfoiinn 3
policy. Here,
us elsewhere, the
slavery question and the ognized by the appointment of a
joint special
of its

break down the old safeguards
its encroachments which have so far
od every assault. They desire to have

cobwebs are annually removed before the members arrive, and next to the porters of the hotels
the members have the first right of garret.
The House meets at ten o’clock on each secular day.
It also adjourns as soon as the business

B A. KT K K K S,

Fletcher Harper.
Next comes the indefatigable Jacob Abbott
with a new volume of “Sciencefor the Young,”
entitled Water and Land. It is an elementary
treatise on physical geography, sweetened for
the intellectual palate of the young by a familiar colloquial style and a profusion of really

these noble landlords for their spontaneous pubso
depriving themselves of their
lofts. It is with joy I add, that the spiders and

Ar 13th, barque L T Stocker, Bibber, Havana.
PHILADELPHIA—Cld 12ili, brig Lizzie Ji Kimball, Lunt, Savannah.
NEW YORK—Ar 13th, ship Lady Bleasington, Stover, Leghorn 45 days; brigs Atalaya, Cole, Havana,
Lizzie & Kate, Rogers, do; Richmond, Powers, from
Malaga; C E Eaton, El wood, Messina; Cynosure,
Pinkham, Virginia; Chcruq, Fletcher. Providence.
Passed through Hell Gate 13th, selis Frank Jameson, Nashj Hoboken for Portland; A Peters. Saulsbury, do for Pro videuee; Saxon, Hatch, Kiizabeth-

SPECIAL NOTICES.
J. B. BROWN & SONS,

ago before the medical department of the University of New York. It is embellished with a
portrait of the author and is dedicated to

fic spirit in

ropean and North American road.
A charter is asked to
incorporate the Union
River Railroad. The Portland and Rochester
company renew their prayer for the charter of
a road from Gorham to
Danville Junction.
This matter was before the last
Legislature and
referred to this. It then met with
opposition
from the Maine Central
company, but it is now
understood that this opposition is withdrawn.
This Rochester route is
becoming an enterprise of considerable importance. When it is

But it was the true people’s party so far as the great body of its
membership was concerned. And the mo-

rt“

patriotic class of community, who have
been designated by an intelligent constituency
to be the recipients of these and similar blessings. Long and high sounding be the praise of

ble and

I

SPECIALNOTICES.

hundred octavo pages. The author has
been long and most favorably known as the
writer of the Institutes of Medicine and other
medical books. The basis of the present work
was a lecture delivered more than
twenty years

in consideration of the fact that members of
the Legislature are an unfortunate, though no-

asked for.
A charter is asked for to build an extension
of the Androscoggin railroad to be called the
“Sandy River Railroad.” Some of the wealthy
men of Bangor ask for leave to construct a
railroad from Bangor to Calais,
through the
counties of Hancock and Washington. This
road would be a competing line with the Euro-

ter,

men

official

seven

The Maine Central Company already has a
charter covering the same route, but it is understood they will not construct the road. It is
understood that this company has so many
other interests at stake, that it will not deem
it prudent to oppose the granting of the char-

tne

tached to it

quartered in the attics of the various hotels of
This privilege is granted for
the metropolis.
the nominal sum of $20 to $30 a week per caput

ness

l

Physiology of the Soul and InDistinguished from Materialism. Mr.
Paine is a sturdy conservative in his philosophy, and does battle loyally at the head of the
old guard against the materialistic tendencies
of the modern physical investigators. lie believes that the soul is “an independent, selfacting, immortal and spiritual essence.” Darwin, Huxley and Spencer, as well as Spinoza,
are earnestly disapproved. The volume treats
the theme quite exhaustively, containing over
Martyn

stinct,

Railroad schemes thus far developed are not
numerous, but quite important. The people of
Lewiston and Auburn ask for a charter for a
road from Lewiston to connect with the Grand
Trunk at Danville Junction. This will give

oi monar-

HOUSE—PRIVILEGES OF MEMBERS

Augusta, Jan. 15,1872.
I came to this city of politics to sort of interview the entire political corporation, and on a
preliminary survey I find it tliusly: The members of the Legislature and other persons hav.ing no business here arrive precisely from the
first of January to any time during the session
according to wants.
In the day time the Legislature camps on
“Capitoline Hill’,’ and in the night time are

light._

RAILROAD

The Harpers appear to be the first of the publishers to recover from the exhaustion incident
to the preparation for the holidays.
Among
their January publications is the venerable

CROOK—FALSE RUMORS—ITEMS.

MANUFACTURING INTERESTS.
The manufacturing interests of the State are
receiving due attention this winter. Already
several charters have been granted and many
more are asked for.
The most important of
them acted upon are the “Orono Manufacturing Co.,” the “Lewiston Bleacliery and Dyshouse,” the “Dexter Manufacturing Company,”
and the “Nichols Mills" at Lewiston. A general law under which manufacturing corporations could organize without limit to capital
stock, could be so guarded as to preserve the
rights of all parties and of the State, and
would save a great amount of trouble and ex-'
pense in special legislation.

Was the country for half a century
given over to false doctrine and vic-

Recent Publications.

Grundy.

—ORDER OF EXERCISES—HAMLET AND BLACK

more

Augusta.
Augusta, January 15th, 1872.
The Legislature has now entered upon its
third week and perhaps it may not be improper
at this time to give a brief outline review of
its proceedings thus far.

only prominent doctrines

slavery and free rum?
happen that Ilunton and Kent

no

VIEWS OK THE

matters at

cise absolute sway over the millions of intelligent voters from the time of Jefferson till that
were

a

room was

favorable circumstances for a fire.
There was not a breath of
arose perpenflames
wind, ami the smoke and
dicularly and spread over the horizon. Had
there been a breath of southern air Mr. Bailey’s
whole works, freight house, etc., must have
The fire kindled on two-thirds
been burned.
of the gable of the store house, but was arrested by snowballs.
Had the buildings burned it would have
greatly endangered the remainder of theworks.
There were no facilities for arresting tire, no
ladders, and no water. A crew were despatched a quarter of a mile for ladders. Nine were
found chained and locked together. The chain
was
readily broken. Where are the ladders
and water of which we spoke a fortnight ago?
The loss is heavy, there being seven car loads of
finished carpets burned—supposed SfiO,000; in-

cerely that the Democratic party held almost
uninterrupted posssssion of the government
of this country for half a century by reason of
principles wholly bad ? Could a party exer-

Letter from Felix

loud report. In an instant the
The
sheeted with flames.
men escaped
barely with their lives at either
end of the room, pursued and scorched by the
whole

flames.
There could he

Maine Still a Democratic State.
“You are reviving the old Democratic cry
of‘down with monopoly;’ you are advocating the old narrow, repressive Democratic
policy that engrafted on our State constitution the article limiting the State debt to
$300,000 unless it should be necessary to increase it beyond that amount for war purWe plead guilty to that cliarg,.
poses.”
Are our gentle critics so daft as to believe sin-

of Buchanan if its

with

exploded

MERRY,

DRESSER.

old place oi business No.
229*
»t„ next to new City Hall.
_

^

^

,
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q——
did no [
corner; th
know him when lie stood
Custon
to
down
on
niau who struck him ran
|
House wharf, but came back in a few minutes
|
Mr. Swett stood faring the post when he wa
House
struck; his back was towards the Custom blow ;
it
was
a
>
swinging
saw distinctly the blow;
couldn’t make out wlmt the men were saying
there was a gas lamp across the street whie j
shone over on to this post; the man who strucl ;
Swett was not eery but quite tall; don’t knot
whether he was a large man or nut; don’t knoi
whether he had on a cap or not; didn’t notic
a glaze 1
any inflection as if the man had on
the pc
cap. (A plan was hero introduced and
sitions of the parties pointed out to the jufy.)
At this point on suggestion of the counsel fo r
but
house; knew Leonard I*. Wwett,
on the
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CITY AND VICINITY.
AdverttM'mentH To-Day.

New

SPECIAL NOTICE COLUMN.
M. C. A,
Maine Central It. K. Co—J. S. Cushing.
G. A. It, Attention.
ENTERTAINMENT COLUMN.
Grand Dramatic Triumph—Music Hall.
NEW ADVERTISEMENT COLUMN.
Business Chaces—Taylor & Co.
Bonds—Swan & Barrett.
Schooner for Havana.—Clias Merrill.
To Let—A. E. Stevens & Co.
Dress Goods—Coveil & Valpey.
Wanted—Good Rent—S., Press Office.
Grist Mill—Edward H. Burgiu.
Lost—Geo S. Hunt
Send in your Bills.
Boy Wanted.
Anuual Meeting—H. J. Libby.
House for Sale or Rent—Thos Wildes.
Horses—Brown’s Stable.
M. C. M. A—Geo. A. Harmon.
The Sacred Crown—Bailey «Sr Noyes.
A ltaro

Chance—Agent Y.

down te view the plac
where the alleged crime was committed.
Martha A. Fogg testified that she was sittin
Her testimon
on the steps with Sarah Foden.
exactly corroborated that of previous witnes *

defence, the jury

except

Court

vs.

meeting of the Portland Kailroa I
Company was held Monday afternoon at th
Keception Boom in City Hall. There was
very good representation of stockholders pres
Charles B. Merrill, the President, occu
ent.
pied the chair and Charles Holden was Secre
tary. The rejiort of the several officers of th

Corporation

James

a new

Carleton.
vs.

Loretta Davis.

The libellant testified that his wife had deserted him but that she
he give any;
gave no reason for so doing, nor could
that he had written her several times asking her to
to her

home, and hail sent his little daughter
same request, and the reply was she would

come

with the

sion of the evidence the presiding Judge expressed
some doubt as to whether he had got at the real
truth of the matter, and intimated that unless he
had

some

evidence

further

a

mopilir

J. H. Williams.

JUDGE

MORRIS

Court.
PRESIDING.

Monday.—Samuel Bond vs. Michael McQuade
and Trustee. Assumpsit on account for labor, $18.
Defence, offer to he defaultel for $7. Judgment for
plaintiff for $8.84.
Carleton.
Bradburys.
Joseph Adams ct ux. vs. Jefferson Dobbin. Aseut ipsit for wages as a nurse in defendant’s family,
$20. Defence, account in set-off for clothing, &c.,
&c., taken by plaintiff. Judgment, nothing due
either party.
O’Donnell.
Bradburys.
Edward A. Hezelton, a minor, vs. Jeremiah Staples.
Assumpsit for labor performed, $15.79. Defence, services not worth amount claimed. Judgment for
plaintiff for $4.90. Judgment satisfied.
Cobb & Kay.
Motley.
John Conley vs. John H. Coolidge. Trover for
in
never
watch
possession of
watch, $20. Defence,
defendant. Judgment for defendant.
Vinton.
Hopkins.
John Neal vs. Cyrenas C. Crook. Forcible entry
and detainer. Judgment for plaintiff for possession.
Howard & Cleaves.
Neals.
New entries, 16; defaults, 17; continued, 7.

Joltings.
lad named Blahon,

Brief

that

TVe hear

a

was se

Saturday, while sliding on
new State street, by coming iii contact witli a
team which was passing along Portland street.
Our theatre-going citizens are to have two
vereiy injured

on

Charles

Kpincr

»ono

liia

romaina

t/h

Tlif

Monthly

pay

ing report, and,

Other expenses.
•g

Cash

possible,

secure

their iinme-

Periodicals.—The Atlantic Monthly, Our
Young Folks, and the Galaxy for February,
have been received and are for sale at
the book stores of Messrs, Bailey & Noyes, and
H. L. Davis, Exchange street; Loring, Short
& Harmon and Augustus Robinson, under
Falmouth Hotel, also at the school-book, music and periodical store of E. C. Andrews, No.
36 Center street, and at the book and periodical
depot of Messrs. Fessenden Bros., Lancaster
Hall.
Harper’s Bazar.—This beautiful weekly
publication is the standard with ladies for all
the fashions of the day. Besides containing numerous fashion plates and their
explanations,
it gives a large amount of first-class literary

matter, which always renders it a welcome visitor to the parlor circle. The number for the
ensning week, richly illustrated, has been received at the periodical 4epot of Messrs. Fessenden Bros., Lancaster Hall; also by p. Wentworth, dealer in books, stationery, &c., 337
Congress street, comer of Oak street.

5.226.71

4.249.6S

Edith O’Gorman.—City Hall was well filled
last evening at the second
lecture of Miss Edith
O’Gorman, the “Escaped Nan,” who related
her escape from the Convent of St. Joseph, and
also gave a review of her former lecture with

4,728.00
20,013.50

hand

Dec. 31, 1874...

$45,719.61
0,863.07

particulars of convent life and
of the power of the Romanish clergy over their
ignorant and superstitious followers. On Fri-

_

j

walk in front of the new Custom House. He
was taken to the police station where a medical examination showed a severe fracture of
the skull, and several bruises on the face. Swett,
without recovering consciousness, died early
the next morning; and a coroner’s jury rendered a verdict that the deceased came to his
death at the hands of Simon Loveitt. Loveitt,
on being arraigned yesterday, waived the read-

tocks, County Attorney, for the government.
Seventeen jurors were drawn by ballot, of
whom two were peremptorily challenged by
the defence, two by the government, and one
The
was set aside by the Court, for cause.
follows:

Francis Purinton, Foreman, Deering;
S. Rice, Portland; James Rounds, Baldwin;
Adams Merrill, Portland; Richard Leavitt,
Scarboro’; James A. Thurrill, Cape Elizabeth;
Ebenezer Proctor, Maples; Nath’l Fickett,
Pownal; Henry L. Buck, Harrison; Lewis
Dex-

ter

Gen. Mattocks occupied an hour and fifteen
minutes in his presentation of the case to the
He first defined the crime of manjury.
beslaughter and pointed out the distinction
tween it and murder, and the manner in which
cited
cases
in
of
offences;
men may be convicted
th^ourse of his argument in support of his
If the victim is in ill health, if a
disease that is sure to prove fatal, and his death
violence the person commitbv
is accelerated
ting the offence ‘is guilty of manslaughter. In
this case if it is proved that the blow struck
but he died
was not sufficient to cause death,
from the effect of the fall the accused is guilty
of manslaughter. If the proof adduced agrees
in substance with the allegations the charge
is sustained.
Manslaughter is defined as
when death ensues in consequence of a sudden
passion on the part of his slayer and before it
has time to cool. It is not necessary to prove
exactly that the killing was done with the weaby any other form
pon alleged; death
is
of
equivalent. The
deadly weapon
courts have instructed juries that the accused is guilty where death follows by the use
of instruments not ordinarily likely to produce
death. If no weapon was used the question is,
The bad character
was unusual violence used.
of the deceased is not admissible in the defence. The law pertaining to. excusable selfdefence was also presented by the County AtCorner.
The government nronosed to show to
the jury that Swett aud Loveitt were not enemies,hut had been drinking together at a
drinking shop in this city. Swett and another
played cards; Loveitt was the stake-holder,
Swett won, and when he called on Loveitt
retained
hand over the stakes,
he
to
S3. ,'Soon after Swett and a man met on
Fore straet, near the place where the gambling
A quarrel followed. Two little
took place.
heard the quarrel and the blow and saw
The police
wett fall, and went for assistance.
soon after came aud took Swett to the police
aftera
few
hours
station, where he died
wards. The physicians who would be called
would testify that the blow was a peculiar one,
breaking in the forehead, the orbit of the eye
and the bridge of the nose; hut they are not
prepared to state that these bruises and fracIt was
tures were the result of a single blow.
also projiosed to introduce prisoner's confession
on
the
Decelle
to Deputy Marshal
night of the
murder, that he had words with Swett and
After continued arguknocked him down.
when
ment, the court adjourned to afternoon,
tiie first witness for the government was called
Sarah E. Eoden tmorn—Live ;it 228 T ore
treet; lived there in September; HueIV I* Jewett by sight; was,sitting on Mrs. Foifeu’s
oor step, on the night of the murder, of Fore
treet; Jills Foxen lives near the foot of Pearl
street on Fore; was there on the night of Sqptemlier doth; was there three-quarters of an
hour before he was struck; saw Leonard F.
Swett before dark coming out of Blake’s; he
came out of the front door and was alone; the
door was close by me; I was looking out the
window; he went down Fore street; didn’t see
him after that; he was alone all the time; he
amt Fore streets
was on the corner of Pearl
when struck; did not know the man met him;
before
he
was
v
were
the
talking
struck; th* one
who struck him said something loud; did not
hear Swett say anything; they were talking a
h vlf hour before he was struck; the man who
struck him was a tall man; he struck a swingside of his face
ing blow; saw Swett fall on the man
who struck
like, when he was struck; the
he
came back two
down
Pearl
street;
him went
and looked at Swett:
or three minutes after,
•Swett’s head was partly on tin* sidewalk and
did
partly off; his feet were on the
not see the man strike him more than mjP®?
heard the blow; it sounded loud as if lie had
he
something in his hand; the/ did not clinch;
did not touch him when lie canje back; it was
be iell;
pretty dark; Swett did not move after
1 staid a quarter of an hour after Swett fed;
lie illy picked him up; I saw him after lie was
picked up; Swett did not say anything; did not
seem to have any life; I am
14 years of age;
Martha Fogg was with me; did not know the
man who struck him.
Cross Examined.—My name is Sarah Ellen
Foden; the Fogg girl was on the steps when I
went out; don’t remember whether there were
many fishermen in port or not; don’t remember
whether it was foggy; I was talking with the
Fogg girl; heaJd the i) o’clock bell ring before
Hwett was knocked down; am poiitive that I
heard it; 1 was on the steps about three-quarters of an
hour; was busy talking with the Fogg
g>rl; went into the house before Swett was taken
did
away;
not know the person who struck
him; looked to see the person when he came
back but could not tell who he was; know Simon A.
Loveitt; he had taken dinner gt oui

afternoon, Miss O’Gormau will lecturs
only.
HIIHCEliLANEOrg NOTICES.

For Ladies Only.
Edith O’Gorman, the Escaped Nun, (for several years in a Convent) will deliver a lecture to

open at half past two. She will have something of great importance to tell the ladies, and
soineining mat win oe especially interesting to
them. Every lady who can ought to he sure
and be present on this occasion, and also take
her daughter with her. This lecture was reto an immense audience
of over seventeen hundred ladles. We would
advise as many ladies who can to try and get
tlieir tickets beforehand, and so avoid the crowd
at the ticket office Friday afternoon.
They can
now be had at Hawes &
Cragin’s music store,
77 Middle street. Tickets 35 cents. No reserved seats on this occasion. City Hall has been
crowded both times that Edith O’Gorman has
lectured.

Whittier has just received from Prout &

Co., London, Eng.,(the largest brush
turers in the world} a large invoice

manufacof Tooth
Brushes. These brushes were made to order
from drawings furnished by Whittier. Every
brush is silver-wired, red backs, and with his
name on every handle, fifteen different styles
Every brush is warranted not to annoy the
user by loose bristles in the mouth, and
by the
enterprise of Whittier in ordering direct from
the manufacturer, the prices are much lower
than usual.
The public will be glad to know
the above facts.
Cogia Hassan was obliged te stop his sale
last evening at 7 o’clock as his clerks were unable, from exhaustion, to work longer. The
sale commences again this morning at 8 o’clock.

many trips been run per day as now.
Mr. M. G. Palmer referred to the commutation of figures in the Superintendent’s report.
cars

daily

The St. Julian Hotel, the only house on
the European plan in the city, corner of Middle
and Plum streets. Rooms at 75 cents and #1

fact that
CO min-

to

same

said the South Boston
parallel he could ofdistance, but required an houi

Immense stock of ladies’ underwear and hosiery, damaged by fire, selling now at Cogia
Hassan’s.
jan!5-2t

the best

minutes.

No set of horses can
stand so lunch work. To shorten the time the
speed must be increased, and in case of accident you are not protected by law for you
ceed the speed allowed by the charter.

Railroad

Investments.—As the present
high prices of government securities has ceased to make them desirable except to those who
are satisfied with low rates of interest, the

ex-

question naturally arises, In what shall money
be invested? The general tendency of capital
is towards railroad bonds, and they have probably stood the test of experience better than al-

thought there might be a soluParties had offered tc
tion of the difficulty.
or
lease
tlie
Westbrook line. For his own
buy
part, and lie was a large stockholder, lie would
1 lie President

be in favor of such a transfer.
Mr. Sam’l Jordan asked tlie President if lit
was empowered to make such a transfer.
Col. Merrill replied, that it could only lx
done by a vote of the stockholders. For hi:
own part he would vote for it.
Mr. Jordan thought it would be for the interest of the people of Deering to own the ipad
There is now two corporations, practically, ll
would he expedient as a means of develpninf
territory in that town. They would wish U
run it by Allen’s Corner and into the city'ove:
Tukey’s bridge. He offered the following:
Voted, That tlie directors be autorized to eel
or lease that portion of tlie road from the heai
of Preble street to Morrill’s Corner to responsi
hie parties on terms just to all the stockholders
Capt. Coyle said the policy pf Portland am
Deering was different in respect to this matter
Deering wants a policy that will build up tin
town and encourage people to go out there am
locate. He thought tlie present fares were to<

tirls

any other class of investments except
morgages on real estate, which usually pay a
less rate. A year ago a leading financial authority in New York stated that out of 632 different railroad companies, owning finished
roads in the Northern and Western States,
there was but one that did not pay its interest.
The seven per cent bonds tf the old roads located in the vicinity of the leading western
cities are all at par and above, and it is only
those of the newer lines that can be obtained
at a less price.
The Chicago, Danville &
Vincennes Railroad Company have built
one of the
principal lines leading into Chicago,
and have furnisheil it with 3 Very large equipment, especially for its coal trade. They report
most

a

high.

Col. Morriii said the average fare on th<
line was 0 3-8 penjs. On tlie city lini
an addition of one cent w»s pqt op transien
passengers, and tlie result was an increase ii
yearly receipts of about $2800,
Mr. John B. Brown thought that tlie peojili
of Deering could operate tlie road to udvantagi
and leave tlie directors at liberty to increase thi
facilities in the city.
Tlie President said a proposition had been re
ceived by tine Directors some time ago from :
resident of Deering to legsp the road tor twcut;
years, hut it had not been acted pn;
Mr. McCohb said it was a question wliethe
or not it was for tlie interest of the stockholder
A 3 per cent lease is one tiling
to sell out.
Are we making so much, or likely to?
The <>uestion,is whether a transfer is for tli
interest of Deering or the interest of the stock
holders. Hje was pot prepared to answer tli
question now, but thought ft ouglj p; be dis
cussed jn a meeting called for that purpose.
Mr. Brown offered amendments to Mr. Joi
dan’s ybte, and after discussion it was
Voted, To request tlie Directors to call a spec
ial meeting fo authorize the sale or lease of tli ;

Deering

terms j^st and equilable.
Mr. H. Q, Wheeler Saul the pppnle of Deei
and
Westbrook
are ready fb talji: and ra
ing

Deering lino

on

the road on fair terms.
The proposition of Mr. Brown

sidejvpjk;

was

adopted.

Ay tlip First Parish Church Sunday forenoo

1

Rev. B. H.

Baiioy, fhc pastor, preached a mo: *
impressive and finely writteu'SJJfffion upon “Ol 1
suggested by the 100th birthday aumvej
jI Age>”
sary, ou tlip 14tli inst., of the venerable an 1
Elias
| worthy sordidTtcxpac The discourse contras:
ed the
unhappiness ami discontent t *
tlie sinful, and the sweet serenity, Christia 1
faith and trust of tb.e “good old man.” Anotl
cr pleasing incident connected with this ever 1
was tlie christening of a great grand-sun of tli e
venerable man, whp >yill bear his name, ath *
home and in his presence. The ceremony wt 8
performed in the afternoon by Rev. Mr. Baile;

I

i

will do well
on the Eu-

janl3-4t

ropean plan.

trip.
Superintendent Ricker
were

day. Parties oom ing to town
patronize this first-class Hotel

per

utes the round
cars, which
fer, ran the
and twenty

International Line.]
[Special dispatch by
lumber by by

of teams and

saizruE

land

thi

AGENTS.

of the
Augusta, Jan. 15.—At the instance
o(
Land Agent Burleigh, Sheriff Johnson
witl
Aroostook county, lias seized 54 horses
trees

on

RELIEF FOB THE PECK BONDSMElt,
It ir rumored that an effort will be made at
an early day to get the Peck bondsmen relieved
from ft part of their liabilities. The grounds
taken are that but two of the bondsmen are now
wheregs if the payment had
RUMOBED

responsible parties:

been exacted at the time of
tire sureties were solvent.

the fltH»lcstion

all

PENSION AGENCY.
the various rumors afloat,
the United States Pension Agency at Augusta
is not vacant. A Pension Agent’s Commission
is made, by law, good nutii })g js removed by
THE AUGUSTA

Notwithstanding

Hen.

Bttyp-

the President, therefore, although
ton has occupied the position for four years, he
is still bonnfliU Pension agent.

Jan. 13.—The Senate met at 3 p.
m.
Bill an act relating to the presentation of
the remaining copies of Revised Statutes came
from the House, that body refusing to adopt
the amendment.
The Senate insisted on its

Augusta,

former vote.
Orders Passed— Directing the Committee on
Banks and Banking to enquire into the expediency of requiring the officers of Savings
Banks to return to the Assessors the amounts
of deposits in their hands so that it may be taxed as other property; lopping to the passage of
a general law so that towns and cities
may aid

manufacturing enterprises.
The [Secretary of State transmitted

the report
of Commissioner bu Industrial [School for Girls,
which was laid on the table to be printed,
The resolve appropriating $24,000 for the Eas.
tern Normal School atf Castine came from
the House on its passage to be eugrossed.
Mr. Webber moved to recommit to the Committee on Education also an offer from the
Trustees of the Belfast Academy for its loca-

tion 4t Belfast. He favored its change to BelMr. ftlnJfS spojte in favor of Castine and
on motion of Mr.
Farrington 4 R'as assigned
tvriiiuiufi,

An order

Tub stockholders of the Portland and Wa I
dohoro Steamboat Co., arp reminded that tlie r
annual meeting stands adjourned to tliri e
o’clock this P. M. at 170 Commercial St.

large

uusmess.

me

company

nave ouut

tne

road mainly with their own money, and now it
is done, they offer the small remainder of their
bonds. Bijukers recommend them very highly,
as upon n finished and
ptofjtablc road, and we
recommend them to the attention of our readers who have money to invest.
Full particulars may be obtained of Messrs. Swan & Barrett, Portland, Maine.
The positive

puyp of kidney, bladder and
glandular diseases, mental and physical debility, gravel, diabetes, and female irregularities, as well as complaints of the urino-genital
organs in either sex, can he effected by the aid
of Smolander’s Buchu. It acts at once on the
nervous system, and is a diaphoretic, deobstru-

ent, alterative, diueretic solvent sndgtonic.

It

excites

geuetgl %ctipt) qf tlje dormant state of
thesystem, and all the avenues of health are
restored by its occasional use.
Janltith eodlw
Cogia Hassan is
ed by fire.

selling off

his stock

damagjanlStf

__

A Beautiful Woman.—Tim perceptive faculty of women is usually keener’ than the same
phrenological organ in men. Women know
that beauty rather than genius is worshipped
by the sterner sex. A wan way talk of tiie latter to his
lady-Jpyp, but ttye keenness of the
woman knows that be
ffhbk'Ud of the form-

Women are fond of adu)iratjon; benee one
of their longings is to be beautiful. The grand
secret of female beauty is health, the power to
eat, digest and assimilate a proper quantity of
er.

wholesome fog4.. Take Vinegar Bitters. It
will cleanse the stomach, tone me iitftj organs,

perfect digestion, purify the blood,
clear up the complexion and produce a state of
mental and physical electricity, which gives
symmetry of form, bright eyes, white skin,
glossy hair and a genuine type of female loveligive

a

ness, which go cosmetic

can

produce.

jan6th-4wt
grand Pyramid

A Monument.—As big as a
might be built of the teeth that have been
ruined by neglect. Shall this thing go in face
of the great fact that Sozqdont is a certain pres-

ervation of clcnbjl

decay?

M&W

was

passed relating

to

injuries

re-

lating to injuries received by reason of bad
roads and walks.
Petitions presented and referred.—Of E. T.
Walton aud others, for removal of county seat
of Somerset county to Skowhegan; of O. It.
Batcheldor and others of Solon, for same; of A.
& P. Colburn and others,for repeal of law regulating private booms on the Kennebec river,

guusg.
The House met at 2 1-2 p. m.
Petitions, bills, <tc., Received and Referred—
Remonstrance of the inhabitants of Presque
Isle aga'ust the annexation of Mavsville to
Presqile Isle; of Ots Pacsley, for change of
name; of Hiraqi' Wortijcn iml 78 other*, for extension Of Kennebec and Wiscassetrafiroafl; of
J. Colburn and 45 Pthbrs> fuF some; of J. F.
Chadwick and 87 other, for saute; of J}, I,, Tibbetts and 44 others, for same; of F. O. Braiuard and 45 others, for same; of Andrew Lacey
and 182 others, for same; of Kennebec and
Wiscassel raijrpad company for the extension
of its line and that the teistil) fgwns along its
line be authorized to aid in its construction; of
James Peterson and 110 others, for incorporation of St. Dennis Academy; of Rennie Lisytto
and pullers of Grand Isle, for deed of lands
upon which they reside j of A- Pi Mussey and
others, for itlie charge of shire joVn pi Somerset
county; of A. \y.
pqd others, for right
to maintain fish weir in West
Duoddy Bay; remonstrance
of Janies W.
and lid
Sylvester
of
L.
Flood
and
42
Henry
others,
others, of Samuel Kendall and 49 others against the petition
of Dgnipl Bunker of Benton, to be set off from
said town aqd annexed to
fpiyn oi Fairlield
in Somerset county; iSilj' fp
jncorjxiraze tyit)
1

f^mson

tijfi

Richmonii Factory Assppqitipq.
Orders Passed—That the petloqs of 0, J?. AJohusou aud others, George F. Whidden and
others, presented to the Legislature of last year
for annexation of Mayville to Presque Isle", be
taken from the pie* and referred fp the Committee
oq Division of Towns; that
tt)e
Committee on Military Affairs be authorized to
visit the Bath Military Asylum at Bath and report condition of same; that the Committee on

Judiciary he instructed to iuquire into the
expediency Ot so altering the laws as to change
the punishment for fftpe, arson and burglary
from a life sentence to atariq qf yeafs Qr life at
the

the discretion of the court.
The House took a recess of ten minutes to
listen to the explanation on the uentilating apparatus put in Saturday- The explanation made
by Judge Maind of Boston, agent for the Co.
Passed to be Enacted—Act to incorporate the
Orono Manufacturing.Co. Adjourned.

MATTERS,

W

T..»1

1

S

_

1,....i.A,,

again been instructed to withdraw the troops to
the barracks and not interfere witli the State

authorities of Louisiana.
It is denied in official circles that there is any
unpleasantness whatever between Russia and
the United States or that there is any truth in
the report that Minister Curtin is to be recalled.
The Spanish Minister will, it is said, be furnished with a copy of the affidavit of the captain of the Florida in order that he may make
a response on his side as a
preliminary to further action. Confidence is expressed in official

quarters that Spain will promptly make the

quired

re-

amend.
The Secretary of War endorses the
proposiof
tion
Gen. Schofield for the construction, tinder authority of Congress, of a telegraph from
San Diego, Cal., to military headquarters and
other important points in Arizona, at an expense of 350,000.
She Commissioner of Indian Affairs recommends an appropriation of $125,000 for subsisting the Apaches of Arizona and New Mexico
for the remainder of the fiscal year.
NAVAL MATTERS,
Commodore Grossman and a number of officers have been detached from the ship Marion
and placed on waiting orders.
The President has nominated to the Senate,
Lieut. Commander Edward Terry to be Commander; Capt. Wm. B. Whiting to be Commodore on the retired list,
OPINION OF

THE

SUPREME COURT IN THE LEGAL
TENDER CASES.

Washington, Jau. 15.—Justice Strong delivered the opinion of the Supreme Court in the
legal tender cases to-day substantially as follows: The debts contracted since February 25,
18G2 are, by far, the greatest portion of the indebtedness of the country! They were contracted in view of the acts of Congress, declaring treasury notes a legal tender, and in reliance upon that declaration,
no well
founded
distinction can be made between constitutional
act
of
the
of
Congress declaring treasvalidity
ury notes legal tender for the payments of debts
contracted after its passage and that of the act
making them legal tender for the discharge of
all debts. There may be a difference in the effects produced by the acts and in the hardships
of their operation but, in both cases, the fundamental question which tests (,1m validity of legislation is: “Can Congress constitutionally give
to the treasury notes the character and
qualities
of money, anil can such notes be constituted a
legitimate circulating medium?” Having defined legal value,' a lengthy uian.inqtipi,
of tlie
rules of constitutional construction is made,and
the conclusion is that Congress has authority in
all cases to enact laws necessary and proper for
the execution of qll powers created by the Constitution; and that the necessity spbken ot is
within the judgment and discretion of Congress.
It is determined that one of the duties of the
government is to preserve itself, and that this
government is possessed of all the necessary
puwcio

nuvt

run,

<uiu

uiitii u ii- were

eeruuii

nothing else would supply the absolute necessities of the treasury, that if nothing else would
have enabled the government to maintain its

armies and navy, that if nothing else would
have saved tlie government and constitution
from destruction, while the legal tender act
would, it cannot be said that' Congress transgressed its power in the enactment of those
laws; or if these enactments did not work this
result, it cannot lie maintained now that they
were not for a legitimate end
andappropriate
and adapted to that end, That they did work
such results, cannot be doubted; and if n be
conceded that some other means might have
been chosen for the accomplishment of the same
necessary objects, then tlie argument is not
weakened by tlie concession. Congress bad tlie
choice of means and it chose a sufficient and
proper one as it had a tight to do. The grant
to Congress of power'to coin
money cannot be

regarded as containing an implied prohibition
against the issue of legal tender notes, and if it
raises any implications, they ate of complete
power over the currency rather than restraining. The objection that tlie legal tender act

impairs tlie obligations of contracts cannot be
an obligation of a debtor
to pay gold or silver as to contracts, but to pay
money generally,not contracts to pay specifically
defined money, dr the kind of money
recognised
by lawat the time when the 'contract was made;
nor is it ids duty to
of
pay money
equal intrinsic
value in tlie market. The
of the
expectation
creditor and tlie anticipation of thejdebtor may
accepted, for it is not

have been that the contract would be
discharged
by tlie payment of a coined metal, but neither
tlie expectation of tlie one nor the other constitutes its 'obligation. U.b« obligation o» a
contract to pay mbhey Is to
pay tliiit whioli thB
law shall recognize as money when the
payment is to.be made. If there is anything to be
settled by-ilia decision It
;lijj, gn.| H cannot
be understood to be'controverted. As to
icctioi) that the legal tender acts were prohibited
by the constitutional provision
ingthe

taking qf priygfg

nVofiPFljr

eign
The steamer was

buMtiijg,
fore.

•

■e

observation.
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THE CIVIL RIGHTS BILL.

ou

Montreal.39,03
Mt.Washington.20.7S

a

z

5
4

New London... .30.05 18

New Orleans.

30.27

New York.30.07
Norfolk.30.03
Omaha.30.30

Pittsburg.29.83

49
24
31
22
27

Portland.30,08 M
San Francisco .80.21

Savannah.30.12
Washington. ...30.12
30.06
Wilmington
..

S8
28
36

a
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NW

bush

which he now invoked. He disclaimed any sentiment of personal hostility toward those who
assailed the Republic; hut while willing to be
gentle with former enemies, he could not forget
bis duty t'd liis (ebow citizens, white and black,
who stood by tho Republic. There wore strong
reasons why a measure of justice to the colored
race should be united with amnesty, especially
since the latter is pressed and clearly between
the ltpo, pre-eminence should be accorded to

that for equal rigiits
My. Yickers of Kentucky, said he would BO(
undertake to answer Mr. Sumner’s speech on
his supplementary civil rights bill, because it
required uo argument to demonstrate the gross

uuconstitutionality

of that measure.. He tlieu
long argument in favor the pending gen-

Ruropran

London,

1

to the
oner.

release of W- G,

Haipino,

a

Adopted. Adjourned.
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A SWINDLING BROKER.
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LEGISLATURE.

In the Senate to-day the report of the Commissioner of the Western Railroad sinking fund
was presented, and shows that all the bonds issued in aid of the Western Railroad thirty years
ago have been paid off. In the House a resolve
was introduced protesting against the gift of U.
S. bonds to railroad companies.
FATAL AFFRAY.

fracas in Fitchburg, Saturday
night, Michael Kelly discharged a pistol at
James Grant, the bullet hitting John McMa-

hon, a peaceful citizen, inflicting, probably, fatal wound, lielly fled,
HEAVY FINE.

Iu the U. S. Court to-day, Dexter T. Mills, for
smuggling, was fined #21,000 by Judge Shep-

ley.

FIRE.

fire this evening in D. Lyon's
corner of Summer and
Otis st.;
#0000; fully insured.

There was
& Co.’s store,

damage

a

NEW

New York, Jan. 15.—A Mr. Graeie prints a
statement that a clerk of the State Senate received 20 per cent, of the moneys paid to Tweed
and Parsons of Albany for the State printing
lqst yean.
Conover Young denies refusing to give up
Fisk’s diamonds and jewelry, valued at $11,000, but holds them subject to the order of his

N.

£?*££« d^ene5{i«Tly
ON THE TRAIL,
HONEY
Supported by

137»
105
117
301 I
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705
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ENCOURAGE

I

Portland Manufactures

1

In

again calling the attention of

tnv

tyPur particulars

|

large Stock ol FURNITURE, nearly all of my
own manufacture, I wouUl tali
»|iecia! utteution to

JBBlddflt

see

Pro-

'J

XT C 1

X C;

NEW*YEARS

^^“au'

continue every Monday Evening.

MUSK} 1»Y CHANDLER.
will commence his Third term for

Mr. Geo
beginnersin Dancing, on
Wednesday Evening, Jan. 3c
at Army & Navy Union
Hall, cor. Brown ami
be continued every
Wednesday evening
Private
each day except Fridays. For nai1
lculars
at the Hall.

Con-!

*frV,al8t1'’">d
lessons
apply
unit

dcSStf

Navy Nttpplcinculury t

ours.

First entertainment Thursday Evening, Jan.
mb.
-NavJ'Ibdl. Lecture by Prof <5. H. HPcl
‘ArndV
Subject, Life above the clouds, or Mt. Was!
In
ington
mid-winter.’’
Illustrated by beautiful
Stereoscopic Views, illuminated bv Calcium Ugh
Course tickets *1.50. A discount of
one-third allow
‘be regular course.
f.liket* °2?
I»b2,n»sale
“,f at
Evening
30 ct»—ft»r
Stock bridge’s and lluwcs
a*
cock.

Stores,

at

C.W,Gl§ty ^

Groceries uiul Store Fixtures at
Auction.
THURSDAY, .January 18, at 10 a. M., at store

furnish in any style of upholstering,

with

play

of

AUCTION SALES.

PARLOR SUITS!
can

Synopsis

JIB. A. II. tSBB’N
Second Course of Assemblies in connection with
the!

my assortment of

Which I

Ilia

Doors open at 7, curtain rises at 8
tor sale at the Box Office:
hi. B. EJBA \ III 1»m it— M im i_'.

!

patrons to ruy

and

grammes.
Prices astisual.

Army

MISCELLANEOUS.

AND HINEBY.
First Class Stock
Company from
Boston Theatre*.

a

New and Ofigina1 Music-Artistic Scenic
Superior Stage Appointments—PowerfulDisplayMechanicul Effect s-—ami an
Excellent Distribution „f charaelen.

T>

Manufacturing Company.

SAULSBURY,

(late of tlie Boston Museum) in the
thrilling seiisa^ ^ bj' “ ,e**‘

I

Pepperell Manufacturing Co.

coverings

of the finest

quality

of

ON

No. 11
Fixtures in

Street, we shall sell the Stock an l
Gray
said store, consisting in part of Pork
Lard, Molasses, Kerosene Oil, Vinegar, Fish, Tea Ti-I
baceo, Flour, whole and ground Coffee, Raisins. Com
I Stareh, Srnia, Matches, Pickle Limes, Swoet Oil, Sai
dines. Pickles, Cider, Spiros, Siove. Shoe and Scru.i
Patent Medicines, Tubs, Palis,Broom
Brushes,Soaps,
marble top Meat Slab, Meat Block, Ice
FlaU
My WALNUT CHAMBER SETS, embrace : form Counter, Spring Balance Seales, tin Chest,
and wooden
new and original
designs, and the best finish in I Measures, Stove, Show Case, and
Fancy Goods, Ac.
this market. X am offering besides
E. O. BAII.I2V A
CO., Auctioneers.

Plush, Rich Patternsof Striped Tcrrys, the best quality of all Wool
Cloth
and
Terrys, KailFrench Lasting;*.

[_janl3-td

SECRETARIES,
SIDEBOARDS,
ETECERES.
WARDROEBS,
DRESSINC TABLES,
HAT TREES,

Auction

*

OF THE

Sale of

Elegant
Sleigh*.
the Repository or John

\ew

hired
HAVING
No. 311 Congress

Russell.
Street, for the purixise t
showing my Sleighs, I shall sell at that place on Sa:

urday,

CENTRE AND
LIBRARY TABLES,
MOST

Jan. 20th, at It o’clock A. M.:
1 liny double Sleigh,
5 round-back single sleighs,
1 single trotting do,
4 first-class business do,
1 M-hawl two-seated do, made
by Martin Pennell,
2 2d-hand single sleighs, Ac.
These sleighs are all Hi
custom made, a part
st-class,
of them plush lined and silver
mounted, and vary ia
from #85 to #500. Sale pindtive and without r.
I price
ALBERT CHASE.
«
....
4 ^
Anrtioa«ert.

j

MODERN STYLE AND FINISH ! j
Beit Style and Finish, Painted

The

CHAMBER
IN

Matamoras, Jan. 15.—The seige of Mierhas

.Jim'l?t'lBAHjE'

SETS !

R. K. Hum,

THE

UNITED

Commission Merchant and

STATES !

\rO

With my facilites for

I

prepared

am

to sell my

goods

on

I

the most favorable

terms, and at the very lowest market prices.

Reliable Insurance.

Having greatly enlarged

my Ware
can now exhibit one
of the most complete
and finest assortments of

Rooms,

W. I>. Little &
General Insurance

FURNITURE!

ESTABLISHED

IN

NEW ENGtILjA.ND

GEO. A.
No. 56
BELOW

Now

j
i

representing the following first-class Compani,

V‘ZJ

Phoenix,

National,

STREET.

$250,000

of Hartford.

New Cash Capital,

International,
Capital

Surplus,

Hoffman,

LIBBY,

Capital

Late of the School of

A

$950,009

of New York.

Surplus,

$250,000

F. HODGES, President.

M.

DRS. WHITE AND OATMAN,
Will open a School,

Orient,

of Hartford.

New Cash Capital,

JANUARY 23d,
-AT-

$500,000

CHAS. T. WEBSTER, President.

CONGRESS

209

&

of New York.

GEO. W. SAVAGE, President.

CURED.

lobsters,

$500,000

MARK HOWARD, President.

STUTTERING !

NO.

of Boston.

D. H. SWEETSIR, President.

STAMMERING,

HALIFAX. NS. Steamer Chase—121 cases canned
1 box merchandise to John Porteous; 2
pkgs
merchandise to Eastern Express Co.; and goods for
Canada, New York and Boston.

$1,400,000

Capital A Surplus,

janl3

foreign Import*.

of Hartford.

Exchange,

54 nnd 54,

PROF.

a

HENKY KELLOGG, President.

Exchange St.,
MIDDLE

Agency,

1843.

Capital A Surplus,

WHITNEY,

And Orer

IN

Co>

Office. No. 491-2 Exchange Street.

To my friends and patrons, I return my sincere
thauks for their very liberal patronage, anil hope by
strict atention to business to merit the same in the
future. 1 shall be pleased to see any of my friends
and patrons at my Warerooms, and will take pleasure
in showing my extensive stock, which is one of the
best in the Country. For Spring trade I shall otfer a
large line of OFFICE DENKN, also a large line
of BOOK CANE.N of my own manufacture, at
lower prices than have been offered in this market.

dwelling

Auctioneer

310 Congress St., will sell
every evening a lai ge
A1 assortment of Staple ami
Fancy Goods.
Gootls will be sold during the
day in lots to suit
purchasers at wholesale prices. Cash advanced on all
description of goods. Consignments not limited.
February 11, 1868.
dtf

!

MANUFACTURING AND PRODUCING,

house
was burned and five
persons lost their lives.
The French papers very
generally denounce I
the tax on raw materials.
The Middleton, Ct., city
eleotion, Monday,refuted m the ejection of the entire Republican I
ticket by over 200 majority.
The Russian fleet will not sail for Pensacola
until next week or later.
In New York, the trial of Daniel Galvin foi
the murder of Patrick
Campbell at the time of
the Orange riots, begun Monday.

Various rpvrpEnsv

First appearance of the
young American Star

MR.

m. are rates

1401
115

FINANCIAL AND COMMEltCIAL.

YORK.

p

qij

Franklin Company, Lewiston.

Bates

The Italian Parliament assembles to-day.
The Turkish government has received a monster cannon cast in an American
foundry.
A fire at Rashiwara, Japan,
recently des400
and
troyed
houses,
eighty women wert
burned.
Henry Butler of Cromwell, Ct., while dnink,
was thrown from his
wagon, Sunday, breaking
his neck.
A bill is under consideration in the New York
Legislature which provides that a juror shall
not be rejected in a criminal case for
having expressed an opinion before trial so long as he
will take the oath to fairly hear and determine
the matter. It is approved by the
leading
judges of the State.

a

u

Union Pacific Laud Grants 7s.
Vermont Central 1st Mortgage 7s.
Hill Manufaettiring Company.

of Mr. Koach. He confesses the crime.
Gen. Emory has been instructed not to
I
bring
the troops into New Orleans without
express
orders from Washington,

it,

auu

.wnutiujAiii,,

Lumber and Boards.

HALL,

TWO NIGHTS
ONLV,
and Saturday
Evenings,
Jwu. 10th and 'iOlh.

Friday

J
I

B««t«n (itdch Eiut.
[Sales atfthe Broker’s Board, Jan. 13.]
Boston and Maine Kailroad.
Eastern Kailroad....
Michigan Centra! Railroad.
Union Pacific Railroad.
Union Pacific KR Sixes.

TEEbGRAPlIIC ITEMS.
George L- Hanson, a Boston clothing dealer,
suicided Sunday night with laudanum.
Georgo Howe, of Newington, N. H., lias been
arrested for setting fire to the house and barn

bail, charged with swindling Augustus Marks
and his wife out of #1000 paid by the Old Colony Railroad Company as damages for the death
of their son, killed on the road. The money
was paid to Dyer as their attorney and he kept

During

v,

—.,

Copenhagen,
PfflRfhmd reading a leiter from the American
government explaining tho Catacazy affair.

a

AITJ SIC

new.

lork, by steam, |c $> lb on uplands, aud lc on Sea
Islands; §2 ^ tierce on Wee; by nail, fc *> lb on uplands; $7 @ «8 on Lumber; 39 a- 310 on 'Timber. To
Boston, by Will, 40 on upland Cottou. To Providence
°h lioarda;
|> tb on uplands; by steam, 31
lade In addition to New York rates. Vessels are in
f
demand to take Lumber freights from
Georgetown, S.
C., Darien and Satilla River, Ga., and Jacksonville,

In Bradford, Onfc., Sunday,

Grand Dramatic Triumph.

Market*.

Freight*. *
Charleston, Jan. 12.—To Liverpool, by steam
S3? York 341 r.i uplands; id on Sealsla'nds; bv
sail, direct, | % 7-10 i .11 uplands. Coastwise to New

Kdr

HALL,

C P'l’cct i. ulars to-morrow.
Tickets 35 ceuts. No Reserved Seats. Now
for
at Hawes &
Cragin’s Jlnsic Store, 77 Middlu
Street.

Midsteady;
3

OB

Fair

The revolutionists under General
QUirugo having been reinforced by 400 or 500
men from
Monterri, Gen. Cortina’s force fell
back across the Son Joan river into
Camargo
before the enemy could attack it.in force. Cortiua’s precipitate retreat prevented a general
engagement, which the revolutionists appeared
to seek, Another advance by Quiroga against
Oamargo, and a general action is expected.

Boston, Jan. 15.—B. B. Dyer, real estate j
broker, was arrested tq^Jay and held in $300q

Middling
and

estimated at 15.000 bales.
Lon PON, Jan. 15—1.30 P. M.—American securities
quiet and steady.
Liverpool, Jan. 15—1.30 P. M.—Cotton quiet and
steady; quotations unchanged; sales 15.000 bales, of
Woro fur
export and hi>eculation. Com
?!
31s fli?’000

been raised.

Fenian pris-

CITY

ONLY,

ekiday AFTEHNOON, JAY. 19.

Jan. 15—11.30 A. M.—Consols at 921 for

THE REVOLUTION.

bellion.
Mr. Pierce of
Mississippi, from the Committee on Education and Reform, reported a bill to
establish an educational-fund and apply the
proceeds of public lands to the education of the
people. Recommitted.
Mr. Cox of New York, offered a resolution
calling for unpublished correspondence relating

AT

1862, 96J.
Paris, Jan. 13-11.30 A. M.-Reutes56f 22c.
Liverpool, Jan. 15— ll.oo A. M.—Cotton quiet
and steady; Middling’uplands
10|d; do Orleans 103d;

MAhRitL Jan.

I

To LADIES

money and accouut.
American Securities—U. S. 5-20’s 1862,913; do 18«5,
old, 934; do 1867. 934 U- S. 10-40’s. 92.
Frankfort, »Jan. 15—11.30 A. M.—U. S. 3-20’s

|

cliusetts, yeas 131, nays 70; less than two-thirds
in the atttrinativp.
Another amnesty bill, being the one passed
by the House last session, was introduced by
Mr. Hale of Maine, and passed, yeas 170, navs
31. Jt excepts members of
Congress and officers of the army and navy who
joined the re-

on

New Ur lean*, jau. 15.—Cotton
quiet; Middling
uplands 214
214o.

Xew York, Jail. 15.—A Berlin letter- states
that the German
{''(YlTUlueut received a lettei
Fi:inoc Goitscnakoff relative to some incidents arising from the recall of Minister Catacazy. This circular is said to have been necessary from the conduct of the American Minister, Mr. Kramer, who, during a digger gt the
house of the Gengan .\|ii,uua at

Tlnwau nf Afaeaa.

ANOTHER LECTURE

imu

<luiet “ua

,5-C°‘tl>“

2l|c.

3PAN10B POLITICO,
15. —The former Unionists Minan executive session and ad- ! isters have resolved to give their support to Senor
In
the Cortes. The deputies to the
l
Sagasta
jdHfhcdv
Cortes will hold preliminary meetings on the
HOUSE.
I 21st inst. The session opens on the 22d.
Bills were introduced and referred, among
GREAT BRITAIN.
them to repair the Custom House at Bath, Me.;
THE TICHBORNg CASE.
tq remove all legal and political disabilities inEoNpON, Jag, 18,—The hearing of the Tichcurred during (he (dtp rebellion; to repeal the
tenure of office acts; for the improvement of horne case was resumed to-day. Sir John Duke
the harbors of Bridgeport and Westport, Conn.; Coleridge opened for the defence. He said that
to purchase a bust of Farragut for the Capitol; i the testimony they proposed to offer would show
that the claimant was a conspirator, perjurer
io admit tea and coffee free after next July.
aud forger—and in fact, a common imposter
Mr. Hale’s (of Maine) bill In reference to
ships and ship-building was debated ten min- and villain, and that Baigeut and Carter, his
accomplices, were unscrupulous rogues and the
gles #n,l wen( oyer without action.
oogonofors qf this stupendous imposture.
A resolution was adopted ordering a speoinl
committee on the Louisiana legislative troubles.
ROYAL SCANDAL,
AMNESTY BILLS—MK. HALE’8 PASSED.
[X. Y. World Special.]—It is reported that
A hi!' f°r general amnesty was introduced by the Mordaunt oase will soon be re-opened, with
the Prince of Wales as correspondent.
Mr. Aoltesof Beiinsylvania, and was rejected
Anothby the House by a. vote of 18(i to 113, not two- er divorce case is filed oil the trial, of which the
Duke
of
will
thirds in the affirmative.
Edinburg
appear as coorespondent.
The House rejected another bill for general
iHEXICO.

bf&lijpmeity’tnU'
The Senate held

at 13 30 'So 14
li;u

unclianged.

upUnUtGHJ
M01UI4E, Jan, 13,—Cotton quiet
dling upland* at 20}c.

Tile Russian Minister, who was present, refused
to listen, and the German Minister said that
such a letter must not be read in his house.
Subsequently, Mr. Kramer went to various ministers in Copenhagen and
letters to
resyd
them individualJy, they, of course, reporting to
their governments. The Russian Cabinet feels
vexed over the affair, and rumors are afloat ill
Berlin that a coolness between Russia and the
United States has arisen therefrom,
The same letter states
thgt adyiuis from St.
Petersljtivg
repjesqgt tgqt Gig Emperor and all
the society tgere consider- Prince Alexis
slighted by President Grant, in not returding his visit, and that the Emperor will not allow the
Prince to return to Washington.
SPAIN.

thought tl>e proposed eeflepigity (o rebels could
not fail to quicken the sentiment of justice

Bulk Meats

sje.

at

Mhk^““up™ud;2o,jc!5 ~Cot,<m

RUSSIA.

J
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,,u j3
firm; shoulders 6Jc; sides 71 7i,
i!,
Hogs weak at 4 25 @ 4 70; receipts 85,0o{ head.'
lower at 88c. Green meats firmer at 48 a
fi’y
* ,■>}<.
!Cl
Hams—light 8 ® gje.

SILLY GOSSIP FOR FtTLL GROWN MEN.
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FOREIGN.

I

MISS EDITH
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Otwbusiomi’0?? n!,'h, fl‘!ur- 3’0W ''U!il1wheat,
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§
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Marry.”

8

tt’4 ™

4 00

Barometer corrected for temperature and elevation

eplojetf

children by
declared that
by the decree against slavery, all semblance of
apology for prejudice of color wes removed.
In conclusion, Mr. Sumner regretted that the
favored amnesty,
Preeidgnf, ip h>s message,
while pe 8b{d polliing of disifbllities inflicted
on colored people; but took
courage when he

|

5
£

Cleveland
29.77 27
Corinne. Utah. .30.19 33
Key West.30.19 61

before i.Hc DW (vas a question of sopal equality.
Equality m all institutions created or
recognized by laws, was not a question of society. Seperate hotels, conveyances, etc., were
but artificial substitutes for equality. The substitute is invariably an inferior article. He cited old English law on the subject of inns or hotels which were bound to receive all persons
without distinction, and decisions in this country have sustained the same principle which applies with equal force to public conveyances,
common schools, theatres, etc.
He dwelt at
length otf (he subject of public schools, giving

fturdiih’ijis* iinposed
their exclusion. He

1
I*

n
Boston.30.06 19
Charleston,S.C..30.10 40
CheyeppeAY: T.3Q.iq 34
Chicago...29.96 22

At 1 o'clock the ampesty bill came up as unfinished business.
Mr. Sumner's civil rights’ hill being the pending amendment it was read and Mr. Sumner
addressed the Senate upon it. He said slavery,
ip a (jisgpised and modified form, »till existed
in so far as colored people were dallied equal
rigms auu must ue auuusneu oeiore great worn
is complete. He reviewed the hardships ami
indiguities suffered by colored people, and cited
eminent cases of Frederick Douglass and Lieut.
Governor Dunn. He denied the equal rigiits
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STANTON.

Tht Young Lady
Lawyer of Rhode Island.
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Weather Report, Jan. IS, U P. M.
War Department, Signal .Service, U. S. Army, Di
Reports for the benefit c
Commerce.

(
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L

SUPPLBNKlfT.VBY COTiBai.;
SECOND
KNTEKTjUNMEnt,
Wednesday E veiling, Jan. 17,

t-

St. Paul, Jan. 15.—John Bever; who
ated from liis wife a yi1 ar ago and hassepal
sine
threatened her life, went to her house at Si :
Cloud, Saturday night, drove the children oul
seized his wife by the hair and dragged herint ’>
a hack room where he literally cut her head
t
pieces witli a hatchet. When arrested he mad
no resistance, but said he came to kill her an. j
had done it.
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New Orleans, Jail. 15.—The oxeitemei t
continues uuabated and Wannouth’s Iiouse s
guarded. A movement has beep made wliic I
seems likely p) think Carter
By the present 6
of Mr. Anderson ip the Senate to-day there wa “
a quorum.
He went in with the promise tip
the obnoxious laws shou|d bp repealed.
Th e
registration, opnstabulary aud other obnoxiov s
laws were repealed. All the Senators will rt
turn to-morrow.
The Carterites denouucc th e
movement as a trick,
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The batteries of Port Alcabras
tired a
salute. A committee of officials
and ci
izens received the
on
Japanese the wharf TV
embassy, numbering 103 persons, leave here i e
eight or ten days for New York, accompaffi a
J.v Hon. Charles F,. Go long, American ndniat.
Vi 'fapap, aud Hou. Charles W. Broo'Ks, JaDai

o

A joint resolution that the Ku JClux commit
tee immediately investigate affairs in Louisian,
was offered, hut was laid over till the return o:
Senator West.
The supglementary civil rights bill came up.
what is IT?
Mr, Chandler from a Committee reported
without aiimii(lm«nt, bill to promote the con
struction of the Cincinnati and (Southern railay.
The following bills were introduced: by Mr,
Wilson, authorizing the President to appoint a
Paymaster Gfiqenil of the army; by Mr. Scott,

read

at
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CreCHMAn, Jan. 15.—Pork steailv
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MINNESOTA.

The gallerias were crowded with colored peo
to hear Mr. Sumner on his supplemental'
civil rights bill.
Several petitions were presented; anion;
them were two from Vermont for free salt am
one from the Chinese in California for frei
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STREET,

These companies

among the best now doing bu«1
that have passed through tin
PORTLAND, .UK.
Receipt* by Railroad* and Mteanibont*.
Ordeal are now in first rate condition
W
Steamer Forest City from Boston.—38 bdls ol j Where he will treat and cure all eases of Hesitation 1
“demnity against loss or damage bv fir*-.
2
TheNA 1 IONAL and ORIENT are new
leather, 5 bid* alcohol, 39 boxes nails, I do fresh fish, | of the speech, nr Stuttering, In front 30 to 60 days.
Companit •>-,
I
The Prof, will take no pay until the patient is enorganized with clean Capitals.
Widow.
j 13 hull’ bbls flour, 7 cases tobacco, 7 coils rojie, 22 bdls
recently
Merchants. Traders, Builder* ami others, wanting
The Sun states that the hotel where Fisk died steele, 20 bbls flour, 20 crates apple sauce, 50 tierces j Itrely cured.
25
cases
and
hours
from
lines
25
St
A.
large
with
firkins do, 25 bags oysters, 5 pets
reliable offices, may be accommodates
lard,
Sy*Otftco
M., to It P. M.
has presented a hill for $2,300 for the use of the
with UB at moderate rateh.
jnlOHusidelm
marble, 14 bbls cider, 10 cases and 10 bales domestics, 1
room in which he expired.
Dwellings an t
1 organ. 22 boxes oranges, 1 horse, 75
I* ®PIU Hroperir, insured for
to order;
one, three or roi'ic
pkgs
The grand jury bfouglit in an indictment this
for Canada and mi ennntrv—7.1 Imlm; ntmtill-. iiii...n
YEARS, on highly favorable terms.
ja5isd3w
morning in the Oyer and Terminer court,
chest* tea, \9 bdla Bteele, 25 bbls flour, 24 wheels, 8
bales wool, 6 plates iron,75 pkgs desk castors, 100 bdls
against; E, 8. S^-qkes qs the iqmJej'et of James leather,
Dissolution.
20
and
12
bbls
dve
bags
Fisk, Jr. He will be arraigned to-morrow at 11
stuff, 100 pkirs to orHaving Bought the
Co-partnership heretofore existing IhHwocu
der.
o’clock.
th* ttrn* name and *tyl«
Vn,,or
SMUGGLING.
SMITH. DONNELL
& CO., Is this day dissolveo
New York Ntock and IVIoney market.
j
mutual consent. The books of the late tirm
by
The captain and mate of the English hark
will
New York, Jap. 15—Gold 1083.
be found at theii former office. Either
partner may
J
Albert the Good, were detected smuggling.— 6 per cept, Sterling Exehauge 100$ (a) 100$. Money
Stocks
sign in liquidation.
Of the late firm of
strong and steady. Southern State Stocks strong.
Liquor* to the amount of #2000 were seized.
F. A. SMITH.
QM ATT. PDY
The following are the forenoon quotations of SouthW. K. DONNELL,
era securities:
There were 83 eases of small pox last week Tennessee 6’s, new.
$5*
Would Invite their
and 20 deaths. The malady is decreasing in
Mr. William E. Donnell will continue the buslno*
Virginia 6’s, new...........
55“
under the Arm name of W. E. DONNELL & Co.,
Brooklyn where there were hut 59 cases against Missouri 6’s......... t.
96
89 the previous week. There have beep 50,000
at the old stand, Nos. l>3 & l»5 Commercial Street.
6*s, old.. 53
Loujsjapa
Louisiana 6’s, new. 50
vaodmafions in Brooklyn in two months.
Portland, Me., dan. 1,1872.
dlw
ja!2
Alabama 5’s. 60
to continue their liberal patronage
custom house investigation.

i52f*

AYER*,

11HE

STOCK!
COOK &

......

The retrenchment committee continued their
eleventh days session at their hotel. Deputy
Collector Clarke testified that the case referred
to
by a former witness where a fraud of $100,000
mas ooiijpfpmisjRl tor 850,000, lyas thug settled
because the "defrauding merchants had ro property exceeding $50,000, and their payment of
that amount entirely bankrupted the firm. He
explained the prooess of the government in investigating the alleged frauds in the cartage
business, showing the difficulties contended
with in obtaining clue to culprits.
Stephen G. Clark, Deputy Collector, testified
that Jayne, the treasury ogfRt, anil himself,

pTOsdcut^d a t|umbM 0? parties for returning
short weights by collusion with the weighers,

and made them confess it in open court.—
Tlie protttcs of the seizures arc shared in
whatsoever proportion the officers concerned
ogree to in writing, but money was only received hv the informer or iufprmers designated by
the Secretary of the
Treasury or the court.
evbrj- cttse of seizure passes through his
Almoijf
He
ennnot
tell
bureau;
in liow many cases lie
got a'share of the profits.
Gdorbe H. Van Eleft, formerly a civil
engin*•

®

JIETEOBOEOGICAI.,
SVJfQEflta OP lVK-VFHpil REPORTS FOR Tllp EAST
TWBNTV-FOUK HOURS,
Wab Dbp't, Office Chief Siqnai,)
>
Officeb, Washington, D. 0.,
Jan. 15(7.00 1*. M.)t
Probabilities—The central lowest barometer
will probably move during the night more to
the eastward, possibly into Western Pennsylvania, and pass over New York on Tuesday southwinds will increase to-night on
easterly. The
the puddle Atlantic coast, veering rapidly to

westerly winds

on

Tuesday,

Cloudy wcatl|ei

Will preynil on Tuesday afternoon from South
Carolina to Maine, with rain or snow northeast
of Virginia. Brisk northwest winds with cloudy
and clearing weather will extend rapidly tonight from Bake Superior to Kentucky. Partially cloudy anil gold weather will nuetail over
this region Tuesday: Cloudy Weather and possibly light'rain on the edastof Texas and'Lohis-

igtta.

are

^ k°m*

|

WM. 11.

prohibit

for PfibUp' ijse witft.
out a just tompeusatibu, |t js'skilj that the provision has always been understood to refer
Only
to direct appropriations and not to
consequential injuries resulting from tlie exercise of lawful power. The objection that tlie unit money
value must possess intrinsic value is regarded
as foreign to the
subject, if hi, legal tender acts
do not attempt to make a standard of Value.
Their validity is not vested upon the assertion
that their emission is coinage or aQy regulation
of the value of issuer', nor is It asserted that
Congress hail power to enact that the Goveriiment’s promises to pay money shall be, for tlie
time being, eqaivaleut in value to tlie representative of value determined by the coinage acts
as to the multiples hereof.
This decision oveiniles so ipupli of wliat v/as
decided in the Hepburn vs. Griswold case as
ruled tlie legal tender acts unwarranted by tlie
Constitution so far as they apply to contracts
made before their enactment,
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SENATE.

mi

sentatives of the commercial interests of tli e
are here contending that these provision 9
ilftve the effect to transfer to Britisli owners tli ,
file carrying trade and ownerslii .
monopoly
can U bui] t
of lake tonnage', gs IftHjsl)
and sailed at from 30 to 40 per Ceiit less cost ii ,
the present condition of our country, curr;^
and excise taxation.
It is said that the mercantile interests c f
New York, Boston and Portland are also
begin
niug to he moved by the same consideration!
f'hi. probability is that the commercial interest
thus affected tyijl pombinc tyifh the fishery in
terest for common protection by endeavoring t
defer action upon the subject till it can lie uior
thoroughly investigated, or perhaps reopeuei |
for diplomatic negotiqt|pq.

IMPERIAL JAPANESE

THE

8am Frakcwco, Jan. IS.—The steamer Ann T,cai froin China and Japan, has arrived thr >e
‘lays ahead of time and brings tlie Imueri al
Japanese embassy, consisting of Twakui
»•
Prince Minister of
Japan and Envoy Extra, rd.narv to the treaty
power, Kedo, a
■J

of Washington. Legislation by Congress is n
quirod to give effect to the latter. The rtipTi

|

OF

BAS8Y.

OPPOSITION TO THE COMMERCIAL PROVISION
OP the Washington treaty.
No little opposition is beginning to he deve !oped to the 28th and 30tli articles of the treat

Washington, Jan. 13.—Mr. Goldtliwaite
Alabama was sworn in,

LEGISLATURE.

MAINE

CALIFORNIA.
ARRIVAL

ieretict!.

tin

eleds, chains, provisions and 2200
or
ice belonging to two concerns operating
in Planland permitted by E. & N. A. Railway,
Mr- Burleigh has re
tation No. 11, Range 5.
turned to Augusta.

cently given in Boston

Col. Ricker said the test was to accommodate
the greatest number possible. Never had so

car

only, at

of this

impossible.

the

City Hall, on Friday afternoon
week, commencing at 3 o’clock. Doors

ladies

count the votes for a board of five directors.
While the Committee were out, Capt. Jolfn
B. Coyle remarked that there was a good deal
of complaint in Deering in regard to the management of that line. Too long a time intervened between the trips, especially at morning
and evening.
The President said the Directors had tried to
arrange the cars so as to suit everybody, but it

It would surprise people to learn that
in this city carry more passengers per
than in Boston. He had tested the
cars can be run on the Deering line in

to

ladies

as last year, and it has been kept up by repairs.
The road bed is in good condition. The superintendent suggests that the office and stables
are too far apart and points out some of the
evils of such a difference of location. It would
be an ecouomy of at least $1000 a year to consolidate the stables on one spot. Referring to
the unhealthy location of the Spring street stable, Col. Bicker reported thirty cases of sickness among the horses, of typhoid and
diptheria nature, arising from the damp floor over
stagnant water
The time of the trips on the Deering line had
been extended from thirty to forty minutes, as
a measure of economy, and also to bring
the
speed of the cars within the limits of the charter.
On the Deering line, by an exact computation, lij} cents is received for each seat, on an
average of seven passengers, and the time now
made on the lines is better than on any road in
the United States that the Superintendent is
acquainted with. He recommends that as soon
as the location of the Union Depot is fixed, the
track be extended to it. This could be done at
a cost of $8000 to $10,000, according to location.
In conclusion Col Kicker tendered his resignation to the Directors, to take effect on the 1st of
April, or sooner, if it suits their convenience.
A committee, of whom James Bailey was
chairman, was appointed to receive, sort and

was

additional

some

$55,582.71

Trial af Simon A. Loveilt far the Killing:
of Leonard F. Swett in Portland Sept.
1
•JO, 1871.

impositions.

if

another winter.”
Mr. Blanchard, for the committee on revision,
reported amendments to the Rules and Orders.

SUPERINTENDENT’S REPORT.
Col. Ricker, the Superintendent, reports that
the business of the roads has been done with
very little interruption, the cars having run on
wheels all the year excepting ten days. The
regular cars have run more miles than in former years; extras rather more than
formerly;
on the Deering line alone they
have run 1700
miles. Whole number of passengers carried,
831,989; an iuerease of 3,999. Seventy-five

Pnrtlanrl -fur

Douglass, Gorham; Henry Tenny, Raymond;
Joseph G. Bennett, Mew Gloucester.
The indictment contained five counts; but the
County Attorney entered a ml proa on the
fourth and fifth.

on

AUGUSTA.

fast.

rolls.$20,978.14

Dividend.

__

as

The

$55,582.71

SWETT MANSLAUGHTER
CASE.

jury empanneled is

of

request

for the erection of a new school house substantially on the plan indicated in the accompany-

EXPENDITURES.

His father

The trial of Simon A. Loveitt for the murder of Leonard F. Swett in this city on the 20th
of September, 1871 was assigned for yesterday
in the Superior Court, Judge Lane presiding.
About 9 1-2 o’clock on the evening of the day
alleged in the indictment the police found
Swett lying in an insensible state on the side-

City

report was accepted.
Under the provisions of an order appended to
the report, Messrs. Blanchard, Gordon and
Smith were appointed a committee to “present
to the City Council the wishes of the Board in
relation to, and as they believe in the necessity

Passenger Receipts...$46,006.21

burial.

*

school house lot.

at

of Judge Howard of this city.

THE

Holden, Esq., presented

the

house, similar in arrangement to the North
School, to be erected on the Brackett street

the

From other sources.
Cash on hand, Jan. 1, 1871.

City Hall, to-morrow evening.
“Whom to Marry,” is her subject.
News was received yesterday of the sudden
death, in New York, of Joseph Dana Howard,
l,mi

Snnnrintpnflpiif;

perintendent and County Supervisor of Schools,
and asking the appointment of a special com-

to-morrow. The report was accompanied by the plan of a three-story brick school

TREASURER’S REPORT.

of amusement this week at Mnsic
nights
Hall, where a sensational drama is to he presented by a company from the Boston theatres.
More than ordinary interest appears to be excited by the promised lecture of Miss Kate

son

mil*

all of which were referred to the Examining
Board.
A communication from the State Superintendent was received througli the Common Council, relative to combining the office of City Su-

extenso

ces.

more

Stanton,

f/t

the vacancy created by the resignation of Mlsi
Nollett had been filled by the appointment o]
Miss Susan Buzzelle. Miss Buzzelle was elected permanent teacher.
Applications for positions as teachers wen
received from Hattie A. Hutchins, Franklin
Whitney, Viola M. Gray and Eliza H. Morton,

permanent one.
Mr. Blanchard, from the committee appointed to consider the matter of school accommodations iii the western part of the city, made a report upon the subject, which we shall print in

President asks attention to the suggestions aud
recommendations of the Superintendent upon
matters regarded hy him as of vital importance
one of which is the removal of the Spring street
carhouse aud stable, which at present stands
upon bog land, with defective drainage, aud
very unhealthy for the stock, and nothing but
unremitting care the*past year has preserved
The President
the horses from ai^epidemic.
thinks the incmrfse of the value of the properwould
the
extra
expense of moving.
pa^or
ty
During the past year the Directors have received, from individuals and corporations, propositions for the extension of the lines; among others, to the Maine Central Depot, the proposed
Union Depot and to Bradley’s corner; but the
Directors have not felt warranted in indulging
in any experiments requiring a large outlay and
expense, without positive guarantees or probabilities that the investment would be renumerative. An estimate of the cost of an extension
from Middle street via Cross, Fore, Maple and
Commercial streets to the Maine Central Depot
shows a probable outlay of $15,000; besides an
addition of eight horses and four men. Ti
extend from the western termination on Congress street to Bradley’s Corner, would require
about $10,000; aud from Green street via Port
Tile Company has alland street, $11,000.
ready expended $180,000 in the construction ol
the railway aud the purchase of equipment and
real estate. It has paid since its organization
about one per cent, per annum upon its capita]
stock, the market value being about 50 per cent.
While the Directors are not in condition to incur any
unnecessary liabilities, yet they believt
the stockholders will second any notion by the
Directors looking to improvement or extent oi
the lines without imparing the present resour-

divorce would not be de-

creed.

Municipal

inrlnhfafl

Dr. Gordon, from the North School commit
liai
tee, reported that Miss Callie E. T oster
been appointed assistant principal of tliatschoo
in place of Miss Crafts, resigned, Mr. Leavitt
of the West School Committee, reported tlia

the sub-committee on that school, to consult
and report, if expedient, to make the position a

We fiud that during the four years there wa:
material change in the passenger traffic, anj
variation being accounted for by gatherings
the Fairs and public displays in the city a
vicinity. It is therefore with no little satisfac
tion that the Directors are enabled to aunonuce
that under these circumstances we have earned
and voted a dividend to the stockholders of foul
per cent, ou the capitol stock. Iu 1868 the Company had in service 02 horses; while the pasl
year we have had most of the time bnt 72. The
difference in the expense of operating the road
and not an increase in the business has given
the stockholders the dividend which we have
declared. For this practical result we are prino

lengthy

o1

The

they have been occupying temporarily.
Tlie position in the Fourth Grammar School,
now occupied by Miss Bootliby, was referred to

834.05),

ordered.
Christopher W. Davis, libellant,
Libel for divorce. Cause desertion.

14,672.7:

$46,006.2
831,989
Comparing this exhibit witli those of 1808
($45,007.11), I860 ($44,648.18), and 1870, ($46,

notice

regular reports of sub-committees i
so far as
were dispensed with, except
of speeia
was necessary to present some matter
importance.

Justice Bradley read a
opinion coi Icarring in the conclusions of Justice stroll; :•
Chief Justice Chase and Justices Clifford an
and Field, all the dissenting Justices excel
Nelson, who was not present, read disseutiu
opinions, setting forth at great length the m
uority views, witli which the country is fmui
iar, as having been the opinion of the Court i a
the former decision of the legal tender cpie:
tion' No other opinions were delivered. Tli
Chief Justice announced that the Court woul *
not sit to-morrow, but would be engaged in coi

I BY telegraph.

schools

Miss Emma L. Robinson, Annie D. Baldwin
and Clara Stevens were elected permanent
teachers in the North School, in the positions

$31,290.7

Deering.229,603

ly to show that the respondent had been guilty of
alultery, but the Judge said he would not grant a divorce on that ground, inasmuch as adultery was not
charged iu the libel, unless the libel was amended and
a new order of notice served upon the respondent.
therefore continued and

Amount Fares

Passengers.
Portland.602,384

present.

the State Superintendent was complied with,
and Messrs. Smith, Reed and Dresser were appointed said committee.
Bills to the amount of $U22.60 were approved
and ordered to be paid.

were

No.

The JamllMj irieetiilg of Hie School Commit
Sixteen members
tee was held last eVdriirig.

mittee to confer with a committee of
Council on the subject.
On motion of Mr. Blanchard, the

read.
The report of the President, Charles B. Met
rill, Esq., states that there were received frou
passenger fares in 1871, viz:

Libel for divorce. The alleged desertion took place less than six months prior to the commencement of the libel. The evidence tended strong-

case was

Company.

Tiie annual

R. Wallace.

The

the transaction

knowledge.
adjourned to Tuesday morning.
no

Portland Rnilroad

WALTON.

Monday.—Letta V. Wallace, libellant,

the time of

regards

Of this she had

Supreme Judicial Court.
BEFORE JUDGE

as

went

tttdtfl

CUSTOMERS

Georgia 7’s.78

Carolina 6’s, new. 17
Carolina 6’s, new.
New York, Jan. 15—fii'eniiiQ.—Money was
easy
in the forenoon at 6 @ 7 por cent., but an increased
demand ip tiio afternoon caused an advance to 7 per
ceqt. Qold, apd in aoipc cases 1*32 per cent, per day;
the closing rates wore 7 i*er rent, currency to Gobi.
Sterling Exchange dull at 109$. Gold dull and advanced to 109$ on rejK>rt that the Foreign Committee

at the same

North
South

of the House was in favor of
granting belligereut
rights to Cuba; closed at 107$ @109; carrying rates
4 @ 7 per cent.; clearances were $28,000,000.
Governments quiet and steady. State bopds
and strong
Stocks active and st^opg nil
Nortli

dpjl
day’, especially

Vcat^rp, of whioh Gorman bankers recently sold 12,000 prepared shares on orders from Amsterdam and
other Continental cities.
and bankers here

The stock

is

on

the way

are borrowing from
day to day foi
delivery pending its arrival. The Treasury paid 320
000 in Gold to-day in redemption of 5-20
hernia.
The following are the closing
(flotations of Government

|

Additions to the Stock
will he
made at once, making the assortment

undersigned have formed copartnership
der the style of SMITH. GAGE & CO., for th«
THE
of
a

;

complete.

CLOTHS,
FOB

Jacksonville,

ML'Ju

AK\[\

J.

p_xj

in the

! by calling

as one

of the Best Putters in New

FEBUAItY let, 1H7^,

Eng-

account of
previous
Stoek of lluta,
WE take
shall sell
thau

land, will be employed in the cutting department, tints
insuring
Latest Styles aud good fitting Garments to the large number who

btocks
Western

Union Telegraph On. 72;
Pacific Mafl................. y._55;
S* ^..Centraland Hudson ltiver consolidated.... 97j
N. \* Ceutral and Hudson ltiver consolidated
sep 93;
35
66

are sure

Harlem.117J
Harlem preferred.120
114|
Heading.
Michigan Central.!16
Lake Shore & Michigan Southern. 01;

Jn2

Rtraet one gold chain, w ith
The owner can have the samo
office and paying charges. jalld::t

up
charms attached.
PICKED
at this

PRINCE,

Long and favorably known

Currency 6’s...
following were the closing quotations ul

stock,

our

we

Ac.,

at lower

jnlO

ever.

to

which timu

C'up», Furs

MAHER & CO.,
Opp. Post Office.

to call.
is

4w

XTRACT from Act

of

Legislature, passed

WANTED!
Jon-

1871: “No dividend shall he payable on
IllinoisCeptral. ...133
old shares until certificates fur the same have beeu
Cleveland # Pittsburg. 01 i
surrendered
nml new certificates have been Issued
Chicago^ North Westeru.
73jj ! instead
thereof,’’
Chicago # Northwestern preferred.. 94
In
accordance with the above the Treasurer is nreChicago# Hook Islam 1.Ill I
Milwaukle# S.t. Paul. 55j | pared to issue new certificates iti exchange for olu, at
Ills ofRce, No, 27 Sears Building, Boston.
Mllwaukie & St. Paul preferred. 81
Pittsburg & Fort Wayne.
06
|an8 dlw JOHN A. BLANCHARD, Treasurer.
The following were the apotatfona for Pacific Hail
road s^curftla*:
Western City and County Bonds
Ceutral Paejfiyi bopd*.
SALE at prices which
U)2i
yield 10 to l i ner
Union Pacftic do...!..;. i..
^3
cent, interest. A very desirable security forlnit....!!.!!!”.! 32’ | vestment.
Unjop Pacific sfopEt
lam I grants.
] 83'
Uujm Pacific income
CHARLES M. HAWKES,
pnlon
bond*... 88 I del Ilf U
28 Exchange St.
nary,

prices

t febl

Laconia Company.

Li

Commercial St.

Found

Lowest Prices.

ALBION

NICKERSON,

Jonl2-3d

Testings, Tailor’s Trimmings, &c.,
At

Fla.

Packet Schooner JOSEPH FISH, Capfc
Turner, first wind. For freight or pasg*g*» apply to

a

ALSO

State# 5-2U’b 1862.
llo
State# 5-20's 1864.
.no)
States 5-20’# 1865, old. ."
..tin
State# 5-20’# 1865, new...
tin!
States 5-20'a 186T
mi
state# ug% tBc::::::::::::::::::::n‘>
States logo’s., coupon.I09i

un-

purpose
transacting a Wholesale Grocery BmdncsM
and have taken the store. No. 92 Commercial Street,
(Thomas Block,) where they would be pleased to sea
their friends and former customers.
F. A. SMITH,
F. A. GAGE,
Late of the Ann of Smith, Donnell & Co.
^ ^

For

Fine Suits, aud Business Suits !
! WINTER AND
SPRING OVERCOATS

United Sfuteit coupon 6*#, 1881.nr,

Erje.
Erie preferred.

C'o-Purtuership Kotico.

store,

50 EXCHANGE STREET

securities;

United
United
United
United
United
united
l. lifted

AYERS,

for
engagement, about Feb. 1, 1S72,
OPES
traveling Salesman for Grocery Hons..
Has
an

man as

a

a

had eight years experience, ami refers to present
and past employers.
Address "ACTIVE,’* this office.
Jaftllw

1

Grocery Store

For Sale.

of great value; good run of regular an I
transient business; chance for Bar if wanted: excellent chance for a man with a small capital. Taylor & Co., 20 State St., Boston.
ja»13 3t

LOCATION

IjlOIt

[

WANTED a first-class Vpholstcrcr; none but flr-t
TV class need apply, Geo. A. Whitney, 58 Exchange st,
JaW

TO LEI.

POETRY.
to do Right.

Courage

No. 30
HOUSE
go water,

We may have courage, all of us,
To start at honor’s call,
To meet a foe, protect a friend,
Or face a cannon-ball!
To show the world one hero lives
The foremost in the tight—
But do we always nuinOwt
The courage to do right?

acres, together
buildings thereon, consisting
of new Dwelling House, Barn, Sheds, and Fish
House, all in perfect repair.
This is a good location for either Farmer or Fisherman.
The land is excellent—sea-dressing and
muck abundant. The harbor is good and in close
proximity to good fishing grounds which with several
markets near at hand malce it a rare chance to carry
on the market fishing and lobster business.
Terms

Store to

This entertainment occurred in

NO

one

of the most fashionable streets of Brooklyn, and
at the residence of one of the wealthiest men.

J. B. CUMMINGS,
269 Cumberland Street, or
T. F. CUMMINGS,
220 Commercial St.

dcGdtf

The mother is one of the most cultured women who grace our land, and is, in the main,
But she
a common sense, practical woman.

Cottage House To Rent.
centrally located house, No. 6 Casco st.,
THE
taining ten rooms, Also half dozen other rents.
WM. H.
Real Estate

con-

has gone fashion-mad—a prevalent epidemic.
It was a full-dress party. The hours appointed were from 8 to 11 p. m. About one hun"

JERR1S,

janl0*lw

New House for Sale, or Bent.
Emery Street near Pine. Very cosy and convenient, gas throughout houSe and cellar, piped
for Sebago, cellar cemented, everything in prime condition. will be sold at low figure, or rented if not
sold.
W. P. MERRILL,
dec9-tf
Telegraph Office, 24 Exchange St.

matron could assume.

The dresses consisted
of white, pink, yellow and blue silk, elaborate-

ON

ly trimmed and decked with spangles. The
little misses had their hair dressed in the latest

•tyle, frizzed, puffed, powdered anil adorned
with flowers. White kid gloves were generally worn. Only one thing was lacking in the

•
containing eight pleasant rooms, with suit
•ILnice parlors, and pure Sebago water.
Call on L. TAYLOR, 176 Commercial street.
Nov 24-dtf

ol

*

TO

^

LET.

new

utmuo

nev2

idem

convenience.

H. N. JOSE, 194 Fore st.

to
Apply
Nov 4 is tt

Excellent

Business Opportunity.
and Retail Confectionery Store for
WHOLESALE
Sale: on a leading thoroughfare; thoroughly
established; splendidly fitted up; regular run of good
paying butiness; laase, low rent.
TAYLOR & CO.,
20 State st.. Boston, Mass.
ja5-lw
Hood Rent t
convenient lor small tamllv, witihin
VfcRV
minutes’ walk
Cily Hall. Kent $150.
to

three

01

Apply

W. H. J ERRIS, Real Estate

nolOtt

Agent.

First-L lass Houses to Let.
NO T sold previous to Oct 1st, the two end houses
new brick block of lour, on tbe corner of
Neal and Pineao?, will be rented on lavorabl* terms.
These are first class liousea in every respect, con
aiuitg 13 rooms, having all modem Improvements.
and Sc logo water. Applv to JOHN T. HULL. 48
Union Sr.
sepl6

iFin the

To Let
irout
one room on ill rd
liu st.oc29tf

PLEASANT

j

room

floor

second
with board.
on

floor.

Also

49 Frank-

Lodging Rooms
Front

Rooms
baud at 29 High st.
TWO

on

to Let.
the second floor without
octl9eodtf

To

let, containing? rooms, Sebago
For particulars call at 31 LINCOLN

TENEMENT
water.

1

MELODEONS

tl

HE three and a halt story house No. 6 Hampshire street, known as the Acadia House; contains 33 fiuished ro./ius, and is well-fitted for a hotel or boarding house.
Also Dwelliug Houses and Stores to let.
Inquire
ot S. L. CARLTON.
m}31dtfAtt’y at Law, 80 Muidle'st.

SALES

HOUSE

Jy28tt___

144 1-3

Let.

To

ST,

A BLE House ot ten rooms.
BAKER, 37 Wilmot street.
dttK. W.

ADESIR
C

Received the HIGHESI
PREMIUMS in the New

O.

jy!3

1

incuts.

without board.
wanted. Apply corner

WITH

or

CELEBfoWTED

Stores

days,

Pianos,

and then be renewed.

Either Single
j
I

These offices

or

in Suits.

the most desirable in the city, being pleasantly situated and heated by steam.
Also, Desk roem and desks furnished ii desired,
marddtt
are

EDUCATIONAL.

AMERICAN

Consolidated

Gorham

FIRE

Board

Seminary.

of Instruction.

EXTINGUISHER

G. M. BODGE, A. m., Principal,
and Teacher of Classics.
! MISSADELA BARNES,
Preceptress and Teacher of Vocal and Piano Music.
I The Machine is portable,
MADAME MARIE COURLAENDER,
ready, c&unot get out
always
Teacher of Modern Languages.
of order; harmless to life and
MISS JENNIE E. BODGE,
and at the sudden outbreak of tire invaluaAssistant Preceptress, and Teacher of Rhetoric.
Instruction will be given by competent Teachers in
Mass. Horticultural Society Rooms,
Mathematics, Drawing and Painting, and an
Asisstant in Musk; will be secured as
Boston, Dec. 6, 1871.
soon as possible.
D. Miles, Treasurer : A fire took this morning,
Winter Term Commences December 5lb,
caused by a drop of ignited alchol falling upon 600
and Continues Eleven Weeks.
yards of painted can vans; in an instant the whole
was a sheet of flame; your
Extinguisher was brought
BOARD AND TUITION.
to bear upon the flames, and they wero extinguished
Seminary Building will be devoted to the acat once, and ho other power could have saved us
commodation of young ladies for boarding, yet
from a disastrous conflagration.
classes may be arranged so as to include both
j the
sexes in recitations.
E. W. BUSWELL, Treas. and Supt.
Board for Young Eadies 840 per Term.
All parties are warned against buying or
using Fire
Young Ladies desirous of boarding themselves will
Extiuguishers of any kind, in which water impreg___

property,

be furnished with rooms in the Seminary
Building.
Eaeli room is designed for two persons, and will be
furnished with a j necessary articles except quilts,
comforters, pillow cases, towels and toilet soap.
Board for young men can be obtained in private
families on reasonable terms. Facilities are oftered to
those wishing to board themselves.

nated with Carbonic-Acid Gas is used as the Extinthose manufactured by our
guishing element,
licensed and authorized by
Company, or others
us, on pain ,of immodiate prosecution for infringement.

except
duly

r>T?

English Studies
English Studies

AGENT,

or.

Teachers’ Class.$ 5 00

and Latin and Greek.
French, German or Spanish, each,.
Book-keeping and Penmanship, both,...

Street*

..

6
5
3
4
g
12

Drawing.
Painting.
Piano Music.
Vocal.3

CIRCILAR.
tf

00
00
00
00
00
00
00

further information apply to

For

C. M. BODGE, Principal,
Bethel, (until Not. 25tli), or
J. A. WATERMAN, Secretary,
Gorham, Me.
nol7d&wtf
-Gorham, Me., Nov^lO, 1871.

Jules

Ch, L. Morazain,
FROM

PARIS,

Teacher of Ihc French
Preparation, endorsed by the most reliable Physicians, and its
astonishing curative powers
attest*!
by thousands who have used it.
sure, quick remedy for all diseases of the
Organs existing in male or female, irritation
or Inflammation of Kidneys or Bladder. Gravel DiaReddish
in Urine, Thick Cloudy
betes, MucousSediment
anu Involuntary
Urine,
Discliargos from
Urethra, Retention or Incontinuence of Urine Chronie Catarrh of Bladder, and all Chronic Maladies of
the
Urino-Genital Organs.
For sale by all Druggists and Dealors in
Medicine
*
everywhere.
a

Esq.

Apply from one p. m. to three o’clock p. m., at 36
Free btreet, or in writing P. O, Box 1866

ocldly

BOSTON,

Insurance

HALL’S
VEGETABLE SICILIAN

Cash

RENE WEB.
WILL POSITIVELY RESTORE GRA
HAIR TO ITS ORIGINAL COLOR.
It keeps the hair from
falling out. It is the best
dressing in the world, making lifeless, stiff' brasliy
hair, healthy, soft and glossy.
For sale by all
druggists.

seen

A pure, aqueous Extract, possessing superior astringent and tonic properties, and recommended by
the highest medical authorities in the country as an

UNFAILING RETIEDV
in all chronic diseases of the mucous surface and a
specific iu the removal of morbid discharges, of whatever

nature.

Prescribed by the medical profession with signal
and uniform success iu the treatment of Chronic Diarrhoea and Dysentery, Night Sweats, Uterine and
Pulmonary Hemorrhage, in Cough attended with
profuse Expectoration, and as an injeotion in Leucoroea or Whites, Ulcerations of the Os Uteri, and other
vaginal diseases; in Catarrh, Piles, Fisures of the
Annus, Bums, Scalds, Excoriations, obstinate Ulcers
and in all cases requiring a powerful astringent and
tonic

remedy.

jiKintuiiin

ucu

Dim

ui

anjr

Liabilities,
(InclndiD

Net

1 2 S.f^PL.EM

V

•

those at Chicago )

$aso,ooo

Cts.

Assets,

#1,180,000
j

IUC

ttUUVe

UlIIIUUU/ieB,
can

wishing to call upon their physicians,
purchase from their druggist one or two dollar packages of the medicine, with physicians full directions
and not

use.

For sale by all Druggists.

W. W.

Whipple & Co.,

21 MARKET

SQUARE,

PORTLAND, MAINE.

STATE

GAMES A

SPECIALTY.

E. G. SELCHOW & CO.,
Publishers,
tdeciMw37 John Street, New York.

WICKES*

FOR RESTORING GRAY HAIR
TO ITS NATURAL VITALITY AND COLOR.
ADVANCING
sickness, care,

years,

disaphereditary predisposition, all

pointment,

and

turn the hair gray;
either of them disposes
it to fall off prematurely, and either effect is
unsightly and unpleasant to behold.
Dr.
AYER’S consummate
skill has produced an
antidote for these deformities which lias won
gratitude for him from
multitudes of women
and men.
His HAIR

VIGOR sometimes reproduces lost hair; and always
restores to faded and gray hair its natural color, with
the gloss and freshness of youth. The comparatively
few bald and gray heads, that we now see, are those
who have not yet discovered the virtues of AYER’S
HAIR VIGOR for renewing the hair. The fresh and
youthful hair we see on older heads is often the product of his art. If you are disfigured, or made old.
austere and ugly, by gray liair, restore its youthful
color, and with it your features to their original softness and agreeable expression.
As an elegant dressing lor beautifying the Hair, it
has no superior.

PREPARED BY
DR. J. C. AYER & CO., LOWELL, MASS.,
Practical and Analytical Chemists,
And sold all round the world.
decR deod&eowd-weow-ly

Dineaiei of the Throat and Lungs,

For

as Coughs, Colds,Whooping Congh,
Bronchitis, Asthma and Consumption.

such

E L E C T I

haps no one ever secured

so

wide a reputation or maintained it so long as Ayer’s
Cherry Pectoral. It
has been known to the pubmarvellous cures, which have won for it a confidence
in its virtues, never equalled by any other medicine.
It still makes the most effectual cures of
Coughs.
Colds, Consumption, that can bo made by medical
skill. Indeed, |the Cherry Pectoral has really
robbed these dangerous diseases of their terrors, to a
great extent, and given a feeling of immunity from
their fatal effects, which is well founded, if the remedy be taken in season. Every family should have it
in their closet for the ready and prompt relief of its
members. Sickness, suffering, and even life is saved
by this timely protection, The prudent should not
neglect it, and the wise will not. Keep it by you for
the protection it affords in sudden attacks, and by ts

timely

NATH’L F. 1>BERING, Agent,
PORTLAND, MB.
Lots in Chisago only JlgO/jOO.
oc!6d3ra

He would call the attention of the afflicted to the
[act of his long-standing and well-earned reputation’
furnishing sufficient assurance of his skill and suc-

PREPARED BY
J. C. AYER & CO., LOWELL, MASS.,
Practical and Analytical Chemists,
And sold by druggists all round the world.
DR.

decl8-d&wevery3dwly

Ayer’s Sarsparilla,

C

O I X !
intended tor use in ordinary kerosene lamps,
wherever good light and perfect security from acciueni are required,
it is prepared carefully at the
is

HUDSON RIVER OIL WORKS.
And cannot be equalled for
Purify, Brilliancy, and Economy.

J. H. WICKES,
190 Maiden Lane, New ITork.
J.J. CHfiNEBf,

Agents for Portland.

4w

Fascination
Soul Charming,
PSYCHOLOGIC
400 pages by Herbert Hamilton, B. A, How to
this

power (which all possess) at will. Divination.
Spiritualism, Sorceries, Denonology, and a thousand
other wonders. Price by mail $1.25, in cloth: paper
covers $1.00*
Copy free to Agents only, $1,000
monthly easily made. Address T. W. EVANS, Pub.,
41 S. 8th Street, Philadelphia, Pa.
dec9-4wt
use

FOR

Agents Wanted
“Convent Life Unveiled,” by Edith O’Gorman,
Nun, whose disclosures are thrilling
Agents are taking from 10 to 20 orders
a day.
It is the best selling book published. Send
for terms. CONN. PUBLISHING CO., Hartford, Ct.
dec9-4wf

FOREscaped
startling.

and

NOTICE.
GAMMON AT HIS OLD BUSINESS
Undersigned has returned to his business, at
Painting, Glazing and Paper Hanging, at bis old
stand, No 3£ Union Street, where he hopes to see

plaints

should engross the whole time of those who
would be competent and successful in their treatment
and ours. The Inexperienced general practitioner,
Having neither opportunity nor time to make himself acquainted with their pathology, commonly
pursues one
system of treatment, in most cases
an indiscriminate use of that antiquated and
dangerous weapon, the Mercury.

making

Have Confidence.
All who have committed an excess of any kind,
whether it be the solitary vice of youth, or the tingMng rebuke of misplaced confidence of maturer years,

medicine that cures
is a real public blessing.
Ayer’s Sarsaparilla
makes positive cure of a
Berles of complaints,which
are always afflicting and
too often fatal. It purities
the blood, purges out the
lurking humors in the
which
undersystem,
mine health and settle into troublesome disorders.
Eruptions of the skin are
the appearance on the surface of humors that should
be expelled from the blood. Internal derangements
are the determination of these same humors to some
internal organ, or organs, whose action they derange
and whose substance they disease and destroy.
Ayer’s Sarsaparilla expels these humors from
the blood. When they are gone, the disorders they
• ? disappear, such as Ulcerations of the Liver
tomach, Kidneys,
Eruptions and Eruptive
Diseases of the Skin, St.
Fire, Rose or
Erysipelas,
Pustules, Blotches, Boils, Tumors, Tetter, and Salt Rheum, Scald Head, Ringworm, Ulcers and Sores, Rheumatism, Neuralgia,
Pain in the Bones, Side, and Head, Female Weakness, Sterility, Leucorrhaa arising from internal tilceratlon and uterine disease, Dropsy, Dyspepsia,
Emaciation, and General Debility. With their departure health returns,
PREPARES* by
DR. J. C. AYER & CO., Lowell, Maas,,
Sold by all Druggists everywhere,
dec9d&wevery3dwly

NTarraguaffus Steamboat Co.
annual meeting of the Stockholders of the
above named Company, for the choice of Directors, and for the transaction of such other busi-

“TO BOOK AGENTS.”

MARK TWAIN’S
Book is ready for canvassers. It is a companion volume to Innocents Abroad. Don’t
waste time on books no one wants, but take one people win stop you in the streets to subscribe for.
‘‘There is a time to laugh,” and all who read this
book will see
that time has come. For territory or Circular address
AMERICAN PUBLISHING CO., Hartford, Conn.,
or GEORGE N. SMITH & CO., Boston, Mass.

NEW

JanlOtd
Fish Business For Sale.
many years; centrally located;
doing a snug paying business; and will bear
thorough investigation; one of the best chances ever
offered of the kind; good reasons for selling.
TAYLOR & CO., 20 State St., Boston.
jall-3t

SEASON.

a

day passes but

consulted by

we are

There are many men of the age of thirty who are
troubled with too frequent evacuations from the bladder, often accomi>anied by a slight smarting or burning sensation, and weakening the system In a manner the patient cannot account for.
On examining
the urinary deposits a ropy sediment will often be
found, and sometimes small particles of semen or albumen will appear, or the color will be of a thin, milkish hue, again changing to a dark and turbid appearance.
There are many «ien who die of this difficulty, ignorant of the cause, which is the
STAGE OF

SEMINAL

WEAKNES8.

I can warrant a perfect cure in such cases, and a
full and healthy restoration of the urinary organs.
Persons who cannot personally consult the Dr. can
do so
writing, in a plain manner, a description of
their diseases, and the appropriate remedies will be

by

forwarded immediately.

correspondence strictly confidential and will be
returned if desired.
Address:
DR. J. B. HUGHES,
172 Cumberland St.. Portland.
53P*Send a Stamp for Circular.
All

TO TUTS LADIES.
DR. HUGHES particularly invites all Ladies, whe
need a medical adviser, to call at his rooms, No. 1
Preble Street, which they will find arranged for theii

special

accommodation.
Dr. H.’s Eclectic Renovating Medicines are unrivalled in efficacy and superior virtue in regulating al
Female Irregularities. Their action is specific anc
certain of producing relief in a short time.
LADIES will fiud it invaluable in all cases of obsttuctions after all other remedies have been tried ii
vain. It is purely vegetable, containing nothing ir
the least injurious to the health, and may be taker
with perfect safety at all times.
Sent to any part of the country.
full directions
A*
by addressing
HUGHES,
,J
*
anll865d&w No. 172 Cum
1 Portland

Dr. R. J. JOITRDAIN,
THE

Parisian Gallery of Anatomy, Boston.
just published a new edition of his lectures
(‘Dlit.ainimr rnnut. valnahln information nn tht

HAS

causes, consequences and treatment of diseases of th<
reproductive system, with remarks on marriage, anc
the various causes of the loss of manhood. with ful
instructions for Its complete restoration; also a chapter on venereal infection, and the means of cure, be
ing the most comprehensive work on the subject evei
yet published, comprising 150 pages. Mailed free t<
any address for 25 cents. Address,

Dr. Jourdain’s
61 Hancock

junlkllyr

Consulting; Office,

Street, Bolton,

.Han.

CAN AFFORD TC
BE WITHOUT
THIS

JURUBEBA!
It is not A physic—It is not what is popularly
called a bitters, nor is it intended as such. It is
a South American plant that has been used for
many years by the medical faculty of those countries
with wonderful efficacy as a powerful alterative
and unequaled purifier of the blood and is a
Sure and Perfect Remedy for all diseases of the
Liver and
Enlargement or Obstruction of Intestines, Urinary, Uterine, or Abdominal Organs,
or a want of Blood, Intermittent or
Remittent Fevers, Inflammation of the
Liver, Dropsy, Sluggish Circulation of
the Blood, Abscesses, Tumors,

MEDICINE.

equal.

Sold By Druggists throughout the World.

.Toiinrlino

Bia, Ague and Fever, or

Price 50 cents.

their Concomi-

Dr. Wells’ Extract of Jurubeba

MRS. DINSMORE’S

is offered to the public as a great invigorator and remfor all impurities of the blood, or for organic
weakness with their attendant evils. For the fore-

COUGH AN1> CROUP BALSAM 1

edy

going complaints
JURUBEBA
is confidently recommended to every family as a
household remedy, and should be freely taken in all
derangements of the system. It gives health, vigor
and tone to all the vital forces, and animates and fortifies all weak and lymphatic temperaments.
JOHN Q. KELLOGG, 18, Platt Street, New York.
Sole Agent for the United States.

PROFITABLE

dels

may6dly

This is truly the best Medicine yet offered to th<
Public for the cure of

Cough, Croup, Asthma and Colds.
We challenge the Medical faculty to produce anything better.

TRY
dc23d&w

Send for Circular,

WE

ING MACHINE,at a liberal salary or on Commission.
A Horse and Wagon given to Agents. Full Particulars furnished on application. Address W. A. Henderson & Co., General Agents, Cleveland, Ohio, and
St. Louis, Mo.
jnl t 4w

TABLETS,

For ConghH, Colds and llonrsencss.
TABLETS present the Acid in combination with other efficient remedies, in a popular
form, for the Cure of all THROAT and LUNG Diseases.
HOARSENESS and ULCERATION of the
THROAT are immediately relieved and statements
are constantly
being sent to the proprietor of relief
in cases of Throat difficulties of years’
standing.

THESE

SURE CURE for intemperance. It is a vegetable
powder, to be mixed with water; will remove all desire for intoxicating drinks; cures delirium tremens in
twelve hours; and Is approved by the Grand
Lodge ol
sent

free

$1 per box.
SAMUEL C. KNIGHT’S, Masonic Block,

Cambringeport, Mass.

Wholesale Agents for Maine.
JOHN W. PERKINS & CO., Portland.
4w
TT&S
Jn4
OFFICE

OF

Blanchard Maine State Boiler Co.

above is

engraving of Steam Boiler
THE
taining 1200 feet
heating surface, built upon
an

a

cona

ouowiu

"U1AS,

BOOK
long wanted

X 111BUU1K,

X

•*.

for.

AGENTS

Pictorial

novelty in the subscription
at sight in every family. The

a

line which will 6ell
HAVE

Family Register

Ib the only work extant which satisfies this want. It
Is beautiful and striking, combining an
entirely new
and elegant Family Photograph
Album, with
a complete Family History.
Full particulars
and circulars free. Address GEO. MACLEAN, 3

School Street, Boston, Haas.

ja8-4wt

THEA-NECTAR
IS A PURE BLACK TEA
with the Green Tea
Flavor.
Warranted to suit all tastes. For
sale everywhere In out “trade-

5506.

mark” pound and half pound
paokages only, And for sale
wholesale only by the Great Atlanta and Pacific Tea Co., 8
Church st„ New York P. O. Box
Send for Thea Nectar Circular.
jan8- 4wt

„

principle, namely.fAat of stopping the vertical
circulation, accomplished by means of two horizontal diaphragms running through the
boiler, and
forming three water compartments. By this arnew

rangement there is maintained three temperatures of

'“vav

8 O’CLOCK.

water.

The smoke and heated gases pass first
through the
tubes in the upper compartment, then descena, and
return through the tubes in the second
compartment,
thence again descending they pass through the tubes
in the third compartment. By this
operation, the
smoke, and lieatea gases from the furnace on their
way to the smoke stack, or chimney come in contact with
water.

gradually decreasing temperatures

WANTEp.

of

While doing average work, coupled with a good
engine, it will supply steam for 150 indicated horse
power.

We will guarantee that this boiler will shew 50
per cent, more power with the same weight of coal
than any boiler of the same heating surface in the
market, and will continue to do so, as long as it is
used, and we will back our guarantees with Gov-

Bonds.
The durability of this boiler is greater than any
other for the reason is that no cold water is allowed
to come in contact with the intensely heated surfaces,
the feed water being gradually heated as it ascends
from the lower to the upper compartment.
We would especially call the attention of Railroad
men to the followiug facts, that while running this
boilerwith coal of wood the sparks are neutralized,
and none have eyer left the sp^oke-stack or chimney,
which in itself is a most valuable advantage, never
before realized.
ernment

Confining ourselves to practice and not theory we
invite all parties in want of Steam Boilers to give us
a

call.

W. T. BROWN & CO., General Agents,
dcl8
Cor. Middle and Exchange Sts

A Complete History of

Op LQW PHESSU^E

Chicago and its Destruction Steam Heating Apparatus,
40,000 copies sold. In English and German. Price 82 50.
CAUTION i—Since issuing this work, smaller
and Inferior histories are offered, $■: sure the book
you buy is by Uptou A Sheahan, a full octavo, 6x9
inches, nearly 500 pages, and over 45 illustrations.
Send 81 00 for outfit, with choice of territory.
Also two beautiful Chromos, CHICAGO AS IT
WAS and CHICAGO IN FI.AMES. Circulars and
terms free. Profits large. UNION PUBLISHING
COMPANY, CHICAGO, PHILADELPHIA, or CINCINNATI.
tat w 2

Confectionery and Fruit Store

For

Sale,
C< PLENDIDLY locates!; -rood nip of
regular first
IO class paying customers f g >od store: well stocked;
always paid well; this is a chance which is seldom offered ; satisfactory reasons for selling. Taylor & Co.,
20 State street, Bostoh, Mass.
jal3-3t
LADY

for

town in

every
will command
A sellwhicharticle, which make
and
canvasser

Maine,

to

ready sale,
on
a Lady can
good wages. For further particulars address DAVIS & CO., Portland,
3 in
wl
Me.
an

a

Important
Trappers & Hunters.
undersigned has two valuable receipts for
scenting bait and attracting game from 50 to 100
to

THE

rods, which I will send to any part of the United
States for fifty cents.
Address CIIAUNCEY S.
w42
3m
BRANCH, Plantsville, Conn.

1871.

Every Family Hbould Have a Bottle.
Through rates given to South and West.
No preparation in the world can produce so manv
Fine Passenger accommoeations.
Fare including Berth and Meals to Norfolk
unqualified endorsements by physieiaus oi the very
$12.50,
time
48 hours; to Baltimore $15, time 05 hours.
highest standing iu their prolessiou.
I
W Endorsed alto by the Clergy anil the leading
Norfolk, 48 hours. To Baltimore, 65 hours.
denominational papers
For further information apply to
E. SAMPSON, Agent.
United States Marine Hospital,
St. Louis, Mo., Oct. 8, 1870.
june2tf_mi Central Wharf, Boston.
Jahes A. Jackson & Cn^- x have ettamined the
formula lor making iho
Home Stomach Bitters
and nsed them in this hospital tiie last lour menihs,
I cousider them the most valuable tonic and stimulant now in use,
S. H. MELCHEB.
Resident Physician in charge U. S. Maiine Hospital.
James A. Jacksos & Co—Oentiemen:
As you
have communicated to Lite med’ral prolessiou the
recipe ot the "Home Bitters” it cannot, tfaeietore be
considered as a latent medicine, no patent having
been taken lor it, Wehavo examined the formula
tor making lhe“Home Kilters,” and unnesiPitineH
Bay uie mmi'mai mu is one oi rare excel lence, all ike
articles used in hs composition are the best of the I
claM to which they belong, being
highly tonic Stimulant, Stomachic, Carminative. and slightly laxative. The mode oi preparing them is
strictly in accordance wiih the rules ol'pharmacy.
Having us’d
them, seen iiseflects in our private practice, we lake
pleasure in recommending them to a l perrons desirous of taking Bi'ters as being the best Tome an l
Stimulant now offered *o the public.
Prof

Obstetries and Diseases

oV’vVomen.^oflege'ol

Railway

—

point in the

mitteil to us aud we believe them
ic and stimulant lor cneral use

GREAT WEST.

| public.
i G
,,
A ,,
Marnier, Anal,

Do not be deceived by “Old reliable
office,” or
‘best routes’* advertised by other parties, but call at
Grand Trunk Office under Lancaster Hall,or at the
Depot and obtain prices, and see the saving in
time and distance. Baggage checked
through and
Pullman Cars secured from Portland to Chicago.
D. H. BLANCHARD’S, oppo. Preble
House,
No. 282 Congress street, Portland, Me.

|

WM. FLOWERS, Eastern Agent,

j

WA&MaTfeP0Cket KENNEY &

S

Beware of Worthless Imitations, under other names
but resembling ours in shape and color of
Wrapper, ®
'r0 intended to deceive.
The
in
Fun
Polish
for
n!
Rising
stove dealers **
bulk,
w use at twelve cents
per pound—twenty-live and fifty
round boxes. **C Ueapev than any other Bulk Polish 2*

J

lor

to lie ibe best tonnow oiler d to the

■

KENDALL’S

Engineers

and

Machinists,

Portland, Maine.

DR.

next

and SOFT WOOD for sale at
coin street. A Iso Dry Edging?

No. 43 Lin

J. S. HAYES, Great Falls, N. H.

RFfinu.

NOTHING

1 ortland Railroad
THE
Company, will be

or the
hold in the
of the City BnUding, Portland, on
Monday.
15, 1872, at half past two o’clock. P. M.
for the eleetiju of live
Directors, and the transaction
or any other business that
jnay legally conio before

Room,
ReceptionJan.
the meeting.

January 3d,

S3

BOSTON.

nwfect

50

Shuttle Sewing

Agents wanted}
dec7-4w

j

X..

wj

—

$500

Wpf IP Till

jgS HSf
tW

/

\

%

d&w

CHANCE FOR ACCENT*
Bo you want an agency, local or
with an opportunity to make $5 to traveling
$20 a day

4CHEAT

selling °ur new strand White Wire Cloth/*
Lines.
They last forever; sample free. Semi

for circular. Address at once Hudson
Wire Works, cor Water st., and Maiden
N. \., or 346 W Randoph
st., Chicago.
uc27t4w

Coal
__

I. EM

by the Cargo !
WE

P,

NTEA.BEK,

ROMM A

FARMER.

Fifty Venn Kmublisbed.
$2.50 A YEAR IN ADVANCE. We

LARGE PASH
Specimens and circulars sent

.re

subscribers,

O: band and sawed to dimensions,

PEANK,

BARD PINE

FLOORING ANO MTEP.

HARO PINE
KDIIIDN.

fi.reilohr

STETSON & TO P E,

Wharf and Pock, first, corner of E street.
10 8tate ae .Boaton.

mtasteO'Uy_n«ce.

ELIAS HOWE

f3

Sew ing Machines

|H

AND

Bj

of

BUTTERICK’S

Patterns cf Garnieofs
PLtJMMF,b"& WILDEEj

Fj

w3

173

TO

U« S.WATCH CO. (Giles,Wales & Co.)

Middle St.. Up Stair*.

Fancy~.Tob Printing
on

Wm.M

Office, Ex-

PHYSICIANS?"1^

Board and Nursing, for Ladies’ attout to be confined
who require treatment, (except for contagious or
venereal tfiseases,) under the charge of their o*n i.livrician, can be found bv addressing Mrs. M. S. Waiu
No. 4 Ferdinand st.. Boston. Satisfactory rcfereutVR
y rtKrtUctH
will !►« required and given in return.
Rkkkkencks: Wm. Head, M. D., (late Citv Phc
rictoa): David Thayer, M. D.; John Sktaner.M. 1)
C. F. Folsom, M, 1).; S. L. Dutton, M. D. Boston?
*
Natliau French, M. D., Maiden Centre, Mass
Jan 13 e>xl 3m
or

Ask

ArJcwSTfwJS.

For Sale

by all First-class Dealers.
WHOLESALE ROOMS,

v.TLESpW

ALES & CO. 13 Maiden Lane* New Yod V
____

Excellent

5350. Toy, Stationery and Fancy
,

~

Fd

Business

Opportunity.

Sa!o hall Interest in a first class
Dry
Hoods Store For Sale.
Fancy floods Store; on a leading thormioi.f,and1
a
clean
no
small,
stock,
leadiug tVnough&ie;
established, and doing aZ*imv1iw
thoroughly
|
bs’
l>or\U8i a good place to make money; best of I iness; mod store, with a well selected
stockreferen'
reasons given for Helling; rare opportunity.
ce»
& Co,. 20 state
st„
Boston
TAYLOR & CO., 20 State St., Boston, Mass.

FOR

ON

McV-uted^Taylor

jnll-3t

XffATCH

Restnurcntund Ladies’ and (ientV

Dining

Saloon For *alo.
a gooil Lodging House attached;
thoroughly established; regular run first claw paving
Dusinere; best location In Boston i all anpurtenants s
to carry on the busiu.-s j long lease, low rent; satlsfectorv reaBops for selling,’
4*11,31 ,XAXLdR * CO., 20 state St., Boston.

W'|TU
receipt

stamp
K. P. EATON A CO.,
w5l-4w
floaton, Hus*.
on

179 Com mm iat st.

Hard and WhilePine Timber

change Street, Portland.

Best ip tfco world.

true copy.
Attest:

for postage.
dc2ld&w

MTl’KDIVANT,

jyZSdtf_

Daily

In House of Representatives, »
January 12,1872. j
Rood ami passed In concurrence.
SUMNER J. CHADBOURNE, Cerk*
SAMUEL W. LANE, Secretary.
J
janl3 d&wt febl

BROKEN,'

COAl/*^^

THOSE

In Senate. January 11, 1872
for concurrence.
SAMUEL W. LAN£, Secretary,

new

WILL SELL

_

Sent down

Rlvor
Lane *

MTOVE and CUEMTNTT
By the cargo at iho very lowest market price.de.
hvered on l oird at place ot shipment, and will
|lfo.
core vessels In tran spoil the same when
desired

Senate, Jan. 3, 1872.
concurring, that all petitions

ONLY
offering special inducements for
of
in the

B

dec27t-4w

In

Read and passed.

REWAR^^tffCre^^H

in want of Plain or
will find it to their advantage to call
Marks, at the
Press Job Printing

Ordered. The House
for private legislation, except “detitions for redress i
of wrongs and grievances,” which shall be presented •
te this Legislature after the first day of
February
next, be referred to the next Legislature, aiyl that
this order be published hi the Daily Kennebec Jour- 1
nal, the Bangor Daily Whig and' Courier, and the
Portland Daily Press until that date.

_

tho proprietor uf Dr. Fage’a H
UUutIi liemedy fur a cue of I
Mead" Catarrh or H
Ozena, which he can not cure. B
Sold by Druggists at 50 cts.

,

s/T

ctsTF^I Sold by the Druggists M

janl3-4w

CHAS. HOLDEN, Sec’y.
td
cod

18T2.

BETTER.”Ejj

CUTLER BROS. & CO.,

_

shape

WM. HOSE.

A Week.
Best Cheap
Machine in the world.

Portland Railroatl.
Annual meeting of the Stockholders

a.

NEW ENGLAND

Wood!

HARD

Department

Annual Course of Lectnroa at this lnstitutlon, will commence February 15th, 1872,
and continue sixteen weeks.
Circulars containing full particulars
may be had on
application to the Secretary,
C.F,BRACKETT
M, M.,Sec*y«
u
y,
Bowdoin
College, Nov. 1871,
wl
6t

a

R. P. JENNESS has removed to No. 4 Brown
St., Portia d, Me. Office hours from 10 to 11
M., and 4 to P. m.
no25-3m

Wood!

mrJ4d«
__

STATE OF MAINE.

who manufacture the best Boiler and beet Radiator
for that puriiose ever introduced into the market, and
who are prepared to contract to successfully warm
any building, without regard to size.
D. W. & Son also keep on hand
every description
of Steam, Gas and Water Pl|ie and fittings, at wholesale and retail, ai|d have in thejr employ first class
workmen to pi(t In the Bante; and in their Machine
Shop arc prepared to attend promptly to all kinds of
machine work and repairs.
de28d&wtf W52

A.

USED AND

KILLS,

BANDALL ANDREWK,
Late of the Gardiner Betel,the Maine Hotel at Dumuiacotta, and Columbian House, Bath.
KV*A good Livery Stable is connected Tilth the
BY

NETTING.,

MENDED BYTHI MOST
EMINENT
PHYSICIANS
IN NEW ENGLAND FOR
THE LAST 45 YEARS.

\

CANTON, MASS. \

8N

FAIRFIELD HOUSE,

_

“1

5

oclldl2w

SBnnaMAijbfeiM

BOWDOINJJOLLEGE.

nothing.”

MORSE BROS., Propr’s,

2

MAEVFACTRED R
1YM. E. HOOPER <C SOXS,
Send lor price-list.
Bullimor-r, Md.
JrH
illy

Ml
CO,,
&A,
change Street, Portland, Me.
(lecl l-aeod<£w4w50

i

__

PTo1-

TWINES AND

Frees f.ong Whart, Boston, at 3 p.in.
From Pina Street Whan, PhilmlelITi-i.ia. at 10 a. to.
Insurance one halt the rate ol sail-

TRADE MARK.
or
For Beauty of Poll6h, Saving of Labor,
Freoness from Dust, Durability 6l Cheapness,truly unrivaled In any Country.

UJKMJHUf S

Aa*«W

sJ.

®

H Wondh rv, M D
V Z III
,ev, M D.
cbe
'stry, Lush
Mril^'al l
J B Wa' .r, M D,
T S Hr no M D,
Thos T Ellis. M D
J A Habn, M D

x,
H H Habn, M
D,
K DcVicar, M D
Mor’n S Baius, M D,
K Ludlaui, M D,
Jas A Coliina, M D,

NOW READY
Complete Official Statistical and

formation as a nut of meat. 14 complete City Directories, for $1.50. Everybody wants it. Sent post-paid
f0r,n’ 50

Line.

1 The Rising Sun ?j

Employment

DanirlWindowA Son
7 Cross Street,

Steamship

e

|

Medical

PHILADELPHIA

ft'y P“run®,,1'uMJ).

Business Directory
of the State, 450 pages. MAP,
showing Counties,
Towns, Railroads, Steamboat Ltnes, with Distances,
Fares, Telegraph and Express Stations. Full of in-

POUSLAND & CO.,
Commercial St., Boston.

West hy the Penn. R. R. and Soot*
Qy connecting lines forwarded Iree ot commission.
PASSAGE, TEN DOLLARS.
For Freight or Passage apply to
WHITNEY A N tHPSO.V, Agent.,
jn-3-lv
TO ■.•syV I.n.l II...._

Eminent Phy.ician. iu Cincinnati.
Nearly all of whom are Prolessors in < ne or the
oi the Medi al
Colleges.
GRAND TRUNK RAILWAY OF CANADA.
No other Bitters have ever been offered lo the
pubso many valuable remedial
/“Jbracing
ageots.
J L Vattier M D
ALTERATION OF TRAIN8.
LA JameB M I>
1 Smapson, M D,
S P Bouuer, M M.
; g
SCMn-cralt, M D,
GW Bigler, M D,
WINTER
ARRANGEMENT.
Tuliia'erro. M D,
J J Quinu, M D
yJ
J
W Li Woodward, M D
Buckuer, M D,
G A Doherty. ID,
On and after Monday, Oct. 30, 1871,
K S Wayne, Chemist,
—r—__-C Woodward M D,
will run as follows:
G K Taylor, M D,
D WMcLaitby. M D,
f-mrir .'^3 Passenger train at 7.30 A. M. for
P F Mjn.v, M D,
R H Johnson, M D,
South Paris, aud iutermedlate stations.
SB Tomlinson, M D
Mail train (stopping at all stations) for Island
Pbyaictaua
iu 9(euiphia.
Pond, connecting with night mail train for Quebec,
The Home Bitters are an invaluable
remedy lor inMontreal and the Weet, at 1.10 P. M.
ana diseases
digestion
form
malarial causes.
arising
Accommodation for South Paris and intermediate
G. B. Ibormon, M D.,
A.ex. Ersktue. M D,
stations at 5.00 P. M.
M It Hodges, M D,
T te ^'arge Clty Hospital,
Passenger trains will arrive as follows:
M D*
Paul Gtey, M D,
From Soutn Paris and Lewiston, at 8.15 A. M.
M A Edmunds, \f D,
QoeBec, Gorham aud Bangor, at I Sanford Bell, MD,
Jos. E Lynch M D,
2
Q B Ihornton M l>,
Alex Erkskiue, M D,
Accommodation from So. Paris arrive at 8.45 P. M.
in charge
M It Hodges. M D,
City
Hospital,
Cars
on
all
Unsleeping
night trains.
Paul Otev, M I),
T.15vI5(Ki8crs*» M H,
The Company are not responsible for
Al A Edmunds, M D.
baggage to H W Purnell,
banlord Bell, M D,
any amount exceeding #50 in value (and that personJos E Lynch M D
al) uuless notice is given, and paid for at the rate of
iu PilUburgh,
Phyaicianw
JEuiucut
one passenger ior every 8500 additional Talue.
B F Dake, Al D,
Win. Lowes, Al 1),
C. J. BRYDGES, Managing Director.
WK Childs, At D,
I) H Willard. M 1$,
H. BAILEY, Local Superintendent.
O Wuth, Chemist,
J H McClelland, Al D,
Portland, Oct. 26,1871.
oc26islw-ostf
Aud If HndrrdH of Olhem
In all parts ot the North, West aud South.
for everybody.—W e ar*
pr
J E Garner, Al D Milwaukee.
pared to give constant employment to any pere
son who wishes to
Council Bluffs. March 27,1871.
a
in
light, agreeable and
engage
James A Jackson &
fine paying buslnes. We will pay a liberal
Co—Having examined *he
salary by
formula of ihe **Home Stomach
the week, and pay expenses, or allow a commission
Bitters/’ I hive
prescnbed them in practice to* some lime, and profront which any persou of common abilities can earn
nounce them rbe best Tonic Bitters now iu use.
from 820 to 850 per week clear. TbiB is no catchP. li. iric«inh>u, n.o.
penny humbug,hut is one of the most valuable invenI^^ror sale by all Druggists aud Grocers.
tions of the age, patented in the United States aud
c-urujie, in a great novelty, ana sene readily, and no
James A. JackNon Sc Co, Proprietors.
competition. To all who wish to test tlie business
Labratory 105 and 107 N Second st, St Lord*, Mo.
I will send a package of the goods
by mail on receipt
For sale by
of 50 cents, and those not well pleased with the busi•fohn W. Perkins Sc Co.,
ness shall be paid for their trouble.
Address
_july2f»-dGmo
w39tf_O. P. HOWE & CO., Augusta, Me.
_Portland, Me

Bangor, Me.

140

B O 8TO IV

tical Jas

ir<ihum!.8t’

:

BLANCHARD,

dcM-lOt

psyA.

J.V. IV bite bull, Esq.,
ol Medical Archives.
Dr C V K Ludwig
S Gratz Moses, M D
W A Wi'cox, M D
E. C. Fiaablia, 91 D.
Prof, ot Homeopathy MeU.cal College.
T J Vastlne. M D,
1 G Comstock, M D,
Prof of Midwifery and Diseases ol
Women, College
Homoeopathic Physicians and Surgeons.
John 1‘. temple, 91. D.,
Prot Materia Medicaand Therapeutic, Homoeopathic Meuital College ot Missiuri.
Juo. (touzlcuiau
.VI. 11, Lec'urer
On Diseases et Children. Holme ipailiic Colli ge of Mo
Ika’lea Vaatinr. 91. D.,
Proi of Physiology, HomcBopathic Medical College
of Missouri.
John Hartman. M. B.,
Prot ot Cliuical Medicine, Col.
Houiueopathic Physicitns and Surgeons.
They are superior to all other Stoma-li B tiers.
Euno Handers, Analytiial Chemist.
NoBitters in the world can exctl them.
Nimon llirsch, Analytical Chemist.
Eminent Phyxiciau* ol Chicago.
The formula ol the Home Bitters has been tub-

via the

From Lincoln’!* Wharf, Boston. The
now At fast -ailing Soli. “ALCVOW
•J. A. DAVIS, Master, will have Imnit—
mediate Despatch. For Freight or l*as—.sage, apply to

■ng vessels.
Freight lor the

All’ed Heacock, M D
C Herricks, M D,
C A Ware, M D,

novll-dtf

HAVANA.

_

macy,

MERRITT, Superintendent, Boston.

-fob-

Leave each port every Wfdaesdav&Batnrdav

._

between Portland and Boston

*

Express Line

Physicians, and 1 te member Bnaid ot Heaitn.
la* C. H. Boialinif re,
Prol. Obstetiics and Diseases of Women, at Louis
Medical College.
Drake JUcDowell. M. D

Late President Missouri Medical College.
E. A. Clark, 2M D„
Prot. Sargery, Medical College, and the late Beddent Physician City Hospital, St
Louis, Mo.
Herbert Primal, Pro!.,
Prol. Practical Pharmacy, St Louis College of Phar-

•Accommodation.
7Fast Express.

CALL OE

Removal.

Wanted.

1

daily.
Passenger station in Boston, Haymarket Square.
Freight station, Causeway street.

THE

FOR THE BEST
HIGH

AGENTS

“George Appold.'*
William Kennedy:*

Merchants’

LLP*1^ontrea*’

oi

Army Guns and Revolvers bought or traded
4w
Agent* Wanted.
ja8 t

I

Trains leave P. S. & P. R. R. StaPortland, for Boston, *6.15, *9.10
fegsaggSA. M., 3.307, 3.45*, P. M. Returning
—“-“—*7.30, 78.30 A. M., *12.15, *3. P. M.
For Rochester, Alton Bay, *6.15, A. M.
Manchester and Concord, N. H., via C. A P. R. R.
Junction, 6.15* A. M., 3.45* P. M.
Manchester and Concord, via Lawrence, 9.10* A. M.
Lowell, 6.15*, 9.10* A. M., 3.307, 3.45* P. M.
Milton and Union, 9.10* A. M. 3.307, 3.45* P. M.
NOTE.—The 6.15* A. M. train arrives in Boston in
time to connect with Shore Liue at 11.10 for New
York, the South and the West 0.10* A. M. train connects with the 3.00 P. M. Spriugfleld Route and Sound
Steamers for New York aud the South. 3.30t P. M.
rain with the 9.00 P. M. train for New York via Shore

sept25dtf

Steamships:—

Lawrence:*

William

are

1 dares West.

:

BOSTON & MAINE RAILROAD.

.11

of Central Wharf, Boston,
and Saturdays at 4i*. m.
for NORFOLK and BALTIMORE.

Tuesdays

“McClellan,** Capt.
Freight forwarded from Norfolk to Washington bv
Steamer Lady of the Lake.
!
Freight forwarded from Norfolk to Petersburg and
care, ant no ionic stimulant has ever before been
Richmond, by river or rail: and by the Va. it Tenn.
offered to the public so PLEASANT TO TUE
Air
Line to all i>ointH in Virginia, Tennessee, AlaTA>i E and at the same time combining so many
bama and Georgia ; and over the Seaboard and Roaremedial agents endorsed by the medical fraternity
!
noke
R. R. to all joints iu North and South Carolina
as the best known to the Pharmacopoeia,
it costs
but little to give them a lair trial, and
by the Bait. & Ohio R. R. to Washington ami all

;

Augusta, January 3, 1872.

I..

end

cases

particularly
BENEEICTAI, TO FEiHAI.ES,
strengthening the body, invigorating-the mind, and
giving toue and elasticity to the wh de system. The
llsine Bitters ire compounded with the greatest

Mixed train from Augusta, Bath and Lewiston, and
intermediate stations at 6.45 P. M.
Freight train from Bangor and all intermediate stations via Lewiston at 4.30 P. M.
From Skowhegan via Augusta at 4,00 P. M.
From Waterville and intermediate stations via Lewiston, at 12,20 P, M.
passenger train leaving Portland at 1.00
P. M. connects at Bangor with E. & N. A. Railway
train for Mattawamkeag, same night.
The night express from Portland connects at Bangor at 7.30 A. M. with day train through to St. John.
JAS. M. LUNT, Gen'l Superintendent,
L. L. LINCOLN, Asst.
Superintendent.

Or any other

Utonmul.:..o

highly

They

except Mondays.

Trunk

Norfolk and Baltimore and Washington,
D. C. Steamship Line.

They are

use.

recomm nded as an Auti-Dyaprplir,
ot Iniiiaeslion are Invaluable. As
an Appetiser and Recuperant, and iu cases ot
Eeurral Debility they have never in a single instance tailed in producing tt.o most happy results.
are

and in

Banj^r,

W.

in

NUKE PREVENTIVE
For Fever aril Ague, Intermittent*. Biliousness ami
all disorders arising fiom malatious causes.
They

at 5.15 P. M. Mixed train for Augusta, Bath and intermediate stations at at 6 A. M.
FREIGHT TRAINS.—Through train for Bangor
and all intermediate statious east of Waterville, via
Lewsston leaves at 3.00 A. M., taking freight of night
previous from Boston. For Waterville and all intermediate stations via Lewiston, at 4.00 A. M. For
Skowhegan via Augusta and all intermediate stations
including Bath and Lewiston, at 6.00 A. M.
Passenger trains will be due in Portlaud, from
Dexter, Belfast, Farmington, Bath, and all
intermediate stations on this line at 2.55 P. M., connecting there with through trains to Boston. From
Augusta, 1® h and Lewiston, and all intermediate
stations at 8.40 A. M., connecting with morning train
for Boston. Night express with sleeping cars from
Bangor, via Augusta at 1.00 A. M., every morning

PAYSON TUCKER, Agent,
Commercial Street, Portland.

now

A

Afternoon passenger trains for Augusta, Bath and
Lewiston via Danville, and all intermediate stations,

trains

ENDORSED AND PRESCRIBED BT
leading Physieiaus than any other Tonic ot

more

ARRANGEMENT.

Spriugfleld line.

•

Windsor aud Halifax and with the E. A N. A. Railway for Shediae and intermediate statiuns.
Vf/Tr tight received on days of sailing unt
o cluck, p. ni.
Winter rates will be charged for freight after De
iOtk.
A. R. STUBBS. Agent.
de20
is t Sat
then os
tr

other

particulars,

shot-guns, revolvers
Rifles,
Gun materials of every kind. Write for Price

ABE

Stimu'ant

night except Mondays.

t#”Freight

*

Thursday.
WFreight fur Calais and St. Andrews, shipped
from Eastport by sailing vessel.
Connecting at St. John with the Steamer EM
PRESS for Dighy and Annatiolis, them e by rail to

only

A

they were Made ; or, the Struggles
Triumphs of our Self-made Men, by J. D.

•

On anil after MONDAY. Dec.
25th, the Steamer New Brunswick, Capt S. H. Pike. will leave
■Railroad Wharf, foot of State St.,
-every Monday, at 5.15, p. in., fur
Eastport and St John.
Returning will leave St. John and Eastport every

and passenger and all other trains will
be run to all points of this line from the Depot of
Portland & Kennebec R. R. Co. in Portland ouly,
and all trains from this line will arrive at that Depot
in Portland. Passenger trains for Bangor and
all intermediate stations, via Lewiston and via Brunswick will leave at 1.00 P. M. Night Express with
Pullman Cars, at 12.30 A. M. via Augusta, every

or

ARRANGEMENT

OXE TRIP PER WEEK !

CENTRAL RAILROAD.

Arrangement, Not. 13,

JOHN PORTEOUS, Agent.

AVINTER

_On and after November 13th, curfffffmffgrent, the new line between Danvillo
Cumberland will be open for use.

Wiuter

or

and Ml. John, High..
Windsor and llulifux.

WILLIAM H. TURNER, Superintendent.
1871.
decl6-tc

WINTER

*

INTERNATIONAL STEAMSHIP CO.

Portland, Dec. IS,
MAINE

Soot is

LINE.

Knatperl, Calais

At Buxton Centre for West Buxton, Bonny Eagle
and Limington, daily.
At Centre Waterboro’ for Limerick, Newfleld, Parsonsfleld and Ossipee, Tuesdays, Thursdays and Saturdays, returning alternate days.
At Centre Waterboro’ for Limerick, Parsousfield,

daily.

Wharf,

8hP13tf

BRATro

INEBRIATES! CALIFORNIA,

FORTUNES,

tJpO

Atlantic

Liminglon, daily.

-FOR

How

ter,
tw4w 2

je23dtl

7.30 A. M., anil 12 M.
The 7.30 train connecting with down trains on Dover and Wiuuipiseogee, and Portsmouth. Great Falls
and Conway Railroads, and the 12 o’clock train making direct connection at Rochester with trains from
Boston, leaving Boston at 7.30 A. M., via Boston &
Maine, and at 8.30 A. M. via Eastern Railroads.
Leave Portland for Saco River at 5.30 P. M.
Leave Saco River for Portland at 5.30 A. M.
Stages connect as follows:
At Gorham for West Gorham, Standish, and No.

Grand

880 to SHOO per month by selling;

A MONTH to sell our Universal Cement
Combination Tunnel, Button Hole Cutand other articles, Saco Novelty Co., Saco, Me.

23, 1871.

direct connection at Rochester with trains for Boston,
over Boston & Maine and Eastern Railroads.
Also
connect at Rochester with Dover and Winnipiseogee
Railroad for Alton Bay, and with Portsmouth, Great
Falls and Conway Railroad for Conway.

o

WANTED, AGENTS.

K
d|* Q ^
4

nne

Winter Arrangement.

Byjpnrchasing tickets

THIS

McCabe, Jr. By forty eminent examples, it teaches
how to succeed in life, and at the same time benefit
mankind. For
notices of the press and
extra terms, address, GEORGE NIACIjEAN,
Publisher, 3 School St., Boston.
tw4w 2

Portland,d

$5.00 SAVED

IS NO HUMBUG ! By sending 35 Cents
with age, height, color of eyes and hair, you will
receive by return mail a correct picture of your future
husband or wife, with name and date of marriage.
Address W. Fox, P. O. Drawer, No. 24 Fultonville,
N. Y.
4w
jnlt

and
and

C. R. R.

j

The favorite Steamship OAK
LOTTA will leave Galt's Wharl
SATURDAY
every
■at 4 P. M.,r,>r Halifax direct
————— maknig close connections
with the
Nova Scotia Railway, for Windsor, Truro New
Glasgow amlPIctou, and with Allan’s Mail Steamers
for Queenstown and Liverpool.
Returning will leave Dominion Wharf, Halifax e\
ery Tuesday, at 4 P. M.
Cabin passage with State Room.
$7 oo
Fur further information apply to L. BILLINGS

Ol TVER.

N.

Nova

Halifax,
WEEKLY

Will leave the Wett side ol Portland Pier,
daily tor
Pealr.* Inland at 8.45 A M. and 3.15 P M.
Ke’uininii vr leave Peak.’ I.lnud 0 15 AM,
ami 3.45 P M.
KP-Privau partiee eon be accommodated by ap.
plyiBgto the Car.(am on b >rd,
Fare down and bach 25 ce„t9, children hall pr":e.

PORTLAND & ROCHESTER RAILROAD*

FOR

Druggists, or

A.

*

9-dtf

For

EXPRESS,

*J. HAMILTON, Superintendent.
no9tf
Portland, November 8,1871.

353

3m

Good Templars of Mass.
Send for evidence. Sold by
of expense on receipt of price,

May

Peak*. Island ktrambonl I’ouipniiy
STEAMER

CAPT.

Co.

Steamers Dirigo and Franconia
will, until further notice, run a."
follows:
Leave Galt’s Wharf. Portland,
I____
every MONDAY and THURSDAY, at 4 P. M., and leave Pier 3a E. U„ New York
every MONDAY and THURSDAY, at ;j 1*. M.
The Dirigo ami Franconia sire fitted up with fine
accommodations for passengers, making this the most
convenient and comfortublo route for travelers between New York and Maine.
Passage in State Room $5. Meals extra.
Goods forwarded to and from Montreal,
Quebec.
Halifax. St. John, ami all parts of Maine. Shlppem
are requested to send their freight to the Steamers an
early as 4 P. M.,on the days they leave Portland.
For Freight or Passage apply to
HENRY FOX, Galt’s Wharf. Portland
J. F. AMES, Pier 3#, E. R., New York.

I

For Peaks5 Island.

•Tuesdays, Thursdays and Saturdays.
tVia 7.40 A. M.
ITVia 3.15 P. M.
The 8.45 A. M. train from No. Conway, arrives in
Portlaud in season for early afternoon train for Boston and passengers by the 1 P. M. from North Conway can take the Portland steamers arriving in Bos-

8tcannlii|)

NEW ABKA.VKE.HK.’VT.

jn2dly

At Brownfield for East Fryeburg.
At Fryeburg for Lovell.1T

KNIGHTS’ TONIC

desire to engage a few more Agents to sell the
World Renowned Improved BUCKEYE SEW-

GREAT

Stages Connect
Windham for North Windham, Casco,
Raymond, Naples and Bridgton.t
At East Baldwin for Sebaeo and Bridgton.*
At Baldwin for Cornish, Kezar Falls and Porter.1T
At Brownfield for Denmark and Bridgton .IT
At South

o’clock
o’clock.

8EMI-WEEKLY LINE

24.

i|34

attached.

A- Certain Cnre !

EMPLOYMENT.

WELLS’S”CARBOLIC

IT!

w52

Wed., Jail.

PREPAID STEERAGE PASSAGE.
From Liverpool, Glasgow, Queenstown or Derrv to
Bostou or New York,
CURRENCY.
Passengers booked to all parts of the United States.
Drafts issued on Great Brittain and Ireland for £1
ami upwards. For Freight ami Cabin passage apply
at the Company's Office, 80 State Street. For steerage passage, at 99 State Street, Boston.
JAT1EH ALEXANDER, Agent.

A. M.
P. M.
Leave Portland,
7.40
3.15
Leave N. Conway, 8.45
1.00
The 7.40 A. M. from Portland and 1.00 P. M. from
No. Conway will be freight trains with passenger car

■_,__

Spleen,
Poverty

Price One Dollar per Bottle.
4w
f
jnl

On and after Monday, Nov. 13th, and
ti 1 further notice, trains will run as

Rsiine

Return Tickets on favorable terms
enbark at Cunard Wharf, Jersey

Passengers

City.

at 7
at 5

Deck...1 oo
Freight taken as usual.
L. BILLINGS, Agent.
May 1,18C9-dt f

YORK.
Weil., Jan. 17.

NEW

follows:

kpumoii as

to sail

I

Gold, additional.

the

run

fare.||5a

3.

Passage Money.[Including fare from Boston to N York,
Cabin, $H0, $100, $130 gold—according to accommodation. Steerage, $30 Currency. Tickets to Paris, $15

VALUABLE

it nas no

appointed

ABYSINLA, Wed., Jan. 3 RUSSIA,
ALGERIA, Wed., Jan. 10 JAVA,

fiS^The

ncTfamily

dcc9f4w

Steamers

now

Leaving Atlantic Wharf, Portland,
India Wharf, Boston, every day,
jn«l
i\ M., (Sundays
excepted.)
Cabin

Cabin, $80 Gold. Steerage, $S0 Currency

fe^^-^foUows:

ton early the next morning.
Tickets for sale at the ticket office M.

_

wl-l

Sit., Jan. 20. PAKTHIA, Sat,, Feb. 10.
bat., Jan. 27.|SAMAKIA, Sat.. Feb. 17.
J3T*Pa8sengers embark at the Cunard Wharf, East
Boston.

R.

R.

liar.

SIBERIA,
HECLA,

FKOT1

OGDENSBURG

Queenstown, Cork

DIRECT BKO.TI BOSTON
J
BATAVIA, Saturday, Jan. G.
SAMARIA, Sat., Jan. 13.IALEPPO. Sat.. Feb.

{Express.

&

at

The

steamers

Steamers appointed tc sail

N. B. The 6.15, 9.10 A. M., and 3.30, 3.45 P. M.
trains from Portland, make close connections to New
York by one or other of the routes from Boston.
Passengers ticketed through by either route.
F. CHASE,
no9tfSupt. P. S. & P. K. R.

Eclectic medical Infirmary.

PROPRIETOR OF

Calling

!

and nuporior sea-goin •
FOREST CITY, and
MONTREAL, having lieen tttt*-1
up at a great expense with a larg
number of beautiful State Room

1

one or

Middle-Aged Men,

SECOND

l.llh, 1871* |

M
Leave Boston for Portland at t7.30 A. M., *8.30 A.
M., till. 15 P. M., *3.00 P. M., *8.00 P. M.
Biddeford for Portland at 8.00 A. M., returning at
5.20 P. M.
Portsmouth for Portland tlO.OO A. M., *10.40 A.
M.f 12.35 P. M., t5.30 P. M., *10.00 P. M.
•Pullman sleeping car express train,
tAccommodation train.
§ Mail train.

PORTLAND

BOSTON.

FOR

S AILING FOB LI VEItPOr >L.

—“-§9.1U

men

young men with the above disease, some of
whom are as weak and emaciated as though they had
the consumption, and by their friends are supi>08cd
to have It. All such cases yield to the proper and on
ly to correct course of treatment, and iu a short time
are made to rejoice in perfect health.

clearly

THE

ness, as may legally come before them, will be held
at the office of Ross & Sturdivant, Portland, on Tuesday, the 23d day of January, 1872. at 3 o’clock, p. m.
GEO. A. HOPKINS, Treas. and Clerk.

IN

The Pains and Aches, and Lassitude and Nervous
Prostration that may follow Impure Coition,
are the Barometer to the whole
system.
Do not wait for the consummation that is sure to follow : do not wait for unsightly Ulcers, for
Disabled Limbs, for Loss of Beauty

his former numerous customers.
Being connected with no other business or concern
he intends to devote himself entirely to his trade, as
above.
E. D. GAMMON.
dc!3
3m

A

Lungs,
Anthony’s
Pimples,

ANTIDOTE

SEEK FOR SOME

THE

FOR PURIFYING THE BLOOD.

ESTABLISHED

Every intelligent and thinking person must know
that remedies handed out for general use should have
their efficacy established by well-tested experience in
the hands of a regularly-educated physician, whose
preparatory studies tit him for all the duties he must
rulnl; yet the country is flooded with poor nostrums
and cure-alls, purporting to be the best in the world,
which are not only useless, but always injurious.
The unfortunate should be particular in selecting
his physician, as it is a lamentable yet incontrovertible fact, that many syphilitic patients are made miserable with ruined constitutions by maltreatment
from inexperienced physicians in general practice;
for it is a point generally conceded by the best sypliilographers, that the study and management of these

LINE

CUNARD

ARRANGEMENT.
JI outlay, Not’t

STEAMERS.

MAH. STEAMER*

Passenger trains leave Portland tlaifor Portsmouth and Boston, (Sunlays excepted) at *l.lu A- M. 16.15 A.
A. M., *3.30 P. M., t3.45 P.

__

troubled with emissions in sleep,—a
complaint generally the result of a bad lmbit in
youth—treated scientifically and a nerfeot cure warranted.

use.

Srodi

standing or recently contracted, entirely removing
die dregs of disease from the system, and
making a
perfect and permanent cure.

more

THE FEW Compositions
which have won the confidence of mankind and
become household words
among not only one but
many nations, must have
extraordinary virtues. Per-

Commencing

and Complexion.
How iflauy Thousands Can Testify to This

Caution.
Don’t be deceived by worthless imitations. Get
only Wells’s Cakbolic Tablets. Price 25 cts per
box.
JOHN Q. KELLOGG, 18 Platt St., N. y7,
Sole agent for the U. S. Send for Circular. jnl-t4w

Ayer’sCherry Pectoral

Street,

WHERE

tants.

Vigor,

WINTER

he can be consulted privately, and with
the utmost confidence by the afflicted, at all
lours daily, and from 8 A. M. to 9 P. M.
Dr. H. addresses those who are suffering under the
ifflietion of private diseases, whether arising from
mpure connection or the terrible vice of self-abuse.
Devoting hie entire time to that particular branch of
:he medical profession, he feels warranted in Guaranteeing a Cure in all Cases, whether of
long

Young

ly&w51

Hair

Ayer’s

Rooms,

By Unhappy Experience!

AGENTS.

deod

decl6

Practical and Analytical Chemists.

#1.430,000

8enn (’t"BlWe paid) for Fifty Cents,
J./U that retail easily for Ten Dollars
i»
Ja»t4w
R. i,
Wolcott, N. Y.
Printing

Capital,

Assets,

RPd<2A£d*&e™d Na,^mW W4911' pi:ietor8-

Wm

Company,

#400,000

IT

on

1‘Alb, 1M7I.

BOSTON, MASS.

HAIR

or

October

Manufacturers’

eodly

lo

Language.

Late Master ot Modern Languages in the Provincial Traiuing School, High and Grammar Schools,
it. John, N. Ii.
Uelerences: Gen. J. M. Brown, J. W.Symonds.

rinary

seen

granular erosions, with leucorrhcea,
disappear very rapidly under its use, I have not
time to do more than call the attention of my professional brethren to thiR new Extract, which I am sure
will soon be recognized as a valuable addition to our
materia medica.
267 Madison Avenue,
and I have

THE

will

sale by the trade generally.

or

EXTRACT

In this way I have

to Let,
Also Lady Boarders
Center and Free st. No

dc20 eod&wtf

Fancy .Job
fain
o‘Y‘t.'?1
bnd it
TtL!nlei,'1|
their advantage to call

#3,00.
Brisque, Zoo Lo and Kings & Cavaliers, for

dc6

chronic granular vaginities remedied in a few days
that have resisted the ordinarv remedies for weeks;

on

FLUENT M.OOK,

QFFICKSI

Marks, at the Daily PressJob Printing offim Eioh»nge Street, Portland.

Fine

w2wl

I

__jnn30tf
TO
LET,

■fclBO have S* Agency for Site State for the

From 50

#2.00.

Also

St

N. B.—All ot ihe genuine article has the copyright
trade mark of S. H. Kennedy on every package.
From the Medical Gazette of June 24th. 1871.
HAVE used Kennedy’s Concentrated Extract of
Pin us Canadensis for about eight months in some
affections of the rectum, vagina, and cervix uteri; I
have used it, considerably diluted, as a vaginal wash,
with great success: but I prefer to apply it to the ostincae on cotton wool, either pure or mixed with glycerine, or glycerine and rose water. Thus applied, it
should remain intact for two or three, or even four

Furutsbed Room

sell to be paid for in Install-

$10

101

BY J. MARION SIMS, M. D.

jy!8tl

Price lists sent by mail.

no28

rHE

Agents Wanted

LOCKE.

THE

ranted.

It is

Royal Backgammon Board of India. The
most fascinating and eiciting game ever
pubisbed in this country. Popular edition #1.00. Medi-

“Eminent Women of the Age.” 45,000 sold.
A very attractive book selliug rapidly. Also for
“Old and New World,” by George Alired Townsend.
A very interesting and valuable work.
doc7-4w
L. P. CROWN & Co., Boston, Mass.

Enquire of

whole or part ot the block ot Brick
Portland Pier.
Apply at the Merchants National Bank.

All Instruments War-

L

PAllUHEESI

PINUS CANADENSIS.

To be lict,

and State Fairs in

1869.

TttThS

JUST

Furnished iu cans, cases, and prime bbls. by

DRUGGISTS,

To jLet.
No. 36 Andersen street; nearly new, contains six 100ms, eight closet-*, good cellar, and
I plenty ot water. Apply at No. 3 Liucoln st.

ROOM,

dcl4

application to

0F

JI/.uK.

1

—AND—

Exchange

on

CONCENTRATED

Tit

ORGANS

14

supplied

"KENNEDY'S

for

Let)'

to

j ST;aug23

HASTINGS,

SEND FOR

Published for 1872, Map of New England
States, (on Large Scale), Beautifully Colored in
townships. Best ever published. Will outsell all
ither Maps, and with our U. S. and World Map #75
o #200 per month cleared with a
certainty. Send for
lescriptive Circular, and secure Territory at once.
». 14 Guernsey, Publisher, Concord, N. H.
4w

xuc

per Cent, in Gold
limited amount of these

Bankers A
Portland, Nov. 29,1871. os-nov30-eod2m

Store No 142 & 144 Commercial at
ot
Widgery’s Wharf, particular!
J adapted to tbe Fi<
r and Grain business, larg
capacity, having a frontage O' 36 feet, and depth 15
leer, accessible by water or rail, filed up with every

PREPARED BY
C. AYER & CO., LOWELL, MASS.,
Practical and Analytical Chemists.
Sold by all druggists everywhere.
janl-e3dwly-l

STATE

MEN WANTING BUSINESS

second mort-

BARRETT,
Broker*, lOO middle

JLET

TO

DR. J.

Remember 144 1-2 Exchange St.

a

Medical

No. 172 Cumberland

Hardly

ntiat ou.

SWAN A

3m

harmless.

United

ui<w

free ot taxation. The
bonds now offered ($250,000) cannot remain long upon
the market, and we take this occasion to recommend
them to investors.

GEO. M. HARDING. Architect.

being. They cure not only the evof everybody, but formidable and
complaints
diseases.
Most eminent clergymen, most
dangerous
skilful physicians, and our best citizeus send certificates of cures performed and of great benefits thej
have derived from these Pills. ’They are the safest
and best phyBic for children, because tnild as well ai
effectual. Being sugar coated, they are easy U
take; and being purely vegetable, they are entlrelj

hi tin

IMPORTANT TO AGENTS and

cars.

THOMPSON,’

tone to tho whole
ery day

HF,NRY~TAVT

ntic

caboose

Quarter

a

Further information

Office.

Post

practically
Eight and

Said Stores have a frontage of 41 feet, and nearly
100 leet in depth, Brick and Iron Sates, Double
rooms, and unquestionably the best show
windows in the city.
These Stores are fitted up in tbe nicest manner
for Wholesale Jobt ing Houses, and will be let at a
low lent if applied tor immediately. Api>lv to
Mrs H. K.
Lowell, Mass
No 91 Merrimack st., or Box 117,
J. C, PROCTER, 93 Exchange st

....

States.

to

%

tlemun. Sold by Druggluts^-^*
•ad Dealers In PERFUMER

offered

Counting

Pill, and Purifying the Blood,
!
are the moat congenial purgative yet perfected. Theii
edects abundantly show how much they excel all oth- ;
er Pills.
They are safe and pleasant to take, but
powerful to cure. They purge out the foul humor*
of the blood; they stimulate the sluggish ordisor_i

2m

vuuotiuviiuu

or

85 in Currency and Accrued Interent.
facts recited above show that the security is
substantial and ample. At 65 the investment pays

THOMPSON BLOCK.

Dinner

w47

press and mail cars, and 9 way

The

Third Block below the

Cogtivencss, Jaundice
Dyspepsia, Indigestion,
Dysentery, Foul Stomach, Erysii>elas, Headache, Piles, Rheumatism,Eruptions and Skin
Diseases, Biliousness,
Liver Complaint, Dropsy, Tetter, Tumors and
Salt Rheum, Worms,
Gout, Neuralgia, as s

loading Instrument manufactured

tlie delicate and refreshing
^fragrance of genuine Farina
7»w\Cologne Water, and la
hu

doing

are

Private

STEAMERS.

PORTSMOUTH R. R.

Caution to the Public.

trunk lin

A Surplus of $18,000 a mouth.
The entire debt is limited by charter to $20,000 a
mile, and the Equipment Bonds now offered canndt
accordingly exceed $4,000 to the mile, secured by the
franchises, road, track, rolling stock and property of
every description belonging to a company already

gage,

MIDDLE ST.,

CURING

McPhail’t

a

funded indebtedness incurred for construction
amounts to only $16,000 a mile. The earnings are
sufficient to pay the interest upon this light debt and

xuc

51, 53,-47,49

Family Physic,

England

Iowa,

EASTERN AND PORTLAND, SACO, &

HIB

cess.

at

m

EXCHANGE

of

DR. J. B. HUGHES

Me.

r>\>lfldl»pcn8ttble

running for 203 miles through the finest agricultural
region iu the world, with a heavy lumber and coal
traffic already developed, has been in oj>eration since
February last, and is now fully equipped with depots,
water tanks, coal sheds and machine shops. The net
oarnings in October, the ninth month after the road
was opened for business, were $37,293, after deducting all expenses for operation and repairs. The result iu September, before the Chicago tire which temporarily deranged the movement of freights, was
even better.
The company owes no floating debt,

Equipment Bonds, being secured by

WITH

Ayer’s Cathartic Pills,

The

house 87 Franklin street,

The lower rent of

S&

MISCELLANEOUS.

&

Portland,

A

(10RNKR

MANUFACTORY

nov22-3m

ONE

lesson.”

W .1*.

on the 15th days of April
the Company’s Office,
October,
32 Pine street, New York.

RAILROADS

CAN BE FOUND AT

at

Prosperous Business.
The proceeds of the present issue of Equipment
room 19x20, with ante room connected, heating including, in second story of Portland Sav- I Bonds will be used in adding to the rolling stock,
dc20-2w
ngs Bank Building. Inquire at the Bank.
which proves inadequate to the amount of business
offering, though the company has now 22 locomotives,
Nice Rent for $200*
500 freight cars, 10 passenger coaches, 5 baggage, ex-

viz.: enameled faces. Powder, however, was
One little girl (if she could be
as
Buqh) particularly engaged attention. She was apparently 10 years of age.
addition
to
In
the powdered hair and dazzling
costume she sported, with true appreciation,
a pair of diamond earrings, a gold chain and
a locket itudded with diamonds.
Upon each
arm was a bracelet of elaborate workmanship,
whieh she held up for display, exclaiming, as
she did so, to her admirers: “There’s no sham
about these; they’re the real thing,” which
her auditors were quite willing to believe. If
the above seems incredible, what will the following be ? A little girl of seven summers
was arrayed in rose-colored silk, $7 per yard,
point applique flowers, a galaxy of diamonds,
and other expensive jewelry.
A gold belt,
the buckle of which was studded with
diamonds; a band of gold encircled the
head, and from a pendant on the forehead sparkled a solitaire of great value.
Her mother was heard to exclaim exultiugly that the price of her child’s outfit for
that evening was $5000.
Another mother,
jealous of the sensation caused by such a display, remarked that “upon the next occasion
mine shall be dressed in tea-rose silk, which
is by all means less common than pink, as my
child’s complexion is such that she can wear
anything.” Music, dancing and charades occupied the evening. The supper was all that
could be desired by the greatest epicure. The
party broke up about midnight. The adieus
were spoken with sufficient grace and ceremony to satisfy the most ardent devotee oi
modem etiquette.
“Here endeth the firs!

-—

and

Office to be Let.

freely used.
recognized

a

payable semi-annually,

MEDICAL.

re-

by Druggists. Price 25 cents a Box.
For Sale by W. F. PHILLIPS & CO.,

leave

C. F. CORRY.

julOtf

|

Sola

and the

A Fore and Market Sts.

guests were present, who were received
by their young hostess (a miss of 10 years)
with as much ease and self-possession as a

-r'

Agent.

To Let.
BARBER’S room over the Apothecary shop, cor.

dred

THIRTY YEARS.

The Central Railroad
on

easily

,uno8, Throat and Bronchial Tubes.
From the great number of Testimonials as to the
fflclency of this invaluable medicine the following is
sleeted.
47 Wahpanseh Av., Chicago, 111., Jan. 14,1871.
“For the last ten
years I have been a great sufferer
•om frequent attacks of Acute
Bronchitis, and have
ever found
anything to relieve me from these attacks
ntil I tried Dr. Wells’ Carbolic Tablets."
Elizabeth T. Boot.

FREE OF GOVERNMENT TAX.

Let!

Free Street, Basement and first floor to let
favorable terms.
Possession given January 8, 1872. Apply to
3

so

A TTTTOIV ^on t let worthless arti(H
O'.x'w. XJ _X Av/li • clets be palmed ott on
you,
e sure you get only Wells’ Carbolic
Tablets,
ohn O. Kellogg, Platt Street, N. Y. Sole
Agent.

Interest at Seven per Cent
IN’ GOLD,

jn4-tf

COUGH!
be

can

__

AT THE END OF

Boom To Let.
board miitable for gentleman and wife, or
WITH
two gentlemen. AIro a few table boarderB ac-

Among the recent holiday parties given to
children, we describe one which is not exaggerated, and which is a fair specimen of hun-

Profitable

a

PRINCIPAL PAYABLE IN GOLD

particulars apply to

commodated, at 52 Free Street.

and

Investment.

PORTLAND STAR MATCH CO.,
Commercial Sreet, Portland, Me.

to muster up
courage to do right!

For all the Purposes of

Light Debt

West
Jan 12-d&wtf

A Modern Children’* Party.

dreds.

A

the mile of Constructed Road*

to

you

D“. Wells’ Carbolic Tablets 1
They are a sure cure for Sore Throat. Cold,
[oakseness, Catarrh and all Diseases of the

-AT-

moderate.

case

will
you
j. eved by using

85 in Curreut y and Accrued Interest.
$4,000

COUGH!
Cough when

Why

CENTRAL RAILROAD OF IOWA

13

For

( IOUGH!

-OF THE-

jal2d*lw

premises.

MEDICAL.

EQUIPMENT BONDS

Seba-

ISLAND
miles from Portland and two
from main land, containing about 40
AN miles
with the

To step aside from Fashion’s course,
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